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PREFACE 

It is nowadays for a mere sanskritist no longer entirely im� 
possible to translate ,  or rather int erpret, one of those exeget ical 
sanskr it treatises which belong to the great Buddhist �philosophical 
schools. The recent edit ions and translations of important sanskrit 
t exts ,  the numerous treatises and standard works by great scholars , 
such as Sylvain Levy. Th.  Stcherbat sky, 1. de la Valle e  Poussin, 
E. Obermiller, and many others , afford such a mass of informat ion, 
that even one who is not thorou ghly acquainted with such almost 
indispensable languages as Tibetan, Chinese or Japanese, may find 
his way in t his seeming labyrinth  of  subtle Buddhist thought .  It 
is for this reason that I readily accepted a proposal made to me 
by Prof. J. Rahder. to  translate  into  English the first part of 
Sthiramati's  Madhyant avibha gatika, o f  which at that time two 
editions wer e  just published; one by Pro fessor Susumu Yamaguchi, 
the other by Professors G. Tucci and Vidhushekhara Bhattacharya, 

When I had worked at this translation for a considerable t ime, 
the lat e  Prof. Sylvain Levy was good enough to  inform me that 
Prof. Th.  Stcherbatsky likewise was about t o  finish the same work, 
In his reply t o  a letter, which I had writt en to  him, Prof.  St cher� 
batsky urged me t o  continue my work, referring t o  the two simul� 
taneous translat ions of the Trirp.sika by S. Levy and H. Jacobi, 
It w as only then that I had the courage to  finish the present work 
since, at first , I was of opinion that it had become superfluous 
under the circumstances. For I am only too well aware of the fact , 
that as a beginner my knowledge and abilities don't come up t o  
t h e  height of  those of Prof . Stcherbatsky, t h e  more so since it 
would have been impossible for me to  accomplish this  translation 
without the aid of his invaluable great standard works. That is 
why I wish to  avail myself of the opportunity to express my gra� 
t itude for his kind encouragement . A short time ago. Prof. Stcher� 
bat sky's version appeared in t he Bibliot heca Buddhica. As my 



publication was in th e press then, I had no opport unity t o  read 
his work. 

Many t hanks are due to Prof. J. Ph. Vogel for the help which 
he has rendered in reading and critic izing my version of the trans� 
lation, and for the valuable sugg estions I received from him. I am 
greatly indebted to Prof. J. Rahder, who spent many hours in dis� 
cussing with  me the difficult phil osophic problems contained in this 
t ext , and who was always willing to put his great Japanese, Chinese 
and Tibetan learning at my disposal. Finally I wish to express my 
gratitude to Dr. B. Ch. Cchabbra Shastri for the kind suggestions 
I received from him. 

Prof.  Rahder was kind enough to  compare my rendering of 
several obscure passages with that of Prof . Yamaguchi in the 
Japanese language. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The material used: In the year 1928. the late Professor Sylvain 
Levy had the good fortune to discover at Katmandu in Nepal a 
manuscript of the Sanskrit text of Sthiramati's sub�commentary on 
the Madhyantavibhaga. This manuscript he entrusted to Mr. 
Susumu Yamaguchi. at present Professor in the Otani University. 
for the sake of revising and editing it. Having first published the 
text in five instalments in the Review of the Otani University. 
Professor Yamaguchi brought out an entirely revised edition in 
1934 under the title of Madhyantavibhagatika. to which he added 
an elaborate introduction discussing therein all textual matter, the 
authorship of the sastra and the main points of the contents. In� 
dependently of Professor Yamaguchi. Professor Tucci, who had 
likewise discovered this text. published in 1932 in cooperation with 
Prof. Vidhushekhara Bhattacharya the edition of the first chapter 
of the Tika. the Chapter on Lak�aIfa. under the title of 
Madhyantavibhagasiltrabha�yatika. I have used and compared both 
editions for my interpretation o£ this first chapter. Yamaguchi's 
edition has been denoted by Y .. Tucci's edition by T. An excellent 
review of T.'s edition was published by the late Dr. E. Obermiller, 
in the Indian Historical Quarterly, vol. IX. pp. 1019 ff. In it he 

discussed its central conceptions and especially suggested numerous 

textual improvements, which in the main correspond to the readings 

as brought forward by Professor Yamaguchi in his edition. Another 

review, by Prof. L .  de 1a Vallee Poussin. we find in the Melanges 
chinois et bouddhiques. vol. I, pp. 400 ff. Prof. de la Vallee Poussin 
gives the integral text of the first 12 karikas and of the introductory 
sloka. In his "Some Aspects of the Doctrines of Maitreya [natha] 

and Asailga". Prof. Tucci likewise discusses some of the main 

points of the Madhyanta. Further references we find in three more 

articles by Dr. E. Obermiller: The Sublime Science of Maitreya 

(Acta Orientalia, vol. IX; NirvaIfa according to Tibetan Tradition 

(Indian Historical Quarterly. X) and The term Silnyata and its 

different interpretations (JG IS, I). Other references have been 
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mentioned in the notes. As all textual. matter has been discussed 
by· Prof. Yamaguchi in his edition, by Professors Tucci and 
Bhattacharya in their edition and by Dr. Obermiller in his 
review, I refrain from repeating it here. For the sake of dearness 
however, I only wish to mention some particulars: The Madhyan� 
tavibhaga is one of the five famous treatises inspired by the 
Bodhisattva Maitreya to the Saint Asanga. It is a Y ogacara� 
Vijiianavada text, strongly influenced however by Madhyamika 
views. It was composed in karika form. On this karika, a 
commentary, a bha1?ya or vrtti was written by Vasubandhu, 
Asailgas's brother, and on this bha1?ya again Sthiramati wrote his 
subcommentary or tika. Both the karika and Vasubandhu's bha1?ya 
are partly quoted in the tika. In the two editions these quotations 
are underlined. In my translation they are printed in bold printing� 
type. As to the authorship of the Madhyantavibhaga different 
views prevail. According to Professors Hakuju Ui and G. Tucci, 
Maitreya [natha] was a historical person, the real founder of the 
Y ogacara school. This is denied by Prof. de la Vallee Poussin (in 
his Introduction to the Abhidharma Kosa, p. XXVI) and by Dr. 
Obermiller in his different works. From the tika of Sthiramati no 
internal evidence can be obtained as to this difficult and in my 
opinion not yet solved problem. I might refer in this respect to 
Prof. de la Vallee Poussin in Mel., I, p. 401: "La strophe d'intro� 
duction existe toute entiere en morceaux dans la tika; 

sastrasyasya praI;letaram abhyarhya sugatatmajam / 
vaktaram casmadadibhyo yati1?ye 'rthavivecane II 

c' est�a�dire: "J e salue Ie fils du Bouddha auteur de ce traite
Maitreya, Bodhisattva de la 10e terre qui n'a plus a renaitre qu'une 
fois - et celui qui a dit ce sastra aux gens comme nous - c' est� 
a�dire Asanga ...... ". 

C'est Vasubandhu qui parle. Mais d'autres lisent sugatatmajal).. 
Alors, c' est Asailga qui parle: "Moi, qui suis un Bodhisattva, je 
salue [Maitreya] l'auteur et revelateur ...... ". Asailga est ne dans 
la famille du Bouddha, soit par l'acquisition de la premiere terre, 
soit par la seule production de la pensee de l'Illumination." In both 
readings of this verse, Maitreya apparently appears as the true 
"revealer" or author of the Madhyanta. Only Asailga's position 
is not dear. But Dr. Obermiller observes (IHQ., IX, p. 1024): "It 

II 
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is thus clearly said that Maitreya is the Bodhisattva abiding in 
the tenth Stage; he is evidently viewed as the future Buddha, the 
Ajitanatha, the successor to the religious realm of the Buddha 
'Sakyamuni. It seems in the highest degree improbable that such a 
position could have been assigned to one of the Buddhist acaryas, 
however celebrated he might have been". A plausible solution is 
suggested by Prof. Yamaguchi (In trod., p. XV f.) which I reproduce 
here: 

"Nous apprenons ainsi que l'origine de ce c;astra a ete transmis 

par Mi'iitreya a Asanga et d'Asanga au commentateur Vasubandhu. 
I1 faut, cependant, signaler a l' attention Ie fait que Vasubandhu 
affirme ·dans la strophe qu'Asanga, instruit par Maitreya et aussi 
par d'autres maitres, n'a reuceilli les instructions de ceux�ci qu'avec 
l'autorisation de celui�la. Cela signifie a mon sens qu'Asanga a 
synthetise et systematise les doctrines de ses maitres precedents en 
s'appuyant sur celle de Maitreya, en qui il a toute confiance. 
D' Asanga, on connait egalement Ie MahayanasaIp.graha comme 
ouvrage appartenant a la deuxieme epoque du developpement de sa 
pensee, ainsi que !'informe M. E. Obermiller. Et si la mission 
d'Asanga dans l'histoire des doctrines du bouddhisme mahayanique 
est, comme j' ai dit tout a l'heure, de synthetiser et de systematiser 
les doctrines de ses predecesseurs, c'est�a�dire, de recueillir tous 
les mahayana (mahayanasaIp.graha) ,  non seulement Ie Mahayana� 
saIp.grahac;astra, mais aussi les autres ouvrages qui s'y rapportent, 
soit Ie MahayanasfitralaIp.kara, soit Ie Dharmadharmatavibhaga, 
soit Ie Madhyantavibhaga, devront etre, au point de vue d' Asanga 

lui�meme, tous respectivement un MahayanasaIp.graha. 
De tout ce qui precede no us pourrons conclure au sujet de la 

karika de notre Madhyantavibhagac;astra que, meme si elle etait 
deja comprise dans les doctrines des maitres anterieurs, son systeme 
actuel devrait ·etre attribue a Asanga. Naturellement on ne doit 
pas croire que Ie systeme lui soit apparu d'une maniere surnaturelle 
par la revelation de Maitreya qui se trouve dans Ie monde TU1?ita, 

mais il n' en est pas moins vrai qu' Asanga a synthetise et systematise 
les doctrines de ses predecesseurs. Sur ce point, deux hypotheses 
sont possibles pour nous: lors de la synthese et de la systematisation 
des doctrines bouddhiques par Asanga, il y aurait eu parmi ses 

1lI 
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predecesseurs un maitre qui aurait exerce une tres grande influence 
sur lui et qui serait parvenu a etre honore comme Maitreya� 
bodhisattva; ou bien, ces doctrines auraient He deja transmises 
comme l' enseignement de Maitreyabodhisattva parmi les maitres 
anterieurs ,a Asanga. Quoi qu'il en soit, Ie fait est que ce c;astra 
est attribue a Maitreyabodhisattva residant dans Ie monde Tu�ita 

comme futur bouddha, objet de veneration de tous les bouddhistes. 
Et a mon avis, c' est qu' on estimait alors que !'idee profonde du 
mahayana n'avait jamais dii €:tre exposee aux <;ravaka, qui n'auraient 
pu saisir que Ie sens litteral des Agama, mais aux bodhisattva 
seulement, qui, eux, Haient a meme de com prendre Ie sens cache 
(sarp.dhyartha) du mahayana. Or, un tel sens du mahayana ne 
saurait Hre compris, bien entendu, par les hommes ordinaires; per� 
sonne autre n' aurait donc pu etre a meme de Ie comprendre, et de 
r expliquer que ce bodhisattva celebre qui, selon la croyance, 
apparaitra un jour dans ce monde comme bouddha succedant au 
Bouddha<;akyamuni. 

,C' est ainsi qu' on aura He amene a tenir Maitreya pour l' explica� 
teur du sens pro fond et cache du mahayana. tel que Ie demontre 
Ie titre meme de Sarp.dhinirmocanasutra, texte principal sur lequel 
s'appuyait l'ecole de Yogacaravijiiaptivada. Au cours du developpe� 
ment des doctrines du Mahayana, on est arrive a insister avec plus 
de force sur Ie sens cache des paroles du Bouddha que sur Ie sens 
litteral de ses enseignements. Et en revelateur de ce sens cache, il 
me semble que Ie futur bouddha Maitreya s' est introduit dans Ie 
milieu des savants de l' ecole de Y ogacaravijiiaptivada." 

The Title and the Contents: At the end of the fifth chapter of 
the tika. the Yananuttaryapariccheda. the chapter on the Supreme 
Path. we find a short explanation of the title. The sanskrit original 
of that explanation has been lost. but was restored from the Tibetan 
by Prof. Yamaguchi. at p. 270 of his edition. Here I give a 
translation from the sanskrit: 

"Because in this sastra the Middle Path has been shown. which 
is beyond the extremities of eternalism [of the soul] and nihilistic 
materialism it is called Analysis of the Middle Path. It is an expo� 
sition as well as an elucidation thereof. And so it is the analysis 
of the Middle Path and the Extremes because it explains both of 

IV 
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them. And here the Mi ddle Path is the A dvayadharmadhatu ,  the 
Monistic Ultimate Essence of Existence, the extremes being the 
imputation [o f real, separate, phenomenal existence on the one 
hand ] , nihilism on the other hand. Some, [ the extreme Madhya� 
mikas ] maintain that  the Middle Path is the Tathata, the Unique 
Absolute because it implies the negation of the first extreme, [i . e. 
the extreme of real phenomenal existence] . But others [ the 
vijiianavadins ] say: It has been shown that i t  is the Abhiltaparikalpa, 
the Constructive  Ideation, the Stream of Consciousness or the I deal 
Reality [in which is implied] the negation of the first anta, [ i.e .  the 
separate reality of phenomenal existence ] which is the ,Middle Path. 

This Middle Path is diffi cult to comprehend but nevertheless 
essential. It is di ficcult to be understood because it is the object 
of that wisdom whi ch transcends logic and dialecti cs ,  i .e. because 
it is the obj ect of the Nirvikalpajiiana, the Pure Non-Discriminative 
Wisdom [of the Saints ] . And it is essential because i t  cannot be 
known by the controversialists, the opponents. Its [ mystical ] essen
tiali ty (sarata ) has been explained according to the truth [as the 
activity of the Bodhisattva on the Path of  Final Deliv erance, for it 
consists of the obtainment and practising of the ten Paramitas the 
ten Transcendental Virtues ] (See Y. p. 201). The Middle Path is 
" Great", for it has been taught as the Bodhisattvacarya, the Course 
of the Bodhisattva [who  pursues the spiritual welfare]  of himself 
and others. And so i t  is  Universal ( sarvartham ), for it has been 
taught with regard to the three "Vehicles" , the Paths o f  the 
Hinayanistic Arhats, Le. the 'Sravakas, the Hearers and the 
Pratyekabuddhas, and the Path of the Bodhi sattvas, [Le. the 
Mahayana] .  Finally it means the renunciation of the Obscurations 
of Moral Defilement and I gnorance." 

Summarily we have here the contents of the subj ect-matter as 
contained in the five chapters of the Madhyantavibhaga. These 
successiv ely are the chapters on Lak1?aI).a,  AvaraI).a,  Tattva, 
Pratipak1?abhavana and Yananuttarya. In the first we find an 
exposi ti on of the nine characteristics of the "stream of constructive 
thought" , which are responsible for the thought�construction of the 
separate reality of phenomenal existence and an exposition of �he 
true essence of the "stream of constructive thought" , i . e. its Non� 
Substantiali ty or Absolute Truth. In the second chapter is c-ontained 

v 
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a detailed explanation of the obscurations of moral defilement and 
ignorance which find their origin in this "stream of constructive 
thought" whereas in the third chapter, the chapter on the Absolute 
Truth, a profound analysis of the three aspects of  existence in their 
relation to ten aspects of the Absolute Truth has been given. The 
fourth chapt er contains a description of  the 37 BodhipaksadharmaJ::! , 
the practices and principles which are conducive to the attainm ent 
of Enlightenment and as such the counteragent of the obscurations 
of moral defilement and ignorance. They are described such as they 
are practised by the follow ers of  the Hinayanistic 'Sravakayana 
and such as they are perfected by the non�discriminative wisdom 
( nirvikalpajiiana ) of the Mahayana Saints. The fifth chapter 
decribes the Supreme Path of the Bo dhisattva. 

Starting point and central conception of the idealistic system 
as set forth in the Madhyantavibhaga is the Abhutaparikalpa, 
which I have rendered by Constructive Ideation. By it is meant 
the foundation of phenomenal existence, not phenomenal existence 
itself. It is a kind of "Cogito, ergo  sum" but without a real, indi� 
vidual thinker. It is "thought "  here w hich is  real, not the thinker 
( subject )  nor that which is being thought ( object ) . The Construc� 
tive Ideation is seen as a dynamic stream of consciousness, the 
component parts of which, i .e. the dharmas, the ideas or elements 
of existence arise in causally dependent origination. These ele� 
ments , which we might call the noumena, being consciousness, are 
capable of objectivizing and are therefore responsible for pheno� 
menal existence. As Dr. Obermiller has it OGIS ,  voL I, p .  113): 
"they are the substratum on whose basis the attribution of the 
superimposed essences and qualities is made: at the same time, as 
moments of consciousn ess ,  they are the agents ,  which bring about 
the superimposition, inasmuch as the habit of  objectivizing forms 
a property of the stream of consciousness to which they b elong." 
So, th e Constructive Ideation constructs the phenomenal world, 
the w orld of the subject�object relation.  The  Phenomenal world 
cannot have for that reason, real . independent existence, since it 
is only a product of sense perception ( pratyak� a )  and inference 
( anumana ) .  (See Y. p.. 118) . This Constructive Id eation 
therefore, although real in itself ,  is d evoid of its super� 
impose d, phenomenal aspect or to put it otherwise: From 

VI 
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the transcendental point o f  view it is nonsubstantial inasmuch 
as this phenomenal aspect is concerned. And this being 
non�substantial, i . e. its Non�Substantiality is at the same 
time its true essenc e, its sole reality .  As has been said before. the 
elements of existence. the " ideas" arise in . dependent origination. 
Every dharma conditions all the other dharmas. Th erefor e  there 
is no dharma, no "idea" which has an entire reality of i ts own. 
Existence cannot be  seen as a "plurality" o f  realities, such as the 
Sarvastivadins thought. For this would conduce to "realism" . 
Only the Pure Idea, the "Whole" of the Stream o f  Consciousness 
is real and its component parts, the ideas are only real, inasmuch 
as they repres· ent that "Whole", The Constructive Ideation is 
therefore conditioned existence. I t  is the Causally Dependent As
pect. And it is this very "Whole" which is the sole reality, the 
Ultimate Essence of Existence. Since this is the Whole. it is static 
and absolute, not subject to change  or modification. It transcends 
the  seeming plurality of the noumenal reality as well as the duality, 
i, e. the subject and object relation of the phenom enal world, and 
as such it is the Unconditioned, the Absolute Aspect. And since it 
is only the "Whole" , the Unique Absolute  which is real and existent 
it is at the same t im e, the real background of  the unreality ,  i .e. 
the Non-Substantiality of separate phenomenal existence, such as 
this finds i ts expression in individual existence of  living beings 
on the one hand and objective ,  external reality on the other hand. 
H ence, we hav e  here two forms of Non�Substantiality which are 
from the transcendental point of view only one: 

The Non�Substantiality of the Superimpose d  Phenomenal As� 
pect (1 ) ,  The phenomena are non�substantial because they are 
the product of constructive imagination superimposed on and by 
the ideas which are, just as with the Madhyamikas dependent and 
therefore relative. Now this Constructive I deation, such as it is in 
itself, the "bare reality ,  free from the differentiation into subject 
and object" ( Oberm. ) "  has for its true essence this N on-Substan� 
tiality .  The Non�Substantiality is in the Constructive Ideation 
just as this is in the Non-Substantiality, And this true essence 
which rises beyond constructive thought and which is the object 
of the Saints Contemplation, is the true background of the un� 
reality of everything which is conceived as apart from it and 
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external to it. Hence it is also Non�Substantiality (2 ) .  
We must not confound however this Absolute Essence with 

non�existe:nce as such, for this would conduce to nihilism. And it 
is exactly the extremities of realism ( samaropa) and nihilism 
(apavada ) which must be avoided. The Non- Substantiality as 
exposed here is not non�existence. but a reality although a reality 
which cannot be grasped by constructive dialectical thought. For 
it transcends every form of objectivity and becomes itself non� 
substantial as soon as it forms the object of discursive thought, 
or to put it otherwise:. as soon as it is brought within the pale 
of a subject�object relation. It represents the pure, monistic prin� 
ciple of existence and forms as such the substratum of moral and 
spiritual purification. The Constructive Ideation or Ideal Reality is 
neither identical with . nor different from the Non�Substantiality. 
It  is not different in so far as the ideas, the dharmas . are seen as 
(dynamic) manifestations of the Ultimate Essence. For the Ulti� 
mate Essence. the Dharmata is to be recognized or inferred from 
the dharmas on which it depends.  We might compare it to imper
manence, which is being inferred from things  impermanent. For 
things impermanent come and go .  impermanence however remains. 
The Non-Substantiality is the Universal, the General Essence of 
all elements of existence and in this respect there is no difference. 
There is no identity however, in so far as the Constructive Ideation 
is responsible for phenomenal existence which is the product of 
its objectivizing capacity. The  Constructive Ideation being neither 
different from nor identical with the Ultimate Reality is for this 
reason, in its true essence. likewise inexpressible. Inasmuch as it 
is not identical, it becomes the cause of  the sa:rp.sara, i .e .  phenomenal 
life such as this is conditioned by the twelve cooperating members 
of dependent origination, the twelve nidanas. The Constructive 
Ideation is then Avidya, I gnorance or rather the Transcendental 
Illusion. And it is this Transcendental Illusion which is the 
immediate cause of passion (klesa ) .  Passion however produces 
action (karma ) and both they are the causes of individual existence 
( janma ) .  And as such the Constructive I deation is the source of 
moral and spiritual defilement. And it is the Transcendental I llusion 
because it prevents the origination of that Transcendental Wisdom, 
which has for its object the Unique Absolute. So the Constructive 
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I deation is synonymous with the mind and the mental phenomena 
which are active in or belong to the three spheres of ( empirical ) 
existence. viz . the world o f  Carnal D esire or of Gross Bodies. the 
world of Pure Matter or o f  Etherial Bodies and the Immaterial 
Sphere. The Constructive Ideation is also called bhrantivijiiana. 
i.e. consciousness which creates the illusory world of phenomena. 
Now. although the separate phenomena are unreal . the potentiality 
of creating this illusion is real because it is necessary for the 
attainment of final deliverance from the bonds of passion and 
ignorance. For if this bhrantivijiiana should not exist. only the 
Non�Substantiality would exist and all sentient beings would be 
delivere d  without effort. Our empirical knowledge however teaches 
us. that nobody can be delivered without effort and therefore the 
illusion is necessary. must have some degree of reality as it conduces 
to the obtainment of Final Deliverance. For spiritual purification 
(vyavadana ) is established in relation to moral and spiritual defile� 
ment (samkle.sa ) . a conception which has been developed fully in 
later. tantric literature. ( Cf. L. d. 1. V. Poussin. A propos du 
CittavisuddhiprakaraI;la d'Aryadeva. BSOS. VI . p. 411 ff. ) .  

The i dealistic system of the Y ogacara � Vijiianavada school as 
founded by Maitreya:-Asan ga is known by several names : vijiiapti� 
matrata. vijiianamatrata . cittamatrata. "A pure I dea not differen� 
tiated into subject and object as a final Absolute. and reducing all 
other ideas to illusions" is assumed. (BL .. I. p. 525) . The system 
as exposed in the Madhyanta is called abhiitaparikalpamatrata 
(see p. 18. n. 7). which is expressive of the same Pure Idea and 
reducing likewise all other ideas to illusions. For exactly these very 
ideas are responsible for the wrong notion of the separate reality 
of the subject�object relation. Nevertheless . phenomena do exist 
as illusion and this must have a valid cause. Hence.  the particular 
characteristic of the Constructive I deation is explained. This par� 
ticular characteristic is consciousness in its various differentiations. 
Consciousness is the structure of the Constructive Ideation just 
as the Constructive Ideation is the nature of  consciousness. For this 
consciousness arises in the appearance of sentient beings. external 
objects. the empirical ego and the ideas. without any real external 
obj ect. All the categories of phenomenal existence are merely internal 
reflections or phantasms of the  mind and the mental phenomena. 
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They are mere  ideation and have no separate reality. Apparently 
the objective side of existence is denied by means of establishing 
the reality of its subjective side. For consciousness implies subjec� 
tivity. But whereas it has been shown that the objective side of 
existence has no reality of its own, the subjective side cannot be 
real, since subject and object are always mutually depen dent. 
Therefore not only the separate reality of all phenomena is 
denied, but also the "mere ideation" itself, i .e .  consciousness in its 
v arious manifestations . So first all objective phenomena are 
reduced to subjective ideas . subsequently all ideas to ideation and 
finally this last is merged in the Pure Idea of the Omnipresent 
Unique Absolute. To realize this. logic and dialectical thought are 
not sufficient, though the empirical validity thereof is not denied. 
and, as is clear from the text itself, even presupposed. The full 
realization is accomplished on the various stages and degrees of 
the Path of the Bodhisattva. It is a process of mystical contem� 
plation and intuition which results in the cognition that, from the 
transcendental point of view, perception and non�perception are 
identical. For, where neither a perceiv er nor the perceived 
is real, perception cannot  be true perception. (Cf. ,M·el . ,  I I, pp. 
160 f ) . From this point of  view the Unique Absolute and the 
Constructive Ideation are identical, or to put it in ano ther way, 
there is no difference between Nirval).a and Sa:rp.sara inasmuch as 
its true essence is concerned. Starting from this point of view it 
could be incomprehensible how causes . conditions and effects can 
exist. For this reason, the pravj:'ttilak� al).a,  the characteristic of 
activity � causation is explained. As has been said before, the 
Constructive Ideation in its quality of  dynamic aspect of  the Ab� 
solute is conceived as an uninterrupted stream of conscious mo� 
ments which arise ( and disappear again ) in causally dependent 
origination. By means of  their objectivizing capacity they are 
responsible for phenomenal existence, and as in this objectivizing 
capacity action is implied,  we have here at the same time causation, 
since all activity necessarily involves its natural effects. 

It is this action with its effects , which g ives form to the stream 
of the conscious moments.  For this stream in its totality is con� 
ceived as a subconscious and unconscious store of i deas , ( alaya� 
vijfiana ) wherein all the seeds and germs of phenomenal existence 
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repose. From these s eeds seven other forms of a ctive conscious
ness ( pravrttivijiiana ) are developed which represent all the sub
jective and objective categories of phenomenal existence. And as  
phenomenal existence means activ ity, it leaves the  traces of its 
a ctivity behind in the sub-conscious s tore, as new seeds and germs 
of futur phenomenal life. We may therefore say that phenomenal 
life is the resul t  of an "eternal play" of subconscious and conscious 
thought which condition each other. And it is exactly this "play" 
regulated by causes and conditions , w hich forms the internal acti
vity of  the Constructive Ideation. I t  is this real internal activity 
which is called bhrantivijiiana i .e .  consciousness which creates the 
illusory w orld of phenomena. And by realizing that this illusion 
is only "appearance" and not "reality", one understands its non
substantial ity, which in its positiv e  aspect is the Ultimate Essence 
of all elements of  existence. 



y. p. 1. 
T. p. 3 . 

INTRODUCTORY. 

WORSHIP. - THE STRUCTURE OF THE SCRIPTURE. 

Inasmuch as the learned commonly proceed to work aft er having 
paid  homage to their spiri tiual preceptor and to the divine nature 
of fai th 1 ) , he [V asubandhu] 2 ) , in ord er t o  make known that he 
is  desirous of composing a commentary 3 ) of the Madhyantavi
bhagasutra while following the course of  the learned, has procee ded 
in the analysis of the meaning 4 ) thereof. after having first paid 
obeisance to the composer and t o  the expounder 5 ) of the same. 
It is with regard to this ,  that he says: 

"To the composer of this scripture, etc." 6) 

By acting thus, what good is obtained? 
Merit 7 )  is accumulated for them, who show obeisance to the 

virtuous and beneficent . And when because  of  their enterpri sl! 
merit  is accumulated ,  as removers of  obtacles 8 ) they will ac
complish with sli ght labour [ their ]  unviti ated [ aims] . Or rather, 
all thi s :  "To the composer of thi s  scripture etc." , has been sai d  in 
order to bring out the authori ty 9) of  the sutra-text and i ts com
poser, of the expounder and his comm entary, by a ri ght exposition 
of the doctrines of the composer and the statements of the ex
pounder 10 ) . 

Y. p. 2. In this respect the author�ty of the sutra-text  is brought forward 
through the expositi on of the subject-matter deal t  with by the 
composer. For, the composer of this karika-scripture is  Arya 
Maitreya. "He is separated [ from the attainment of Buddhahood]  
only by one birth; accordingly he  has attained the hi ghest cul
mination of the Bodhisattva's superna tural faculti es 1 1 ) , power of 
memory 12 ) ,  degrees of intense penetrati on13 ) ,  states of transi c 
medi, tation 34 ) ,  controlling powers 1 5 ) degrees of steadfastness 16 ) ,  
and degrees of liberation 17 ) ,  and has entirely removed the obscu
rati ons 1 8 ) on all th e stages of Bodhisattva perfection 19 ) " . The 
commentary 20 ) acquires authori ty by means of being ri ghtly set 
forth by the expounder. Now the expounder thereof is Acarya 
Asan ga. The  venerable Master Vasub andhu after having hear d  it 
fr om him, compose d a commem ary upon i t. Both of them were 
possessed of the hi ghest wisdom; thence in consequence of their  
faculty of rem emberi'Ii g and teaching  an unerring knowledge, the 
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meaning of the 'sutra has here been taught by them without fail. 

T. p. 4. Thus the authority of the commentary is brought out. It is in 
this way that the siitra�text and its commentary acquire authority 
through those individuals [whose words are regarded as] authori� 
tative 21 ) . And they, who have their refuge in the dharma 22) 
understand the true meaning of the surra and the commentary. And 
when a wen-defined judgment 23 ) has been formed, it derives its 

authority 24 ) from the confidence in the author and the expounder; 
it is not only authoritative because of its mere belonging to the 
traditional doctrines of the philosophers 25 ) . Therefore the autho
rity of the composer and the expounder is brought out. 

Now it is to be explained which is the essential quality of a 
sastra 26 ) .  What is it, that is called a sastra? The [spiritual] 
information 27 ) revealed by means of an aggregate of names, 

words and syllables is a sastra. Or rather, that information, which 
is imparted by means of such particular words as convey the 
supermundane wisdom 28 ) , constitutes a sastra. How is [that spiri
tual] information composed or explained? Since it has its origin 

in a composer or in an expounder, there is no fault with regard 
to the teachings 29 ) here. And as by [this] teaching there is a 

particular production of moral practice, transic meditation and 
Y. p. 3. higher wisdom 30 ) , the righteous pupil abstains in bodily action, 

speech and thought from works which do not produce: moral 
provisions 31 ) ,  and performs acts which do produce them. Or 
rather, a sastra is a sastra because it teaches as to its special 
character 32 ) .  And this is the character of a sastra: That teaching, 

which by its repeated and concentrated practice becomes clear and 
evident and [therefore] puts an end to all passions with their 
residues 33 ) . It rescues us from [phenomenal] existence 34 ) and 
from [re-birth in a realm of] misery 35 ) , which is made horrible 
by incessant and enduring various violent pains 36 ) • 

Therefore. because it rules over those enemies which are the 
passions and because it rescues from [phenomenal] existence and 
from misery. it bears the special character of a sastra. And these 
two [advantages. viz. this ruling and saving] are found in the 

whole Mahayana and in the whole interpretation 3 7 ) thereof, and 
nOWlhere else. Therefore it is a sas ... tra. And thus it is said: 

"That which "chastises" our enemies, i.e. all passions and saves 
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[ us] from the misery and phenomenal existence, is, owing to its 
"chastising" 38 ) and by virtue of its "saving" 39 ) a sastra. Those 

two advantages. are not to be found in other philosophic doc* 

trines" 40 ). 
Asya, "of this "  means that  there i s  a direct reference 41 )  to 

[the treatise] , in consequence of one takin g to heart the Madhyan* 
tavrbha gakarikasastra which is a compendium o f  the seven sub
jects ac cording to the  Triple Vehicle, pro curing the removal of the 
obs curation of Moral Defilement and of that of  I gnorance 42 ) • 

PraI,letaram, "to the composer" means "to the maker" ,  ["to the 
author" ] .  Although this verbal root [ nl ] has th e  meaning of "to  
lead" , y et owing to  its being compoun ded  with the preposition 
"pra" it must be understood in the special sense of "to make" 43 ) . 
For it is said: 

Owing to a preposition [being added] a different meaning of a 

root must of necessity be acknowledged 44 ) in like manner as the 

sweetness of Ganga's waves [is changed by its mixing with] the 
ocean's brine. 

Sugatatmajam 45), "Son of the Sugata"; Sugata [ refers to him] 
who, having removed the obscuration of  moral defilement with 
its residues and that of ignorance, has perfectly attained to the 
Aprati�thita NirvaI,la, the "Altruistic NirvaI,la".  And he,  the Su gata, 
having removed all 'the obscurations with their resi dues possesses 
a full knowledge o f  aIle the elements of existence 46) and is the 
upholder of all [ superhuman] power. He has a sh ape of incon* 
ceivable might 47 ) like the wishfulfilling gem 48 )  and is capable of  
putting into pract ic e  all the rules o f  altruism 49 )  in behalf of all 
living creatures , without effort 50 ) . He has the special charact er 
of non*discriminatirve wisdom 51 ) .  His essential nature 5 2 ) is the 
visuddhi* tanhata, the Essence of Purity, since the non*discrimina
tive wisdom arises therefrom. Sugatatmaja means "born from or 
in him, i . e. the Sugata" 5 3 ) .  

Or rather sugati.Hmaja means "born with  the essence 5 4 )  of a 
Sugata" . As has been said in anoth er Siitra: "He is born in the 
race 55) of the Tatha gatas in consequence of his having obtained 
the character essential to a [ Tathagata] . 

If this be so ,  " to a Bodhisattv a  who [ like Arya Maitreya] abides 
on the tenth stage, all the things cognizable in all their forms 
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appear. as clearly as a myrobalan fruit on the palm o f  one's  hand; 
[ the Bodhisattva at that time ]  tis similar to one whose eyes are 
covere d  by a very fine veil" 5 6 ) . To a Buddha on the contrary 
[ they appear] as to  one ,  from whose ey es the  cover has been 
removed; that is the distin ction .  And. here "·Son of the Su gata" 
refers to him who minds neither gain nor "honour and whose 
authorship of the sastra shows the perfection 57) of bis knowledg e  
t o  compose a sastra. [ It also shows ]  the perfection of his compas� 
sion as well as the perfection of his wisdom 58 ) . 

Vaktaram means "the maker of an expository treatise" 5 9 ) . This 
is connected with the word abhyarhya ,  "having honoured" . Others 
say that it is also [ connecte d  with ] "Son of the Su g ata" .  And this 
again stands for Ary a  AsaI;lga . F'or this scripture has been revealed 
and explaine d to him through the spiritual influence of  Arya 
Maitreya as a continuation of the Doctrine 6 0 ) • 

The word ca. "and" is used  to express collectiveness  or plurality 
and. as an additional word. to  complete the pada [ i. e. metri causa ] .  
Here i t  den. otes that he has honoured also other Buddhas and 
Bodhisattvas .  not only the author and the ·expounder. 

Y. p. 5. To whom was he th'e expounder? To us 61) and other such indi� 
viduals. [T'hose] o f  whom we are the beginning. they are indi� 
vidu als like we. To vhose  individuals [ he was the expounder] .  
And h e  explained th· e ['Orig inal ] teaching faultlessly, after i t  be� 
came clear to himself. 

Abhyarhya 62), "having honoure d" means abhyarcya. "havin g  
paid homage" .  AbhitaJ:t is equal to purataJ:t. "before. i n  front. in 
presence of. [ It therefore means that] he has through body. speech 
and mind reverenced and honoured him. who is as it were p er� 
sonally 63 ) standing before him [ i .e.  before the  comm entator] . 

T. p. 6. [ To the question ] :  "What shall you do after having paid obeis� 
ance to the author and the expounder o f  the treatise" ,  he  answers : 

I shall 'exert myself :in the sifting of the meaning, viz. I shall make 
an effort to determine the significance. to explain the meaning or 
to analyse [ the subject�matter ] .  Here the locative 64 ) conveys the 
sense of purpose. Thus it means : for the purpose of analysing the 
subject�matter. Here the subject�matter is in reality the structure 
of the treatise 65). The subjects are seven in number which are 
explained in this treatise. 
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For what purpose has this treatise been composed? In order to 
produce the true non�discriminativ e  wisdom 6 6 ) of the Buddhas, 
the Bl essed.  And as it teaches as to the unreality of the elements 
of existence 67 ) [ as separate entities ] ,  the removal of the obscu� 
rations of moral defilement and ignorance with all their residues 68 )  
is achieved by reason o f  the production o f  the non�discriminative 
wisdom and by reason of the constant practice 69 ) thereof. Now 
about the unreality of the  separate elements of  existence, conflicting 
opinions 7 0 ) exist. [ Some hold  that] the "dharmanairiHmya" is 
the voidness ,  the non�existence of all the elements of existence 71) . 
[ ,others maintain that it is ]  the exclusion of an agent, a subject of 
internal activity 72 ) . Therefore, in order to refute this and in order 
to set forth the true "nairatmya",  this treatise has been undertaken. 

According to others [ this sastra has been composed ] in order to 
remove the non�understanding and the mis�understanding of those 
who do not understand or wrongly understand the characteristics, 
the obscurations etc. ,  by producing a right knowledge [with regard 
to these subjects ] . 

Or rather in order to remove the shrinking  [ which seizes ] the 
heart 73 ) of the Bodhisattvas with regard to the aspects of the five
fold  object of knowledge  74 ) ,  to wit :  

1. the Universe 7 5 ) .  
2. the living  beings 76 ) . 
3. the Do ctrine 7 7 ) • 
4 .  the Discipline 7 8 ) . 
5. the Skilful means 79 ) .  

which , each by itself , are hard to comprehend in consequence of 
endless differentiation 80 ) ,  he says : 

the Characteristics, the Obscurations, the Absolute Truth, 
[etc. ] 8 1 ) . 

In this respect we have, to begin with, the establishment of the 
basic part of the treatise.82) . 

Tatra, " in this respect" refers to the determination of the sub
jects 83 ) o f  the treatise, or  to  the treatise [ itself ] .  Aditah, " to  b egin 
with" means prathamatah ,  "firstly" .  The [word] "sastra" means 
vivara:r;ta, "interpretation, comment, explanation etc." 84 ) .  The  
basic conception thereof. refers in  short to a general summary 85 ) 
[ of the subjects ] or to the subjects as substrate 86 ) [ of the sastra]. 
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Just as the human body 87), which is the substrate of tlhe external 
as well as internal bases of cognition 88 ) is called structure, body, 
in the same manner are those subjects which form the basis for 
the composition of the sastra, its structure. And these seven sub� 
jects are "The Characteristics" etc. Vyavasthapanam, "establish� 
ment" is called prajiiapti, teaching, instruction; it means in reality 
"abhidhanam", naming, defining. 

Now the basic part certainly will be recognized, while under
standing the sastra. Therefore it is useless to explaIn it at the be� 
ginning. No, it is not useless, for [it is done wi1:h a view] to confer 
benefit on the disciples 89). For a disciple who has understood the 
meaning [of the subject matter, as a whole]. easily becomes ac� 
quainted with the details when they are set forth. It is just as a 
horse, which when trained in a variety of ways 90) runs without 
fear. It is not otherwise 91). 

T. p. 7. [The statement]: " These seven subjects are deciaI1ed in this 

scripture" indicates 1:hat the basic part of the scripture is com� 
plete 92). Ete, "these" refers to those "characteristics" etc. which 
are set forth. Sapta, "seven" is a numeral. It has been employed in 
order to know the limit 93) [of the sumtotal of the subjects]. 

Ar1lhal:t, "subjects" are so called because they are desired; in other 
words: they are accomplished, achieved. Asmiii chastre stands for 
"in this treatise, called Madhyantavibhaga". Ukta, uddi'!ta means 

"taught" or "determined". Eva.Dl, tatha is a particle meaning 
"for that purpose". 

Lak,!ru:ta.. "characteristic" is so called, because through it 
[things] are characterized 94). It is of two kinds, viz.: saI)1kle
salak,!aI).a, the characteristic of defilement and vyavadanalak,!aI).a, 

tlhe characteristk of purification. And here the characteristic of 
defilement is of nine kinds, beginning with "abhutaparikalpo 
sti" 95) and ending with "saptadhabhutakalpanat" 96). In the 
remaining half the characteristic of purification has been ex� 
plained 97). Now, if you are right in your assertion that "lak,!aI).a 
is so called, because through it things are characterized", there 
must be a distinction between lak,!aI).a, the oharacteristic on the 
one hand and defilement and puriHcation on the other 98 ) .  No, 

Y. p. 7. that is not the case, for a lak,!aI).a is really the essential nature 99) 
of things. For instance, the element of earth has the characteristic 
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of being solid 100 ) . and clle element of earth is inseparable from 
,solidity. Alternatively a lak�a:Q.a [is so called] because it is charac� 
terized [by itself] 11'0 1 ) . Thus defilement and purification are lak� 
�a:Q.as. for defilement is characteriz'ed by defilement itself and 
purification by purification itself . 

.or rather the characteristic of both defilement and purification 
is of two kinds. to wit. a particular characteristic 102 )  an,d a gene� 

ral characteristic 103 )  • 
Avara:Q..:l. obscuration. obstructron. screen 104 ) . This obscu� 

res 1'05 ) the kusala�dharmas, the good elements of existence 106 ) . 
Or the kusala�dharmas are obstructed 107 )  by it. for through it. 
they are prevented from originating 1'0 8 ) . This again is of £ifty� 
three kinds 109 ) . Tattvam. Truth. Absolute Truth. This here is 
just "That". Its being is "Thatness" 110 ) , viz. , it is a non� 
confusion 11 1 ) [-of the mind as to the true nature of things] . This 
again is tenfold 11'2 ) . Because it removes the vipak�a, [the perver� 
ted life and views] pak�a, [right] notion has here the meaning of 
pratipak� anti�dote, remedy, and this is the Path. The repeated 
practising 1 13 )  thereof is [called] Bhavana. Concentrated Con� 

templation 114 ) . Avastha. As to the "degrees" of the [Path] 1.1 5 ) . 
these are particular sequential progressions 116 ) .  Of these degrees 
again, there are nineteen kinds. to begin with "gotravastha" 1.1 7 ) .  
Phalaprapti is the attainment of the fruit, and this consists of fifteen 
kinds, to begin with "vipakaphala" 1l18 ) .  YanAnuttarya.; yana. 
"vehicle, path" it is ['called] because one proceeds by means of it. 
[This] Path, and its being unequalled is called "The 'Supreme 
Path" .  It is threefold. viz., pratipattyanuttarya etc. 11 9 ) . 

8. Saptamo 'rthal],. "The seventh subject" 120 ) . This is he says 
for the sake of regular succession. Only so many subjects are 
[here] explained and no others than these. Now, this regular suc� 
cession [has 'been adopted] Ibecause it is in agreement with the super� 
mundane knowledge ,12 2 ) . And so it is that a Bodhisattva who is 
firmly fixed in moral conduct 1'2 3 ) , first should thoroughly practise 
the understanding of defilement and pUrifi.cation, when abiding on 

the stage of adhimukticarya 1'24 ) . After that he should understand 

that which is an obstacle for him in regard of [the origination] 
of the good elements. For. as long as the [obscurations] are 
not destroyed, deliverance 1'2 5 ) is impossible: and as long as they 
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are not recognized 12 6 )  they cannot be discarded. as the defect 1'27 ) 
is not discovered. For that reason, " the obj eCt 12 8 ) [ of the Saints 
concentration] owing to which the liberation of the mind from 
the obscurations is attained,  is to be known as Tattva. Absolute 

Y. p. 8. Truth" 12 9 ) .  [And ]  therefore, the repeated practice  1 30 ) [ of rea� 
lizin g ]  this object [ of the Saint's concentration] owing to which 
there is a destruction of the obscurations. is to be understood as 
Pratipak1?abhavana. Concentrated Contemplation on the Anti� 
dote. The  [ progressive] stages :1 31 ) of this Concentrated Con� 
templation on the Antidote, [ Le.  Enlightenment ] . due to the 
[ dialectical process of] decreasing the "p erverted life and 
views" 1 32 ) and increasing the Antidote '13 3 ) are therefore to be 
known as gotravastha.  the Stage of [ Spiritual ]  Lineage 134 ) . etc. 
Then. while [ the dis,ciple ] turns his thoughts towards the super� 
mundane essences 135 ) ' the "Fruits" 136 ) [ arise ] . And these fruits 
are to be known as "The Fruit of Entering the Stream" etc. 1 37 )  
And all this is common 138 ) to Sravakas etc. and Bodhisattvas 1 39 ) . 
As has been said in the sutra: "Pasturing in the field of good con
duct 140 ) .  even a monk 141 ) becomes acquainted with the discipline 
of the Sravakas. pasturing in the field of good conduct. he even 
becomes acquainted with the discipline of the Pratyekabuddhas ; 
even with the discipline of the Bodhisattvas he becomes , acquain� 
ted. if he pastures in the field of good conduct ."  But the Supreme 
Path. the seventh subject. is [ that] Supreme Path of the Bodhisatt
vas which is not shared [ by the Sravakas and Prateykabuddhas ] . 

Others however say that the explanation of "Lak1?aI?-a" has 
been undertaken first in order to make one experienced 142 ) in 
the characteristics of defilement and purification. Defilement in this 
respect is obscuration; purification. Tattva. Absolute Truth . And 
because the removal of  the obscurations is [ achieved ]  through the 
realization of the Absolute Truth [ the explanation of ] "AvaraI?-a" 
and "Tattva" [ respectively is undertaken immediately after " lak-
1?aI;la" ] Next. jn order to show the means by which these 
[ obscurations ] are removed. the Path with its subdivisions . being 
an Antidote 14 3 ) [ against them. has been explained ] .  The  degrees 
in this respect [ are set forth ] for the purpose of pointing out the 
inferior. the intermediate and the highest subdivisions 144 ) in the 
beginning .  middle and end of this Path. And as the degrees lead 
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towards their corresponding fruits, immediately thereafter the 
"Fruit" [is dealt with], And all this is common to Bodhisattvas 
and Sravakas etc. ; therefore in order to elucidate the mahayana
doctrine 145 ) [which the Bodhisattvas have] not in common [with 
the Sravakas etc.] ,  the "Yananuttarya", the Supreme Path [has 
been set forth]. 

Others again say: "Lak1?aIfa" has been eJeplained first, in order 

to make known the characteristics of "being" and . .  nonbeing" 146 ) . 

Having comprehended the characteristics, one must remove the 
't'"B. 9. obscurations and realize 147 ) the Tattva, the Absolute Truth. 

Therefore immediately after [the chapter on Lak1?aIfa we have the 
chapters on] "AvaraIfa" and "Tattva" . The Concentrated Con

templation on the Antidote is here the means 148 )  owing to which 
both the removal [of the obscurations] and the realization [of 
the Absolute Truth] are achieved. The various degrees of the 
Path f.orm the gradation, the stages of advance 14 9 ) of this [Con
centrated Contemplation]. And the removal [of the obscurations] 
effected thereby is the "Fruit" ,  In order to elucidate that imme
diately thereafter the Yananuttarya, the Supreme Path [is ex
plained], this order of succession [has been adopted] 1'50 ) . 

�,�. 9. Others however opine: "Lak1?aIfa" has been taught in order to 
remove [the false conceptions of] nihilism 1'5'1 ) and imputed 
realism 1 5'2) [caused by] the delusion of the living beings 1 5 3 ) with 
regard to the existence and non-existence of phenomena 1 54 )  . 
"AvaraIfa" [is taught] for the sake of making him experienced in 
the obscurations, who has removed that delusion 1-55 ) .  Since 

the "Absolute Truth" is obscured thereby, it is [taught] 
immediately after ["AvaraIfa"] for the sake of the right under
standing of it. And as the obscurations are removed through the 

fathoming of the Absolute Truth, issuing from the practice of Con
centrated Contemplation 1 56 ) ' immediately after "Tattva" the 
Pratipak1?abhavana. the Concentrated Contemplation on the Anti
dote [has been taught]. And for the sake of a right understanding 
of its subdivisions 157 ) , the degrees [are set forth]. By the degrees 
[of the Path] , their "Fruits" must be produced; therefore "Phalam" 
is [taught] immediately after "Avastha" just to make one 

thoroughly versed in it. All this [happens] when one has recourse 
to the Mahayana. the Great Path; thence the Yananuttarya, the 
Supreme Path is taught in the end. 9 



THE CHARACTERISTICS 

CONSTRUCTIVE IDEATION . 

A. THE CHARACTERISTrC OF BEING AND NON-BEING. 

y. p. 1 0. Beginning with the characteristics, [the author] says in this 
respect: 

K. 1. 1 Constructive Ideation ·1 ) is real 2) . In it duality does not 
[absolutely] exist. Non-Substantiality 3 )  however exists in it. 
In this [ Non-Substantiality] too, that [ Constructive Ideation ] 

is found 4 ) .  
Tatra, "in this respect" means: I t  is with reference to [its] 

characteristic ( s) 5) which belong to the seven subjects, 6) viz . ,  
"lak�a:q.a", "avara:q.a" etc., indicated [according to the sutratext ] 
that he says: Constructive Ideation is real, etc. [ The rule is ] :  " Like 
the [original]  exposition 7 ) [of the doctrine] thus the exegesis 8 )  
[ thereof]", and as "lak1?a:q.a" is expounded first. the [detailed] 
explanation of it is undertaken first in preference to the remaining 
[subjects] . 

Some maintain that, just like the horns of a hare, all the elements 
of existence 9) are in all respects Non-Existent 10 ) . Therefore, in 

order to refute this entire nihilism 11 ), he says: Constructive 
Ideation is real. Add:  "svabhavatas", real in itself. 

It might be questioned: Is not here an inconsistency with the 
sutra 12), for in the sutra it is stated: "All the elements of existence 
are sunya, non-substantial". No, there is no inconsistency. For [it 
has been said ] : In it duality does not [absolutely] exist. Construc
tive Ideation, being free from the real existence of subject and 
object 13) is called sunya, non-substantial, but not absolutely unreal 
[as a-reality-in-itself] .  Therefore there is no inconsistency with 
the sutra 14). 

Now, if dualIty does not exist at all, just like the horns of a 
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hare, and the Constructive Ideation in reality 15 ) exists, that is, 
according to Ultimate Reality 1 6 ) ,  then we have in this way the 
absurdity of the non�existence of Non-Substantiality 17 )  . 

That is not the case, because: "Non�Substantiality ( however) 
exists in it", For the Non�Substantiality here means the b eing free 
from [ the real existence of] subject and object and that is the 
Constructive I deation. Non-Substantiality is not "nihilism" 1 8 ) . 

If the Non-Substantiality is beyond dualism 19 )  and existent in 
the Constructive Ideation, why then are we not delivered 20 ) ?  And 
if it exists , why is it not perceived '2 1 ) ?  In  order to remove this 
uncertainty, he says: "In this [Non-Substantiality] tOOt that [ Con� 

structive Ideation] is found". Because even in the Non-Substan
tiality the Constructive Ideation is found 22 ) , you are not delivered. 
That is why it is not possible to perceive [ the Non-Substantiality ] ,  
just like the clarity of  water [ is not perceived]  when it is dirty .  

Or rather, i t  is in order to refute the [ realistic ] view of those, 
who are of opinion that sense-data etc. '2 3 )  exist, as [ s eparate ] 
realities 24 ) ,  external to mind and mental states 2 5 ) ,  that he  says : 
"Constructive Ideation is real", I t  verily has a real . a substantial 
existence 26 ) .  [ Its phenomena, i .e . ] sense-data etc. do not exist 
apart 27 ) from it. They are unreal as independent entities 2 8 )  . 
What is the reason? Because  "In it duality does not [ absolutely] 

exist". For the Constructive Ideation does not perceive anything 
nor is it perceived by anyone. What is it than? 

I t is the bare reality '2 9 )  free from [ the differentiation into ] 
subject and object. Because [ phenomena,  i . e . ]  sense-data etc. are 
not perceived outside the consciousness ,  the consciousness arises 
in the appearence of sense-data etc. 30 ) ,  as in a dream. And it is 
not possible 31 )  that [ the consciousness ] should arise if its 
cause 32 ) [ i. e . phenomena] did not exist. Therefore it is to be  
understood  that just l ike  in a dream, elsewhere too 33 )  the conscious
ness arises in the appearance of phenomena 34 ) without a [ real. 
external ] object of p erception 35 ) , because of the ripening of its 
own potentialities 36 ) . Where there is no object 37 ) if a subject is 
absent 38 ) , there can b e  no subject if there is no object. That is 
why phenomena do not exist separately from the Constructive 
Ideation. 

If [ you maintain that] there is no object, then there is neither 
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[an opportunity for] deliverance 3 9 ) [from the bonds of pheno� 
menal existence] since an obje:ct�base of [moral and spiritual] 
purification 40 ) is missing. No, that is not the case, for [ it is said ] : 

Y. p. 12. "Non-Substantiality however exists in it", The word "tu" how
ever, has [here] the meaning of "yasmat", because. And the Non
Substantiality is based on purification. Although it is the principle 
of non-differentiation into subject and object 41 ) , you cannot say: 
"There is no mok9a, no deliverance", since the Non-Substan
tiality exists in the Constructive Ideation 42 ) . 

Now, if it exists [in reality] in the Constructive Ideation, why, 
being existent 4 3 ) is it not perceived? It is not perceived because 
it is covered 44 ) by the Constructive Ideation, in the same manner 

T. p. 1 1 .  as the untaintedness of the [absolute, infinite] Space 45 ) [ is not 
perceived] .  and not because it does not exist 4 6 ) .  It is with regard 
to this, that he says: "In this [Non-Substantiality] too, that [ Con. 
structive Ideation] is found", 

Or rather, in order to refute [the extremity of] entire nihi
lism 47 ) ,  he says: " Constructive Ideation is real", Having so con
sidered 4 8 ) :  Although there is neither entire non-existence 49 ) , nor 
real existence 50 ) [of phenomena, the Constructive Ideation] exists 
as the essence of the transformations of vijiiana, consciousness 5 1 ) . 

On the other hand he confutes those who hold that [pheno
mena, i.e. ] sense-data etc. exist just as they appear 52 ) , viz. as real , 
separate entities 5 3 ) ,  independent 54 ) from the Constructive Ide
ation. In order to refute [this extremity of] false, imputed 
realism 5 5 ) [ the author says] : "In it duality does not [ absolutely] 

exist", The true meaning 5 6 ) is that only the Constructive Ide
ation 5 7 )  exists [viz. as bare reality] .  

By some, the non-existence of duality is taken as extreme 
nihilism 5 8 ), e.g. just as the son of a barren woman 5 9 ) .  By others 
it is said that the silnyata of the elements of existence 60 ) is [ to 
be understood as ] the absence of individuality in internal acti
vity 6 1 ) .  Therefore in order to refute the Non-Substantiality in the 
sense of nihilism and to establish the true Non-Substantiality 62 ) , 
he says: "Non-Substantiality however exists in it", 1£ it be really 
so that the Non-Substantiality should exist in the Constructive 
Ideation all living beings would be delivered without persevering 
effort 63 ) ,  and this is an absurd supposition 64 ) .  That is not the 
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case, for "In this [Non�Substantiality] too. that [Constructive 

Ideation ] is found". Indeed there is no deliverance in the non
purified 65 ) Non-Substantiality and as it requires great effort to 
become [morally and spiritually] purified when defiled 6 6 ) , there 
is no deliverance without effort. 

Or rather, the lak�aJ;la, the characteristic is no other than the 
mentioned 67 )  characteristic of defilement and purification 68 ) .  
Therefore in order to examine this characteristic of defilement and 

tt3. purification , he says : " Constructive Ideation is real" etc. The 
essence 69 )  of the Constructive Ideation is defilement because its 
characteristic nature is error 7 0 ) .  How is this to be understood? 
Since [ the Constructive I deation ] is characterized by error. 
"Duality does not [ absolutely] exist in it" .  And because it 
appears 71 ) in the aspect of subject and object 7,2 ) which does not 
exist in itself 7 3 ) its illusive nature 7 4 )  is evident. 

Now, in order to examin'e the nature of vyavadana, purification 
he says : "Non-Substantiality however exists in it". For the essen
tial nature of Non-Substantiality 7 5 ) is purification because it is 
the real background of the unreality of duality 7 6 ) .  And it is in 
this sense [viz. of purification] that even "the Path" 77 ) and 
"Extinction" 78 ) should be understood,  since they both belong to 
the realm of Non-Substantiality 7 9 ) .  In order to show that puri-

12. , fication is especially to be achieved 80 ) as an antidote 81 ) against 
defilement. and that it does not exist irrespective 8.2 )  of this, he 
says : "atra" . here, [ i .e .  in the Constructive Ideation ] 8 3 ) .  

Now the follOWing question may arise: I f  duality does not exist ,  
why is here this illusion of  the world 84 ) ,  the more so, since [ the 
Non-Substantiality] is existent 8 5 ) ?  Therefore [ the author] states : 
"In this [Non-Substantiality] too. that [ Constructive Ideation] is 
found".  It is a false discrimination 8 6 ) in subject and object. It is as if 
there is [ a  real existence of ]  the aspects of elephants etc. 8 7 )  in an 
illusory image ( phantom ) 8 8 ) ,  which [ in reality] is void, non
substantial, as to the [ real existence of ]  the aspects of elephants 
etc. 

[ The explanation oE the term] abhfitaparikalpa ,  Constructive 
Ideation [ is the following ] : The  duality in it is unreal, non-exis
tent 90 ) ;  or [ the duality] is constructed by it 9'1 ) .  And by means of 
the word "abhfita" ,  constructive, unreal, he indicates that [the  
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phenomenal world]  92 ) has no  real existence 9 3 ) , in so  far as it is 
imagined 9 4 )  to have the nature of subject and object. By the word 
"parikalpa, ideation, imagination" , however he indicates that an 
artha, an object 9 5 ) does not exist, such as it is imagined [ to exist ] . 
In this way it has been made clear that [ the Constructive Ideation ] 
is characterized by its being free 9 6 )  from

, 
[ a  real existence of] 

subject and object. 
What then is it? The Constructive Ideation as a whole 9 '7 ) "ind 

eludes the mind and the mental phenomena 9 8 ) which relate to 
the past, the future and the present, represent cause and 
effect, relate to the three spheres of existence 99 ) , pertain to time 
without beginning ,  have their final issue in NirvaIfa, and proceed 
in accordance with the stream of Phenomenal Life" 1 0 0 ) . Par-

y. p. 1 4. ticularly however it is the false discrimination 1 0.1 ) in subject 
and object. In  this respect the false discrimination in objects is 
the vijiiana, the consciousness appearing as " things"  and " living 
beings" 102 ) ; the false discrimination in subjects is the conscious
ness appearing as "atman" ,  ego-substance and "vijiiapti " ,  ideas 
representations 1 03 ) .  Duality means subject and object; in this 
connexion the objects are sense-data etc. 1 04 ) , the subjects eye
consciousness etc. 10 5 ) . Being free from the real existence 1 06 ) of 
subject and object, i .. e. being free from a separate reality 1 07 )  [ of 
subject and object] , that is the Non-Substantiality of the Con
structive I deation; but it is not meant that the Constructive Idea
tion should not exist [ as a reality in itself ] . The present case is 
similar to a rope which is non-substantial in so far as the nature 
of  a snake [ for which it may be mistaken ] is concerned. The rope 
is at all times 1 0 8 ) non-substantial in so far as it does not h ave 
the nature of that [ snake]  109 ) , but i t  is not non-substantial in 
itself 11 0 ) . 

"In this [Non-Substantiality] too, that Constructive Ideation is 
found." An d  that is why it has been said that the [ N on-Substantia
lity] cannot be perceived 1 11 ) , since it is contaminated by external. 
accidental obscurations H2 ) ,  just as is the case with water etc. 
[which is polluted, and of which for that reason the purity cannot 
be seen ] ) . And so he observes 113 ) that "this is non-substantial 
as to that, which does not exist in it" 1 14 ) . 

What does not exist and in what? Duality in the Constructive 
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Ideation. Therefore he considers the ConstructiV'e Ideation as 
non�substantial as to [ the imputed real existence of] duality. 

Again. that which is remaining here 1 1 5 ) is the Existent 1 1 6 ) . 
Now, what is remaining here? The  Constructive Ideation and the 
Non�Substantiality. These two do exist here; therefore, he who 
sees them as the negation of imputed realism 1 1 7 )  and as the nega� 
tion of nihilism 118 ) understands them according to the thruth 119 ) . 
In this respect. it is the negation of imputed realism because it 

13 .  shows that there is no duality in the Constructive Ideation; it is 
the negation of nihilism because it shows the real existence 120 ) 
of the Constructive Ideation, and of the Non�Substantiality. 

It has been proved that the characreristic of Non.Substantiality 
is unperverted 12 1 ) . For. that which is non�substantial has real 
existence 122 ) and that, as to which it is non�substantiaI 123 ) does 
not really exist in that [ reality ] 124 ) . The characteristic of Non� 
Substantiality is not unperverted.  when [by it is meant] the exis� 
tence of all 12 5 ) or the non-existence of all 126 ) , for in that case, 
we should have to admit the non�existence o f  the very Non·Sub� 
stantiality, which is a reductio ad absurdum. 

If "things non�substantial" do not exist 12 7 ) ,  the Non�Substan� 
tiality is not possible, since the Dharmata. the Ultimate Essence is 
dependent on phenomena 12 8 ) . just as impermanence etc. 12 9 )  
[ depends on things impermanent. O n  the o ther hand] there is no 
N on�Substantiality [ possible ]  if duality [ absolutely] exists. 

If duality is [ only] construction, imagination. just like the horns 
of a hare. how is it then possible that the Non�Substantiality 
of the Constructive Ideation does exist with regard to that [ dua. 
lity] ? For, the sunyata is seen as the "voidness" of one thing with 
regard to another thing 1 30 ) .  just as when a monastery is devoid 
of monks. 

Your reasoning is not to the point; a rope may appear in the 
shape of a snake 1 32 ) .  or  a magic illusion 1 3 3 )  in [ the shape of a ]  
man and o f  other things,  which [ shapes ] do not exist i n  them· 
selves. [This rope or this ilusion] is called sunya, non�substantiaI. 
void, as to [ the  shape of] a snake. man and other things. in order 
to remove the [ erroneous ] notion 134 ) of anybody [ in regard of 

1 5. the imagined existence of this illUSionary snake. man, etc. ] . In the 
same way. also the Constructive Ideation appearing 135 ) in the not 
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in itself existing aspect of subject and object is called non�sub� 
stantial . as to [ that] duality 136 ) in order to remove the attach� 
ment 137 ) of the ignorant to the [ erroneous ] notion [ concerning 
the real existence of subject and object as independent entities ] . 

K. 1. 2a. There is neither a thing non,substantial, nor also 1 38 ) a thing 
substantiJal 139 )  • 

Why has this sloka been composed? 
In order to divulge  that all things conditioned and uncon, 

ditioned 140 ) have a nature of removed duality 141 ) .  For hereby 
the implied meaning 142 ) o f  the doctrine of the Prajiiapar amita, 
viz.: "All this is neither substantial nor non�substantial", becomes 
manifest as a repudiation of one�sidedness 144 ) . Otherwise, the 
former would be inconsistent with the latter 1 45 ) . Moreover 
[ this sloka has been composed ) in order to elucidate the 
"Madhyama Pratipad" ,  the Middle Path . Otherwise,  one would 
be attached to the extreme [ view] that there is only Non�Substan, 
tiality or to the extreme [ view] that everything is "asiinya" ,  sub� 
stantial ( not  non�substantial ) .  Or this [ sloka] has been made in 
order to recapitulate the refutation of nihilism and imputed rea� 
lism 14 6 )  . The  Constructive Ideation [ represents ] the con, 
ditioned 147 ) since i t  possesses a "substance", related to cause 
and condition148 ) .  The  Non,Substantiality again, [ represents ] 
the unconditioned 14 9 ) ,  since it has a nature of not being depen, 
dent upon these 15 0 ) • 

Vidhiyate means : it is taught in the . Prajiiaparamita and other 
texts. Sattvat, "because of the existence", viz. of the Constructive 
Ideation, the conditioned is not  non,substantial . since it has the 
Constructive I deation as substance 15 1 ) . Asattvat, "because of the 
non�existence", viz. of duality, [ the conditioned] is non,substan, 

T. p. 1 4. tial. as to the substance of subject and object 1 52 ) : But since the 
whole ( ? )  1 5 3 ) of  the Non,Substantiality exists in the Construc, 
tive Ideation, i t  is  the " dharmata" ,  the Ultimate Essence, the 
Inherent Nature of it; and thus the Constructive Ideation exists 
even in the Non�Substantiality as the substance,  the support of 
phenomena 1 54 ) . In the same manner, even the unconditioned. as 
substance of the Ultimate Essence 1 5 5 ) is not non .... substantial . It is . 
as a reality in itself, non,substantial 1 56 ) as to duality which is 
named non,existence 15 7 ) . 
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Now this is the Madhyama Pratipad, the Middle Path. In the 
Ratnak1.1ta it has been taught: [ To say: " I t  exists , 0 Kasyapa",  
that is one extreme. [ To say: ] "I t  does not exist" , that is the other 

extreme. The middle Way between both these extremes, Kasyapa, 

is called the Madhyama Pratipad, the Middle Path. It is the true 
cognition of the elements of existence 1-5 8 ) . Thus the Middle Path 
has been taught, conformable 15 9 ) [ to the  exposition of the Rat
nakuta] 1 60 ) . 

Sarvam, "all" ,  i .e. the conditioned and the unconditioned. It is 
not sfinya, non-substantial in an absolute, one-sided sense 161 ) . 
For the Constructive Ideation and the Non-Substantiality thereof 
do exist in reality. Nor is it absolutely aSunya, non-void, substan

tial, in consequence of the absence of duality [ in i t] . [ To main
tain that] "Nothing exists " 1 62 ) or "Everything exists " 1 63 ) would 
be extremes 164 ) , not the Middle Path. 

Thus he has [first] explained the Characteristics of Being and 
Non-Being of the Constructive Ideation. The  Characteristic of 
Being is [ absolute] existence 1 65 ) because [ the Constructive 
Ideation ] is characterized thereby 1 6 6 ) ; by [ his statement: ] "the 
Constructive Ideation exists " ,  he therefore indicates the absolute 
existence of the Constructive Ideation 1 67 ) . This is the real signi
ficance. In the same manner the Characteristic of Non-Being is 
non-absolute-existence 1 6 8 ) becaus'e [ the  Constructive Ideation] 
is characterized thereby. This again is the non-absolute-existence 
of subject and obj'ect as real, [ independent] entities 1 69 ) . Because 
in the Constructive Ideation duality does not exist ,  it has been 
said that even the Constructive Ideation does not exist in so far 
as it is substance of duality 170 ) • 
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B. THE PARTICULAR CHARACTERISTIC. 

Now he sets forth the sva1ak�aJ?a the Particular Characte:ris� 
tic 1 ) . What is the distinction between the sallak�aJ).a, the Charac� 
teristi'c of Being and the svalak�aJ).a, the Particular Characteristic? 
The Characteristic of Being is a universal, a general [ characteris
tic ]  '2); the Particular Characteristic is a special, an individual 
property 3 ) . If the Particular Characteristic had not been discussed 
here, what would be the consequence? In that case, the structure 4 ) 
of the Constructive Ideati'on would not have been explained. There
fore, in order to set forth the structure of it, it is said: 

K. I. 3. Consciousness arises in the appearance of things. sentient 
beings. (ego� ) substance and ideas 5 ) ; its [external ]  object 6 ) 
does not exist and because of this non�existence. that 
[ consciousness] neither exists. 

Or. since it has been shown that the Constructive Ideation exists 
as bare reality 7 )  free from [ the separate reality of ]  subject and 
object. it is not comprehensible how sense�organs . obj�ctive sense� 
data and consciousness 8 ) are established 9 )  in this bare. real Con-

T. p. 1 5. structive Ideation. Therefore in order to point out that this esta� 
b lishment is [ to be understood]  as a differentiated appearance 10 ) 
of the Constructive Ideation. he states that the Particular Charac
teristic of the Constructive Ideation is 

Y. p. 1 7. the appearance as things. sentient beings. (ego- ) substance 
and ideas. etc. 
Or. by the statement, " the  Constructive Ideation is real". its 

m-ere existence 1.1 ) is recognized. but not its nature 12 ) . Nor is it 
understood. what is the cause of the attachment 1 3 ) to subjects and 
objects . even where [ it has been stated that] no duality exists . 
Nor has it been explained yet. whence it is inferred that duality 
does not exist. Therefore. in order to explain [ all ] this . he says : 
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[ Consciousness arises] in the appearnillce of things, sentient 
bE!ings, ( ego�) substance and ideas, etc. 
Vijfiana, consciousness is in this respect the nature of the Con� 

structive Ideation 14 )  . And by this vijfiana is meant here [ the cons� 
ciousness ] with its associates 1 5 ) , [ i .e .  the caittas , the mental phe� 
nomena ] .  The consciousness however is considered to be  prin� 
cipa1 1 6 ) . The attachment to subjects and objects is in reality 
based 17 ) on the app earance as things ,  sentient beings ,  etc. 

"Its object does not exist, and because of this non�existence 
that [ consciousne£S] neither [absolutely] exists. 
That is the cause of the nonpexistence of duality. In this respect 

it is the "alayavijfiana" ,  the store-consciousness together with its 
associates 1 8 ) ,  which appears as things and sentient beings. I t  is 
neutral. indiHerent 19 ) ,  b ecause it has a nature of retribution 20  ) . 
The "kli1?tarp manas" ,  the mind contaminated 21 ) together with its 
associates appears as ego-substance. And this is called obscured 
and indifferent '22 ) because it is associated with passions 2 3 ) . The 
six categories of consciousness beginning with visual sensation 2 4 ) , 

appear as ideas. representations 25 ) [ of sense-data]  and are good, 
bad and indifferent :2 6 ) .  Therefore .  by reason of the store� 
consciousness which is dependent on cooperating conditions 27 )  
and which is contained in the driving force 2 8 ) [ of phenomenal 
existence ] , these eight forms of consciousness together with their 
associates , appearing as things,  sentient beings ,  ego-substance 
and ideas ,  respectively contro1 29 )  the five gatis , the five modes 
of phenomenal existence 30 ) . 

A certain peculiarity 31 ) of the store-consciousness is the trans� 
formation 32 ) of the va:sanas, the impregnations [ of the active 
forces which perfume as it were the store-consciousness ] ,  into 
good, bad and indifferent elements of existence 33 ) . By force of 
that [ transformation ] the consciousness arises 34 ) in mutually dif
ferentiated appearances 35 ) .  

How is it, that the consciousness appears as a reflection 36 ) of 
things etc . ,  when these things  do not exist? For, if there is no exis
tence of a man, a trunk cannot appear as such. [ You are wrong ] , 
there is no inconsistency 3 7 ) [ in our reasoning ] . For, although it 
is the consciousness which appears as things, etc., the ignorant 
are attached to the [ supposed ] reality of things, existing separate 
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from 38 ) the consciousness, just as one who is suffering from 
ophthalmia sees unreal hairs 39 ) [ which he thinks to be real ] . 

Y. p. 1 8. Therefore, in order to remove that attachment, it has been said :  
It  is only the consciousness here ,  whch appears as a reflecton of  
things etc. Just as  e .g .  the unreal hairs which are reflected (before 
the eyes ] of those, who are suffering from ophthalmia ( do not 
exist, the consciousness ]  is without [ a  reaL independent existence 
of] things,  sentient beings, etc. Thus it has been explained that 
the Constructive Ideation, being dependent. relative 40 ) ,  has for 
its substance the eight forms of consciousness 41 ) . 

T. p. 1 6. As to the empirical reality of [sense.-da.ta.. i.e.] visible matter 
etc. 42 ) [ consciousness ] appears as the essence, the substance 43 ) 
of visible matter, sound,  odour, flavour, taste, tangibles and non� 
sensuous objects 44 ) ( i .e. mental phenomena] , because of its being 
produced in the aspect [ i .e .  as the idea] thereof 45 ) .  [ Cons� 
ciousness ] in the appearance of sentient beings 46 ) refers to [ the 
store-consciousness ] which appears as the five sense�organs [ of 
the body] of one's own and other's individual streams of life 47 ) . 
I t has the name of sentient being 48 ) ,  b ecause it is the abode of 
exceeding attachment 49 ) to the five sense-organs. Because it is  
attached by them or to them, it is [ called ] sattva, sentient being.  
The  consciousness appears similar to that [ sattva ] 50 ) .  by means 
of its being produced in the aspect thereof. 

"Kli�tam Manas", the mind contaminated appears as ego�sub
stance 5 1 ) because it is associated with the delusion as to [ the 
real existence of] atma, etc. For the mind contaminated is per� 
manently associated with an illusion concerning the ego�substan
ce 52 ) ,  with a false conception of the ego�substance 53 ) ,  with a 
craving for the ego�substance [ i .e .  with self�love]  54 ) and with 
e gotism 5 5 ) . And because these have the ego�substance as support 
�object '5 6 ) ,  the appearance of the mind contaminated as ego
substance is reasonable 5 7 ) . 

The six categories of consciousness appear as ideas, as intimati� 
ons 58 ) . Since [ the six categories of consciousness ] become mani� 
fest 5 9 ) in the form of self�aspect of objective sense-data 60 ) , [ i . e . 
as subject, as p erceiver, the consciousness ] appears as intimations 
of things by means of its being produced in the aspect thereof. 

Its [ external] object does not exist, viz. [ the  external object] 
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of [ the consciousness, which arises in] the fourfold aspect 61 ) [of 
things.  sentient beings.  ego-substance and ideas does not exist in 
reality ] . For, in .the appearance as things and sentient beings there 

is absence of akara 62 ) ,  [ which means that they cannot be per
ceived in reality since they are no real external objects ] ; and the 

appearance as ego-substance and ideas, being appearance, has a 

false, unreal nature 63 ) .  Because the appearances as things and 
sentient beings become manifest in the form of objects 64 ) ,  in the 
meaning of . .  anakaratva" ,  i .e. being without perception is implied 
the non-existence of real external objects 6 5 ) ,  since the appearances 
[as ego-substance and ideas ] , being of an unreal nature, cannot 
have real existence. The other two [ Le. the ego-substance and 
the ideas] however are not without perception 6 6 ) ,  since they 
become manifest in the form of grahaka, subject, perceiver, self
aspect. [ Their ] unreal, phenomenal nature 67 )  is really explained 
as the reason for the non-existence of real external objects. For 
"akara" is a mode of perceiving 68 ) the alambana, the object of 
cognition in its characteristics, such as impermanence etc. 69 )  And 
this [mode of perception ] does not exist in the [ appea['ances either 
as things or sentient beings ] ; because they become manifest in the 
form of objects, the real meaning of "being without perception" is 
" to be no subject" 70 ) .  Or, akara is the intimate and direct feeling 
of the object of cognition 71 ) ;  and because this [ intimate and direct 
feeling ]  does not exist in either [ the  appearance as things or as 
sentient beings.  they are] without akara,  because of the absence of 
cognition [ in them] 72 ) . 

Now if [ the things and the sentient beings ] are of a mutually 
distinct nature 73 ) although they are both without akara ,  just as 
visible matter and the other [ objective sense-data ] as well as 

19.  sight and the other [ senses ] . what is this preponderance of the 
substance 74 ) of consciousness at the expense  of the objective 
sense-data and the senses, as these are generally known in current 
usage and didactical treatises, in consequence whereof the cons
ciousness is conceived as a substance not being different from 
them 75 ) .  after having repudiated 7 6 )  them [ as to their independent, 
separate existence] ? Because  it is impossible that objects should 
exist apart from it 77 ) [ there is this preponderance of the substance 
of consciousness] . This has thus been established: The consciousness 
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being conceived as a single substance ( as a monad ) 7 8 ) by means 
of the respective special determination of the stream of life 7 9 ) , 
arises on account of its own potentiality 80 ) in the appearance of 
different things etc. , even where these different things in them� 
selves 8 1 ) do not exist. For instance: The pretas , the ghosts see 
a stream full of pus, excrements , urine, etc. , guarded on both sides 

T. p. 18 . by men, who carry rods in their hands. Human and other beings 
on the contrary perceive [ a  river] full of dear, cold water which 
is guarded by nobody. And the ascetics who practise the mental 
acts etc. of meditating the horrible 82 ) ,  constantly see the earth 
full of skeletons. And as far as those subjects of  meditation are 
concerned which occupy the "entire" mind, viz. ,  earth , water ,  fire 
etc. 83 ) ,  they see everything penetrated by ·earth, water etc. 84 )  
On the one hand the origination of the consciousness in a di£� 
ferentiate.d aspect is not possible without the object of its coming 
forth; [ for this origination] is dependent on objects 8 5 ) .  On 
the other hand [ it is not possible ]  on account of the own� 
nature of external objects 8 6 ) ,  [ since it has been proved that 
external objects have no real existence] . Therefore it is as� 
certained that the consciousness arises in its entirety in the resem� 
blance 8 7 )  of things, s entient beings etc . ,  [·even] without [ the 
existence of ] i ts  real, external object. Because both the appearances 
as ego�substance and ideas become manifest in the aspect of sub� 
j ect, although no object exists, they are of an unreal appearan� 
ce 88 ) . Or, in so far as a thing is constructed 89 ) by the  conscious� 
ness, it does not exist; therefore the nature of false ,  unreal appear� 
ance is dependent on an unreal support�object 9 0 ) ,  just as is the 
case, when some noise [is mistaken for the roarings]  of tigers 
etc. And thus it is an admitted truth 9 1 )  that even a vijiiapti , an 

idea ( an intimation, a subject of knowledg e )  is non�substantial in 
so far as it is of an imputed substance [ imagined] by another 
vijiiapti 9:2 ) . And therefore the appearances as ego�substance and 
ideas have no external object, just as in the case of the cons� 
ciousness [ in the appearance]  of things and sentient b eings 9 3 ) . 

Y. p. 20. Because of the non,existence of a real external object, the cons� 

ciousness thereof has no real existence 94 ) . Because it discerns 9 5 ) , 
it is vijiiana, consciousness; since it has no [ real ]  object it neither 
can have the nature of a knower, a p erceiver 9 6 ) . There£pre, be, 
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cause the external object does not really exist, the consciousness 
does not exist [ in reality] as a perceiver. But not [ does it not 
exist ] as the reflection of things,  sentient beings,  ego�substance 
and ideas. For if [ the consciousness ]  should not exist in that 
capacity. we should have to admit the absurdity of absolute non� 
existence 9 7 ) , since the nature of the consciousness 9 8 ) has not 
been explained to be different from that 9 9 ) [ reflection] .  

N ow if the differentiation [into things etc. is due ] to the na� 
ture 1 00 ) [ of the consciousness]  how then is the consciousness 
thereof possible? How is there [ such ] a mutual differentiation? 
It is thus : ,Because subject and object do not exist [ as real in� 
dependent entities ] and because the consciousness in the appear� 
ance thereof has real existence 101 ) ,  that which has been asserted 
before. viz. : "The Constructive Ideation is real. In it duality does 
not [absolutely] exist", has been made clear. Explaining [ this ] 
he says : 

Hence it has been pl'loved 102 ) that this [ consciousness ] has the 

nature of Constructive Ideation, i .e .  it has been proved that these 
four [modes of ] consciousness have the nature of Constructive 
Ideation. 

Atas , "hence", means by reason of that,  what has been said 
immediately before: "Because of the non�existence of an external 
object, neither the [consciousness ] thereof has real existence". 

Again, in order to prove the reality 103 )  of the Constructive 
Ideation and the unreality 104 )  of duality, he says : 

For it exists neither such as [it appears] 105 ) ; nor does it 
[not] exist in every respect 106 ) . 

Or,  atas, "hence" means "by reason of what is going to be  
said" , Explaining this ,  he says : For it  exists neither such as [ it 
appears];  nor does it not exist in every respect. Because there is 
neither reality [ in the consciousness ] such as [ it appears ] nor 
non�reality [ of the consciousness in itself] in every respect, it 
arises in the appearance of subject and object. In this respect [ the 
consciousness ] has no subject�nature even in these four modes of 
appearance, because they are respectively without perception and 
of unreal appearance 107 ) . And it has no object nature because 
all the elements of existence are non�substantial 1'0 8 ) in so far as 
they are of a mutually superimposed substance [ i.e .  in so  far as 
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they represent the phenomenal, superimposed aspect ] 109 ) . 

Y. p. 2 1 .  And there is not absolute non�existence [ of the consciousness ] ,  
since it arises as mere illusion 110 ) . Although [ the  consciousness ] 
has no substantial nature I l l ) , [it exists ] as the illusory] as� 
pect in which it appears [ and] which is called bhranti, illusion 1 12 ) ; 

it is just like a magic spell. The word matra, "mere" has the 
meaning of excluding ,  what is beyond it. Therefore it has been 
said :  Because the consciousness [ in its capacity of producing ]  
illusory i .e . ,  phenomenal existence is rea-I 1 13 ) , there i s  no t  absolute 
non�existence [ of the consciousness] . 

Why again is the non�existence of this bh.ianti�vijiiana not ad� 

mittoo. just as in the case of the non�existence of subject and 
object? For, it is not possi:ble for anybody to perceive 1 14 ) its 
existent nature 1 15 ) , since it has in r·eality a nature which trans� 
cends all objects [ and subjects ] of cognition 116 ) . Because 

K. 1. 4d. It is admitted, that deliverance [results] from the destruc� 
tion 117 ) of that [illusion] ,  
the non�existence of this [bhranti-vijiiana] is not admitted. How 

then? Its existent nature is inferred from its capacity [ to establish ] 
the polarity of defilement and purification 118 ) . Otherwise, if it 
should be admitted, that [ the bhranti�vijiiana] does not absolutely 
exist, then, where no oond exists. deliverance 119 )  would exist 

neither. For, if there were not even a mere illusion, there would 
be  no bondage either because no defilement would exist; [ and]  
as  one can be  delivered [ only]  after having been bound before, 
there would be no deliverance either. 

Or, in order to refute other opinions 120 ) , as e.g . :  "Why is it 
not admitted that the [bhranti�vijiiana] exists, just as it becomes 
manifest 121 ) , or that it does not absolutely exist?" ,  he says : 

It is admitted. that deliverance [results] from the destruction of 
that [ illusion] ,  which really means that as long as this is not des
troyed 122 ) , there will be bon'dage. This has been explained [by 
the statement] :  "Otherwise, where no bond exists. deliverance 
would exist neither". 

There would be the absurdity of denying 12 3 )  defilement and 

purification. In so  far as the illusion 1.24 ) becomes manifest as the 
real existence of subject and object, defiI.ement would be eter� 
nal 125 ) ,  if this [ manifestation] should [ b e  absolute in itself, i .e . ] 
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exist according to the Ultimate Reality l'26 ) ,  and N irva:r;ta would 
not exist. 

19. [ On the other hand] if this mere illusion should not exist de-
filement would exist neither, and there would be the absurdity 
of an eternal purification. And in both cases , the exertion of those 
who strive after deliverance 1'2 7 ) , would be  vain. Therefore the 
reality of the Constructive Ideation must necessarily be admitted 
as well as the unreality of duality. 
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C. THE CHARACTERISTIC OF UNION. 

Y. p .  22. He s ets  forth the sarp.grahal�ru;tam, the Characteristic of 
Union 1 ) .  The union indeed is the characteristic 2 ) .  Or rather, 
that by which the union is characterized 3 ) , is the Characteristic 
of  Union. 

And why has this [ characteristi c ]  :b een mentioned? For, it has 
been said here, that only the Constructive Ideation exists , [ as a 
bare reality free from the independent existence of ] subject and 
object. 

[ It has been mentioned ] because in other sutras 4 ) three as
pects 5 )  of reality are taught. Therefore, in order to show that 
there is no inconsistency with the other sutras , the union of these 
[ three aspecIs in the Constructive Ideation ] is explained here. 
Therefore the author of the commentary says : There is only the 
Constructive Ideation 6 ) ,  etc, 

K. I. 5. It has been taught that there is an Imputed Aspect 7 ) , a 
Causally Dependent Aspect 8 ) as well as an Absolute As
pect 9 ) , [ respectively] in consequence of the things 10 ) ,  the 
Constructive Ideation 11 ) and the unreality of duality 12 ) . 

Parikalpita, " imputed, constructed" it is called ,  b ecause [ the 
differentiation into ] 'subject and object ,  although unreal 13 ) since it 
is non-substantial 'in so far as its own-nature is concerned 14 ) , is 
imagined to have real existence 15 ) . On the other hand, although 
[ subject and object ] do not exist as real, [ independent] entities 1 6 ) , 
it is called "svabhava" ,  "nature, aspect" ,  b ecause they exist in 
conformity to wordly, phenomenal experience 17 ) .  

Paratantra, "causally dependent" means p aravasa, "ruled by 
others" b ecause it is a product of  causes and conditions 1 8 ) . A 
quotation is : 
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I t  is not imputed 19 ) , born [however] from conditions and 
absolutely inexpressible.  For the paratantra-svabhava, the 
Causally Dependent Aspect is the pure, wordly [phenomenal ] 
domain [ of experience] 20 ) . 
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The Unique Spiritual Principle of non�di££erentiation into subject 
and object 2 1 ) of the Constructive Ideation is the P arini�panna 
Svabhava, the Absolute Aspect. For this [Aspect] is unconditi� 
oned 22 ) and it is perfect, absolute, since it is without change .23 ) .  
Therefore he says : 

"That which is the perfect Non-Substantiality 2 4 )  of the 
[Constructive Ideation, i .e. the Causally Dependent Aspect] 
in so far as this is of an imputed nature, is the Absolute 
Aspect. i.e. the sphere of the [ supermundane ]  non�discrimi
native wisdom" 25 ) .  
By "arthat" 26 ) is meant " arthadhipatyat" , i . e. "by force of the 

things".  And in the same way "abhutaparikalpat" and "dvayab� 
havat" are to be explained. For a thing, an external object is of 
an imputed nature. [ The word] "thing" [ is used here in the con� 
notations of] objective sense�data, sense�organs, ego�substance 
and ideas. And because it does not [ absolutely ] exist in the Con� 
structive Ideation in so far as it is of an imputed nature, it is said 
that the Imputed Aspect has no real existence 27 ) .  Moreover he 
states : 

[The Constructive Ideation is ] not constructed 28 ) ; but 
[ false]  discriminative thought is constructed by other false 
discriminative thought 2 9 ) ;  this has no real nature 30 ) ;  [ for] 
the [ supposed real nature]  of that [ false discriminative 
thought] is constructed by other false discriminative thought. 
The Constructive Ideation is the Causally dependent Aspect. 
It is causally dependent because it is regulated 31 ) by others, i .e. 

by causes and conditions 3'2 ) . It is produced, but it does not exist 
by itself 33 ) .  

The Parini�panna�Svabhava, the Absolute Aspect means the 
unreality 34)  of subject and object. Parini�panna, perfect. absolute, 
it is called. because of its being perfect 35 ) ,  as perfection without 
change and as [mentally] unperverted perfection 36 ) .  For the 
unreality of subject and object means here that the Constructive 
Ideation is free from [ an independent existence of]  duality 37 ) • 
but not the mere non-existence of duality 38 ) . 

And thus the Constructive Ideation, owing to its being dependent 
on causes and conditions, is causally dependent. And it is imputed 
in so far as it becomes manifest 39 ) in the forms 40 ) of subject and 
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object, which do not exist in themselves. And,  owing to its being 
free from [ the independent existence of] subject and obj'ect, it is 
Absolute. This is really the union, the relation 41 ) of the three 
Aspects of Reality in the Constructive Ideation. 

H aving in this way ascertained what should be ascertained con� 
cerning the Constructive I deation. and having ascertained what 
should be  removed 42 ) ,  the matter 43 ) which must be realized has 
been shown. 
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PENETRA TE INTO THE CHARACTERISTIC 

.oF NON�BEING. 

In so far as its characteristic of non�being has not been 
thoroughly understood 1 ) ,  the Gonstructive I deation turns into 
the defilements of  passion, action and birth :2 ) .  Therefore, in order 
to under�tand thoroughly the characteristic of non�being and in 
order to explain the means for it, he says : 

Resulting from the cognition, etc. 3 ) 

This [ characteristic of non�being ]  is implied 4 )  in the Con� 
structive Ideation. Or rather. it is the Constructive I deation. The 
characteristic of non-being means the non-absolute-existence 5 )  of 
subject and object. The  p enetration into i t  means the getting 
acquainted with it 6 ) . That by which one penetrates into that 
characteristic of  non�being is the means [ to acquire the know� 
ledge of  that characteristic ] . And this [ means ] again is in two 
ways effective 7 ) . being a special resource 8 ) and a methodical 
training in fathoming 9 )  the meaning of the Universality 10 ) of 
the Dharmadhatu . the Ultimate Cause of the elements of exis� 
tence, the Unique A'bsolute. In order to point this [ means] out, 
that verse has been pronounced. 

Resulting from the cognition [that all phenomena. are] "Mere 

Ideation" 1 1 )  a non,perception of external objects 12 ) arises. 
Now the nature of the "Mere Ideation" is free from [ the indepen� 
dent existence of ] objects of perception and from sense objects 1 3 ) ; 
the consciousness arises 14 ) in the appearance of sensedata, 
etc. by reason of its own potentiality ,15 ) ,  but external objects 
consisting of visible matter etc. [separately from the vijfiana] do 
not exist. That is why, resulting from the cognition of a " gras� 
per" 16 ) (a subject ) one penetrates into the non-perception of 
objects. 

Thus, in the following manner it must be examined: [ I t  might 
be said that during the process of] arising, or [ when it has al
ready] arisen 17 ) the consciousness should depend on objects 18 ) . 
In this respect it is not possible that [ the consciousness ] ,  during 
its process of arising should depend on objects, because this 
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ansmg [vijiiana] ,  does not exist [ yet ] 1 9 ) . Neither [ is it possible 
that the consciousness .  when already] arisen [ should depend on 
objects ] , because [ the  consciousness. when ] arisen, exists as a 
substance, an essence which appears [ in the aspect of some] 
object 20 ) . And there is no other act 2 1 )  of the consciousness, exept 
the arising as a substance which appears [ in the aspect of some] 
object. And it is [ conventionally] said that, when performing this 
act, the vijiiana depends on objects. Or if there should be effi
ciency 22 ) of an obj ect of cognition 23 ) in the consciousness 24 ) 
when it is already present, but not during its arising .  the objective 
condition 2 5 ) would not be the producer of the consciousness 2 6 ) 
[ appearing in the aspect of some object ] . And to assume such a 
supposition would be  absurd .  [ On the other hand, if it might be 
assumed that] a [ real ] present object of cognition is being per
ceived. this will be inconsistent with the momentariness , the con
tinual decay of things 2 7 ) .  And it is not possible that an object of 
perception is being perceived by the consciousness if there is no 
preponderance of the substance [ of the consciousness ] as afore
said 2 8 ) . 

Now, if it is admitted that there is a preponderance of the 
substance of [ consciousness ] .  when it is perceiving an object of 
cognition. even then we should come upon the absurdity that it  
perceives indeed an already existing object of cognition 2 9 ) dif
ferent from the perception 30 ) of the preponderance of the sub
stance [ of the consciousness ] elsewhere. in a different place 31 ) . 

Y. p. 25. Another opinion is that the objective condition of arising cons-
ciousness is something impermanent 32 ) .  And because this [ con
dition ] is different from the remaining conditions [viz. the hetu- .  
the samanantara- and the adhipatipratyaya] 33 ) by  its being the 
cause of consciousness appearing in its own aspect 34 ) . [we may 
ask whether] for this very reason it is imagined that the  atoms :55 ) 
of visible matter etc . ,  or the aggregate 3 6 ) of those [ atoms ] should 
exist as object of perception. Even in both cases there is no object of 
perception. For, although all consciousness arises in the appearance 
of j ars . woven clothes and other things. it does not appear [ in the 
shape of]  atoms 37 ) . And although the aspects [ i .e .  the ideas ] of 
the things are consciousness appearing in a differentiated way 38 ) . 
[as separate. particular phenomena] , the object of cognition could 
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not be  different 39 ) [ from these aspects of the consciousness and 
differentiated into atoms ] . For there would be the absurdity. that 
the very eye and other [ sense-organs . by means of which objects 
are perceived] would have the nature of object of cognition 40 ) .  

And also he who thinks that the combined 41 ) atoms become 
an object of cognition. but are not objects of perception sepa
rately <12 ) . could he be confuted here? For. if [ the atoms are com
bined [ and as such object of cognition ] , we must admit that they 
have. each by itself. the nature of object of cognition. [ For a part 
cannot have another nature than the whole. In this case the atoms 
are] not [ object of cognition ] as a combination 43 ) .  In this respect 
[ the objection must be raised that. at the time that an object of 
perception is perceived] no knowledge 4<1 ) of atoms appearing each 
singly by itself is produced. In like manner [ there is no knowledge 
produced of  the object of cognition] appearing as the combination 
of those [ atoms ] .  Therefore it is not possible that the atoms should 
have the nature of object of cognition. Neither is the aggregate of 
the atoms object of cognition as it cannot be a cause 4 5 ) • though the 
designation [ of it]  exists 46 ) .  For it is admitted that just as the 
samanantara- and other pratyayas . the alambanapratyaya. the 
objective condition also is a cause of vijfiana. consciousness 47 ) .  
Therefore it is not possible. that even an impermanent [ thing]  is 
object of cognition 48 ) .  Moreover if there should be an object of 
cognition in impermanence 49 ) even past and future would be 

22. object. But it has been proved that in dreams etc. the consciousness 
exists. without a [ real. external ] object of cognition 50 ) .  

Some however are of opinion. that the consciousness in dreams 
and so forth is not without an object of cognition. because [ they 
consider ] the mental image 5 1 ) to have the nature of an object of 
perception. The mental image  again is the reflected image of a 
thing 52 ) [ and as such it has] the nature of the viprayuktasazp.s
karas . the things which are neither material nor mental 53 ) • For. 
if there is no object in dreams and so forth. there cannot be a 
mental image  thereof [ in dreamconsciousness ] . just as the reflec
tion of a face cannot succeed if not such a thing as a face exists. 

[Against this it might be adduced that] the consciousness. either 
arising or arisen has no mental image  as object of perception. 
because of the non-existence  [ of arising consciousness ] and be-
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cause of the continual decay of  things 54 ) [ which makes it im� 
possible for arisen consciousness to perceive things ] , as formerly 
stated. Consciousness is indeed the reflection of things in as much 
as it is appearing as things 5 5 ) .  Therefore it is not possible that 
the mental image has the nature of the things which are neither 

Y. p. 26. material nor mental 5 6 ) .  And it must necessarily be admitted that 
the consciousness has the aspect of external objects 57 ) .  For, if 
the [ consciousness ] were without this aspect there would be no 
respective special determination of object and subject 58 ) .  

Another opinion however is ,  that the object of cognition in a 
dream and in such meditations as the meditation on the horrible 5 9 ) 
is in reality an immaterial, non�resistant, penetrable visible 
[ obj ect] 60 ) .  But, even of that [ object of perception] the non� 
resistance and the belonging to the sphere of mere thought 6 1 )  is 
contradicted, because it consists of colour and shape, etc. 62 ) . 
And in the sastra no other non�resistant, penetrable visible 
[object] is described, than the mere "avijiiapti" , the "non�infor� 
mation" .  the "unmanifested matter" ,  the "vehicle of moral quali� 
ties" 63 ) .  Therefore [ this object of perception] is mere productive 
imagination 64 ) ,  mere construction. But another [ doctor] main� 
tains that in dreams the object of consciousness is an object of 
direct experience 65 ) ,  [ i.e .  an experience preceding one's dreams] ,  
because one who is blind from birth 6 6 )  does not perceive blue 
and other colours in his dreams .  

h is not true 67 )  that one who i s  blind from birth does not 
p erceive colours in dreams. But he does not know them by name 
because he did not come to learn their conventional desig� 
nation 68 ) ,  as it is impossible for someone else tot convey by 
words [ the knowledge of colours to the blind] 69 ) .  And if one 
sees correctly in a dream a [previously] perceived [ object ] , why 
is it not admitted that thus  even one who is blind from birth sees 
colours? For he must have perceived colours in previous existences. 

[ The  colours ] which appear in his dreams he did not perceive 
in his present life. For, [ of one who is blind from birth] there 
is not any difference between the state of waking and the state 
of sleep, as far as past, future and present experience are con� 
cerned. Therefore, the [ opinion that] consciousness in dreams 
must have for its object a previously experienced thing is merely 
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false imagination 70 ) . For it is a fixed opinion 71 ) that, because 
the past does not exist 72 ) ,  the consciousness, being without [ any] 
object [ whatsoever] 73 ) ,  arises in dreams as the reflection of ex� 
ternal objects 74 ) . Thus, we have to cultivate the knowledge 75 ) 
that we cannot perceive objects, by the definite cognition that 
they have the nature of Mere Ideation 7 6 ) . 

Resulting fr:om the non�perception, [i.e. the negation] 77 )  of 

external objects 78 ) ,  the negation of the "Mer·e Ideation" arises. 

Owing to the unreality 79 ) of objects one understands the unreality 
even of the "Mere Ideation" just as one p enetrates into the 
unreality of thought�objects 80 ) by force of the [ cognition, that 
there is ] only "Mere Ideation", since no constructed object exists, 
which is external to the consciousness . There is no subjectivity 81 ) 
possible if no object exists . For, the corresponding subject can 

23. only be established in relation to objectivity 82 ) .  Thus one pene� 
trotes into the characteristic of non�being of subject and object, 

27. which are both of an imputed nature; [but this characteristic of 
non-being ]  has not been shown of the Constructive Ideation 
[ itself] 83 ) .  

Why again does he not set forth from the very outset that the 
"Mere Ideation" does not exist? For. as the subject depends on 
the object one might easily penetrate into the non�existence of an 
external object which is to be perceived 84 ) because the nature of 
object of perception has been eliminated 8 5 ) . [ For there would be 
no subject which could perceive that object of perception] .  Other� 
wise [ if we should have denied the "Mere Ideation" from the very 
outset ] a negation of [ all ] existence would be  the result, since in 
that case there would be no [ illusory] mutual dependence 87 )  of 
subject and object. 

Now at the conclusion of the first "immeasurable period of 
<eons" 88 ) ,  immediately after the "Path of Accumulating Me� 
rit" 89 ) [ the Bodhisattva] proceeds [ gradually] and enters that 
stage of transcendental wisdom. which is beyond the imputations 
of the separate reality of subject and obj ect 90 ) . This occurs in the 
following manner: Resulting from the [ cognition that all pheno� 
mena are ] "Mere Ideation" ,  the concentrated state of mind, 
attended by its retinue 9 1 ) , called "U�magata", Degree of Heat 
becomes manifest; it is the first essential feature 92 ) of the Super� 
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mundane Path 9 3 ) and is a concentrated meditation 94 ) on the 
non-existence of visible matter etc. Immediately following [ the 
samadhi ] called "Murdha",  Degree of the Climax [becomes mani
fest] . And this is followed by the Samadhi ,  called "K�anti " ,  Degree 
of  Steadfastness, which corresponds to the non-perception, [ i ,e .  the 
negation] of the subject [ as a separate reality ] , resulting from a 

negation of all objects [ as s eparate realities ] .  As soon as this is 
realized [ the Bodhisattva ] has recourse to the non-perception, the 
negation of "arthas" ,  external objects , [ and in agreement with 
this ] contemplates 9 5 ) the negation even of the "Mere Ideation" .  
Accordingly the Samadhi attended by its retinue called 
"Laukikagryadharma",  Degree of Highest Mundane Virtues be
comes manifest together with the Highest Wisdom, etc. 9 6 ) . Im
mediately following we have the "Darsanamarga" 9 7 ) ,  the Path of 
Illumination, and it is there indeed that the [ Bodhisattva ] enters 
the first stage 9 8 ) by realizing the Omnipresent Unique Abso
lute 9 9 ) .  And although this is an exact judgment 1 0 0 ) ,  it is not 
an aspiration, an arbitr.ary or voluntary judgment 10 1 )  in the 
manner of an "apramaI.la", an "Immeasurable" ,  etc. 102 ) . 

While pointing out that p erception has a real nature of non
perception, he says : 

K. 1. 7ab. In consequence of that 103 ) ,  it is an ultimate fact 104 )  that per

ception has a real nature of non-perception 105 ) . 

Or rather, that which has been previously asserted,  viz . :  "In 
the Constructive Ideation duality does not [ absolutely] exist" ,  has 
been realized because it is thus intuited introspectively 10 6 ) through 
this akara, this idea, this aspect [ of perception which has a real 
nature of non-perception ] . And while explaining this, he says : 
In consequence of that it is an ultimate fact that perception has 
a real nature of non-perception. "In consequence of that" means :  

Y .  p .  28. Because there i s  no perception if there is no external object o f  
perception. "Upalabdhi, perception" [ is used ] i f  [ the existence 
of ]  one of the  three, viz. object ,  agent and instrument [ or process 
of cognition ] 10 8 ) is assumed 109 ) , although even this triad is not 
possible if [ one of them] should not exist 1 10 ) :  Therefore it is an 
ultimate fact that perception has a real nature of  non-perception. 

T. p. 24. H ence the author of the commentary says : Because perception 

is not possible, if no external object of perception exists. 
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Consequently, the identity 1 1 1 ) of non-cognition and cogni, 

tion 112 ) should be admitted. 
Because perception has the nature of non�perception. [ their ] 

identity. i .e. their sameness 1 1 3 ) should be  understood. For there 
is no difference between the non�cognition of arthas. external 
objects and the cognition of the "Mere I deation".  since. [ according 
to Ultimate Reality. neither of them] exists 114 ) . [ as stated 
above] . In order to remove the mutual inconsistency between the 
words perception and non�perception he says : It is said that there 

is perception 11 5 ) owing to the appearance [ of the vijiUina in the 
aspect ] of unreal objects 116 ) . But nothing whatever is [ in reality] 
perceived by it. since the arthas. the objects have no [ real 
independent] existence. Hence there is no inconsistency [ between 
the words perception and non�perception ] . But. although [ percep� 
tion ] has in reality a nature of non�perception, [ this is to be 
understood]  according to Ultimate Reality 1 17 ) 

Others say: The cognition of objects by ignorant people where 
no object exists and the non-cognition of objects by the Saints 
should both be known to be identical since they have equal cha
racteristics 1:1 8 ) . just as in the case of the non�perception [ and 
perception ] of an illusory serpent 1 1 9 ) . That is why he says : It is  
said that there is perception. owing to the appearance [ of the 
vIJnana in the aspect ] of unreal objects. although it has a real 
nature of non-perception; it is just like expounding the non� 
perception [ Le. the negation ] of an illusory serpent. Another 
[ doctor] again maintains : The identity of both the cognition and 
the non-cognition [ of a subject] should be understood. even in 
the two cases that a subject is cognized by the ignorant and not 
cognized by the Saints on account of the non�existence of things.  
since [ in both cases] equally a subject is absent 1:20 ) where no 
object has real existence. Hence he  says : [ It is said that] there 
is perception owing to the appearance [ of the vijiiana in the 
aspect ] of unreal objects . etc. Some persons h owever are of opinion 
that it is as an antidote against imputed Realism and Nihilism 121. ) 
that he states : Consequently, the identity of non-cognition and 
cognition should be admitted.. 

Since. on account of the unreality of external objects perception 
does not exist as real perception :C2'2 ) .  it has been said that it 
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ultimately 1'23 ) does not exist. In cognition the nature of perception 
is not removed neither the nature of non-perception added. How 
then? They are indentical in so far as they are both beyond dis
criminative, constructive thought .1'2 4 ) . Therefore the identity of 
cognition and non-cognition should be understood to be Absolute. 
intuited introspectively 1:25 ) . regardless of  [ the extremities of] im
puted realism and nihilism. And it is said :  

T .  p .  25. Here there i s  nothing that i s  to be removed and absolutely 
nothing to be added; the Truth must be only directly p er
ceived. and he who sees the Truth becomes delivered 12 6 ) . 
If this be  so . why then is vijiiapti .  ideation called p erception? 

Because. both in current usage and in the didactical treatises i t  is 
admitted [ that there is perception] owing to the appearance [of 
the vijiiana in the aspect ] of unreal objects . although it has a real 
nature of non-perception. 
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E. THE CHARACTERISTIC OF DIFFERENTIATION. 

He sets forth the Characteristic of Differentiation. 
It has the character of [ the  three spheres of existence, viz. ] ,  the 

World of Carnal Desire or of Gross Bodies 1 ) , the World of Pure 
Matter or of Ethereal Bodies 2 )  and the Immaterial Sphere 3 )  . 
It is the differentiation of the Constructive Ideation 4 ) , i .e. ,  its 
diversity. "Characteristic of Differentiation" means that it is dif
ferentiation indeed which is the characteristic ,  since the Construc
tive Ideation is characterized by it. 

And for what reason is [ this ] characteristic of  differentiation 
discussed? For it seems to · be  . impossible 5 ) that the Worlds of 
Carnal Desire and Pure M atter [ could exist ] in the mere Con
structive Ideation [ in which no duality exists , as stated above] . 
[ I f one should assume that] through a differentiation into spheres 
of existence a discrimination into Saints ,  [ ordinary wordly beings ] , 
etc. 6 ) would not obtain, [ whereas this differentiation is attended] 
by a [ corresponding ] differentiation into defilement and purifi
cation 7 ) , a great and absurd transgression of the doctrine would 
be  the consequence. In order to remove the anxiety that [ such 
a thing would happen] , the CharacterIstic of Differentiation has 
been set forth. 

On the other hand it is believed that the Cons tructive Ideation 
exists only where reasoning 8 ) and judgment 9 )  exist, but not 
otherwise. Hence, in order to remove that [wrong opinion ] , the 
characteristic of differentiation has been explained. 

Bab. The Constructive Ideation however, this is the Mind and the 

Mental Phenomena which belong to the three spheres of exis
tence 10 ) . 

But it is not [ limited] merely [ to ] vitarka and vicii.ra, reasoning 
and judgment. Just as the elements of matter 11 ) are [ divided into] 
primary and s econdary elements 12 ) , the Constructive Ideation 
also is [ divided into] citta, [ fundamental ] mind and caittas. 
[derived] mental phenomena, It is not only citta, [ fundamental] 
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mind. And they, [ the citta and the caittas ] form the essential 
nature of that which belongs to the three spheres of existence 1 3 )  . 
They consist of three Dhatus , because they are divided into the 
Spheres 14 )  of Carnal Desire or of  Gross Bodies , of Pure Matter 
or of Ethereal Bodies and the Immaterial Sphere. Now the twenty 
kinds of worlds beginning with the Naraka 15 )  which proceed from 
this Constructive Ideation, they form the Kamadhatu. The seven� 
teen kinds [ of heavens ] beginning with the Brahmakayika, they 
form the Rupadhatu. The four aspects beginning with the Akasan� 
antyayatana, the Abode of Infinite Space, they form the Arupya� 
dhatu 16 ) .  Again somebody else says : The Kamadhatu is the 
domain 'Of desire in which sensual attachments 1 7 )  have not yet 
been renounced, and the notions of  "rupa" , pure matter , have 
not yet been caused to disappear 18 ) .  The Rupadhatu is the domain 
of Pure Matter in which sensual attachments have b een renounced 
but in which the notions of "rupa" have not yet been caused to 
disappear. The Arupyadhatu is the lmmaterial Sphere in which the 
attachments to carnal desire and to pure matter have been renoun� 
ced and the n'Otions of "rupa" have been caused to disappear. 
Others maintain: The Kamadhatu is the sphere in which sensual 

T. p. 26. attachments are inherent 19 ) .  The Rupadhatu is the sphere in 
which the attachments to pure matter or ethereal bodies are in� 
herent. The Arllpyadhatu is the sphere in which the attachments 
to . .  arllpya" ,  the Formless , the Immaterial are inherent. 

Others again pretend:  The Kamadhatu is the Sphere of Carnal 
Desire in which permanent perversions 20 ) [ of the mind ] have 
become the support 21 ) of the [ different] kinds of mental un� 
rest 22 ) . The Rllpadhatu is the Sphere of Pure Matter in which 
the states of transic, abstract meditation 2 3 )  cause the renunciation 
of the different kinds of mental unrest. The Arupyadhatu is the 
Sphere in which the states of transic, abstract meditation cause 
the renunciation of the different kinds of [ mental ] unrest as weII 
as [mental ] ease 24 ) . Others again say: In the Sphere of Carnal 
Desire, those aspects of  [ sense� ] consciousness as odour and 
taste :25 ) have not yet b een destroyed. In the Sphere of Pure 
Matter those aspects of [ sense� ] consciousness as odour and taste 
have been destroyed. In the Immaterial Sphere the aspects of 
fifteen classes [ of elements represented in the composition of an 
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individual stream of life] 26 )  have been destroyed. 
Now, whereas in all these expositions [ it has been set forth ] 

what are these [ three planes of existence ] , these expositions require 
indeed supplemen'tary explanations , because the expositions, not 
explained [ here ] before, should necessarily be explained [ as yet ] . 
In this connection [ however] we cannot discuss the Constructive 
Ideation any further, [ apart from the fact that it will be dealt with 
subsequently, in another relation ] . 
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F. THE CHARACTERISTIC OF THE SYNONYMS. 

Next he sets forth the Characteristic of the Synonyms, viz . . 
while explaining the division into citta. mind and caittas . mental 
phenomena .  .he explains the characteristics of the  synonyms 
[ applied ] to the Constructive Ideation. 

In what manner? 
The mind and mental phenomen a  come forward [ and are 

active] 2 )  through the productive imagination 2 ) of a real. in� 
dependent nature and the special qualiti es 3 ) of a thing imagin� 
able  4 ) , The mind and mental phenomena [ on the one  hand]  and 
the Constructive Ideation [ on the other hand ] are synonyms in as 
much as their inherent nature is concerned.  since they both [ corres
pond to ] the perception 5 ) of a real substance 6 ) and the special 
qualities of a thing.  

Vijiiana, [ pure]  consciousness [ or pure sensation] 7)  is in this 
respect the perception of a mere thing., [ just as it is in its gene� 
rality] . The  word "mere" [ has been employed in order to denote] 
the elimination of the special characteristics . It means in reality 
that the special characteristics are not perceived . that there is 
p erception of the substance. the general character of a thing 
only 8 ) . The feelings 9 )  and other mental phenomena mean 
the perception of the qualities of a thing. For they arise in 
that place where there is a sp ecial characteristic of a thing 10 ) . 
A thing ( a  substance ) has in this respect such special 
characteristics as appertain to delight and sorrow n ) ;  [ the con� 
tact with this state of  things produces ] a condition of mental 
satisfaction 12 ) . [ c .q. dissatisfaction] and the grasping ,  the apper
ception 1 3 ) of it is vedana. feeling. Th ere  is a qualification of ob� 
j ects which is characterized by such deSignations 14 ) as .. man" and 
"woman" and so on and the apperception of  this . is sarp.jiia. 
ideation ,  faculty of concepts ( capable of coalescing with a 
word ) 1.5 ) . In the same manner the o ther [mental phenomena] 
must be dealt with according to circumstances. And thus ,  these 
[mental phenomena] are associated .1 6 ) [ to the mind ] since they 
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have the same base and the same object of perception 17 ) , since 
they are simultaneous 18 ) and have the same substance 19 ) , but 
not ' because they should have the same aspect [ of appercep� 
tion] 20 ) . For, in that case there would be the absurdity that the 
vijfiana, the pure consciousness would not be different [ from the 
mental phenomena ]  21 ) . 

Some [ doctors ] are of opinion that the cai,tasas , the mental phe� 
nomena are to be understood here in the sense of special, different 
characteristics of the mind '22 ) . Indeed, this very vijfiana arises in 
a manifold variegated appearance, as all sorts of independent 
things 2 3 ) , just as in the case of the [ many ] eyes in the [ one ] 
tail of a peacock. 

And how [ is it possible that] one becomes a variety? For in 
daily usage it is believed that a variety, a manifold has the 
characteristic of "not�one" ,  of "many" 24 ) ;  therefore, don't say 
that "one" could have the nature of "many". 

If the independent. [ separate] elements of existence 25 ) should 
be "parini�panna", absolutely real, [ in their separateness] , there 
would be this contradiction [ that " one" should be "many"] . But 
because they are merely illusion, error, this contradiction does not 
exist, the more so since it has been said: 

4c. For it neither exists such as [ it appears]; nor does it not exist 
32. in every respect. 2 6 ) . 

That is not the case. [ It is not true that the mental phenomena 
should be special characteristics of the mind ] . For, there is an 
inconsistency with the words of the siitra, viz. :  

"v edana, saI]Jjfia, cetana 27 ) and vijfiana, these dharmas are 

.. coexistent" 2 8 ) they are not s eparate, standing apart" 29 ) . And 
"saI]Jsarga" is indeed the simultaneousness of [ all ] existent 
things 30 ) ;  that is why this siitra does not teach him in this sense, 
who believes that the dharmasvabhava, the real nature of the 
elements of existence is not absolute 31 ) .  
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Next he sets forth the Characteristic of Activity-Causation, in 
order to explain the difference between cause and effect which 
one might not comprehend. considering that only the Constructive 
Ideation exists and nothing  else. Therefore the Constructive 
Ideation is characterized as the substance of cause and effect. 1 ) 
And because [ this ]  characteristic is really origination, caus
ation �2 ) ,  [ we speak of] the characteristic of origination, causation, 
activity. Origination again is twofold:  

a. The origination of an uninterrupted sequence of moments 3 ) , 
the predominance whereof produces that experience of the present 
[ Iife ] which is defilement 4 ) .  

h. The origination of r·e-birth 5 ) , the predominance whereof 
produces in future that defilement which is passion, action and 
birth 6 ) .  

Here the characteristic of origination is explained as the ori
gination of the uninterrupted sequence of moments. The origination 
of re-birth he will explain as the characteristic nature of de
filement 7 ) .  

K. 1 9a. The one is consciousness in its quality of condition 8 ) .  
B y  "the one" is meant here the alayavijiiana , the store-cons

ciousness. Because it is, as condition of causation 9 ) , cause 10 ) of 
the remaining seven forms of  consciousness,  it is [ called ] cons
siousness in the quality of condition. 

K. I. 9b. The other is the experiencing, the enjoying 1 1 ) , consciousness. 
Y. p. 33. Complete the verse by adding :  I t  is the fruit, the result 1:2 )  thereof,  

[viz. of the alayavijiiana] . This [ consciousness]  again is seven
fold .  It is the pravrttivijiiana, the consciousness of activity, and 
since it is employed as a means of experience 13 ) it is [ called ] 
the experiencing [ consciousness ] .  

K. 1 9cd. In it the mental phenomena are experience, exact discrimi-
nation 14)  and action, volition 15) . 

The implied meaning of "in it" is that the mental phenomena, 
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being in [ that store� ] consciousness, are also the fruit, the effect 
thereof; for they are [ in reality ] vijiiana and share its good or bad 
destiny 1 6 ) . 

Indeed, because the store-consciousness is the condition of the 
other forms of consciousness, it is [ called] consciousness in the 
quality of condition. It is called alaya, "store, receptacle", because 

28. all impure elements of existence 17 )  "repose" 1 8 ) in it, in the quality 
> " >  of effect and because it [ " reposes " ]  in them as cause 19 ) ;  vijiiana 

it is [ called] because it represents the world of the sentient 
beings :20 ) and the inaminate world 2 1 ) by appearing as such. And 
this [alayavijiiana] is indifferent-neutral :22 )  because it is the 
retrebution, [ i .e .  the maturing ]  in every respect [ of all moral or 
intellectual antecedents = bijas ] 2 3 ) .  And it is pratyayavijiiana, 
consciousness in the quality of  condition because the seed 24 ) of 
all impure dharmas is attached [ to it] and because it is the . .  con
dition in the quality of cause" 2 5 ) of the other active forms of 
consciousness. The pravrmvijiiana, having that [alayavijiiana] as 

a condition, is experiencing [ consciousness ] .  From this alayavij
iiana [ the pravrttivijiiana] proceeds; the real significance is that 
it arises while having that [ alayavijiiana]  as a condition. How 
does it arise? The prav:r:ttivijiiana, although evolving 2 6 ) from the 
alayavijiiana fosters 27) in the alayavijiiana the seed which is the 
producer of a similar 28 ) and not yet arisen prav:r:ttivijiiana. Be
cause from this fostered seed, which contains [ the potentiality of]  
the different transformations and various evolutions [ of pheno
menal existence] :2 9 ) ,  again arises a similar prav:r:ttivijiiana, the 
prav:r:ttivijiiana comes into existence conditioned by that [ alaya
vijiiana] . 

[ If we admit this ] shall we not have the absurdity then, that 
even the alayavijiiana is an experiencing ,  a receiving [ conscious
ness ] and the prav:r:ttivijiiana a consciousness in the quality of con
dition? For [ the store-consciousness ] is the "support" of the ex
perience of [ indifferent feelings ,  i .e . ] the feelings of neither dis
pleasure nor pleasure 30 ) and [ the active forms of consciousness ] 
"perfume" [or impregnate] the vasanas 31 ) ,  [ the latent sub
conscious ] germs [ 0£ active life and thought] in the store
consciousness. 

There is no "perfuming"  of the  germs possible without 3'2 )  a con-
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dition�substance 33 ) [ of those germs, i .e .  the store�consiousness ] . 
As ha's been said in the Abhidharmasutragatha: 

"Whereas all dharmas repose 34 ) in the vijiiana, this 
[ reposes ] in them likewise; eternally they are the effect and 
cause of one another" 3 5 ) . 

[The absurdity sug gested here, need] not be the consequence. 
Wh y? Because it is difficult to indicate 36 ) the feeling 37 ) of that 
[ alayavijiiana] . It is not defined as having an experiencing, an 
" enjoying "  nature whereas the prav+,ttivijiiana is [ defined as 
such ] 38 ) . It should rather be known as something superior 39 ) , 
just like the sun. Accordingly, the prav+,ttivijiiana, the active cons
ciousness is indeed the basis of the experience of the threefold 
feeling 40 ) , not however the alayavijiiana, the store-consciousness.  
And here is expressly meant [ that the alayavijiiana is ] hetupra
tyaya, condition in the quality of cause but not only a mere pra
tyaya. a mere condition. Accordingly. the alayavijiiana comprises 
by the predominance of the good and bad elements 4 1 ) the vip aka
and ni�yandaphalavasanas.  the impregnations of the . .  effect of 
retribution" and of the "natural outflow-effect" ;  and by the 
predominance of the neutral. indifferent elements 42 ) . the 
alayavijiiana is the hetupratyaya. the condition in the quality of 
cause of all the impure elements without exeption; the prav+,tti
vijfiana however is the adhipatipratyaya 43 ) . the condition in the 
quality of "regent" of the alayavijfiana. And thus. it is not absurd 
[to call ] the prav+,ttivijfiana a pratyaya. a condition. although i t  
is not a hetupratyaya, a condition in the quality of cause 44 ) .  

Vedana, feeling is upahhoga. experience. "enjoyment". By upa
bhoga [ is understood] that exactly the three kinds [ of feeling ,  
i .e. pleasant. unpleasant and indifferent]  will be enjoyed; the true 
meaning is that they are experienced 45 ) . Vedana. feeling resem
bles the essence of the qualities of  phenomenal existence 46 ) . And 
it is exactly for the sake of a direct and intimate feeling 47 ) of that 
[ essence]  that the ignorant are attached to the things of pheno
menal existence. Others however hold that vedana, feeling is not 
only upabhoga. experience but also arthopalabdhi. definite cog
nition of  ( sense- ) objects. That is not to the point however b e
cause it is inconsistent  with the commentary: upahhoga. experience 
or enjoyment is vedana. feeling .  And since the arthopalabdhi. the 
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definite cognition of ( sense� ) obj-ects is not different from vijiHina. 
consciousness, it is not possible for it to be a caitasa a mental 
state 48 ) . 

SaIp.jiia, ideation, is the exact discernment 49 ) of that which 
has been felt 50 ) , [ by vedana-upabhoga]  since it consists of the 
grasping, the "abstracting"  5 1 )  of the different special charac
teristics , such as pleasure etc. 

The Sa�skaras are those "forces" which produce 52 ) ( set in 
motion or condition ) the vijiiana, the consciousness in the upab
hoga and the saIp.jiia. They are cetana. volition, manaskara. 
faculty of attention, men'tal acts etc. 5 3 ) . 

Or rather vedana is upabhoga just b ecause there is a spon
taneous and appropriate 54 ) experience ·of an object of perception 
and 55 ) because there is a [ corresponding ]  experience of effects 
which are to be felt as pleasant etc. 56 ) . In the same way. 
because vedana is the experience of sense-objects and of the [ cor
responding ]  effects [ thereof] 57 ) ,  it is [ called ] upabhoga. expe
rience, enjoyment. Sa�j.iia is disc ernment because it discerns the 
characteristics of sense�objects 5 8 )  as empirical characteristic 
signs 59 ) .  The sa�skaras. the forces are the "switchings" 60 ) of 
the consciousness to another object of perception . Hence, it is by 
the predominance of the volitions 61 ) etc. that the vijiiana partakes 
of another object of p erception 6:2 ) . By the word " etc ." are under
stood desire 63 ) etc. Herewith has b een explained wherefrom. of 
what nature and to what purpose there is prav�tti, origination, 
activity. 
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Next he sets forth the Characteristic of Defilement. 
The manner in which the defilements of passion, action and 

birth 1 ) ,  while evolving and being active conduce to the Univer� 
sal Suffering 2 ) , is the characteristic of defilement. This again 
has been set forth in order to show that even where no atman, 
no ego�substance [ absolutely] exists 3 ) , the saI!lsara, the pheno
menal existence is produced because of its being mere Construc� 
tive Ideation 4 ) . 

K. 1. l Oab. Because it enshrouds 5 )  and because it establishes 6 h because it 
leads 7 ) ,  because it embraces 8 ) etc. 

It is with regard to the prav+ttipak�a, the [world of phenomena 
in its ]  dynamic, evolutionary [ aspect] that the twelve-membered 
chain of dependent origination 9 )  has been explained here. Now 

in consequence of the enshrouding the Universe is defiled. This 
termination of the sentence [ i.e. the Universe is defiled] belongs 
to all [ the separate parts of the Karikas 10 and 11 abo 1.0 ) At 
the question: "Whereby or in what manner is [ the Universe] , 
on account of its being enshrouded, defiled?", he answers : By Ig
norance [ i .e .  by the Transcendental Illusion ] 11 ) .  For this forms 

an obstruction to see things [ i.e .  existence, phenomenal and abso
lute] in their true nature, just as they are. Indeed, because the 
essential nature of avidya is "non�vision" )12 ) ,  true know
ledge  1 3 )  does not arise in so far as the object, the "sphere" 14 ) 
o f  that true knowledge is hidden. Hence, because [ its function is ] 
to obstruct the origination 15 ) of true knowledge, avidya is the ob
struction of true knowledge. And this again, [ only] exists in 

T. p. 30. regard to the transcendental, supermundane wisdom 1.6 ) . [ The  
bhutadarsana] ori ginates subsequently 17 )  and i s  acquired sub
sequently 18 ) [ i.e. after the realization in highest trance of the 
transcendental supermundane wisdom, or Unique Absolute ] .  It 
understands that [ supermundane wisdom] 1.9 ) The application 
thereof 20 ) is the result of study �2 1 ) ,  investigation 22 ) , and medi-
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tation 23 ) .  That is why it is called true real insight. And because 
the "Transcendental Illusion" is the obstruction thereof. it is the 
condition 24 ) of the sa!!lskaras the " formative forces of pheno� 
menal existence" '2 5 ) . In this manner the Universe :26 )  is defiled 
by Avidya on account of its being enshrouded [thereby] .  

Because it "establishes" 27 ) , the Universe is defiled. As regards 
the agent, place or object of this " establishing"  he says: The 
"formative forces" [ establish] the Karmavasanas, the "impreg� 

nations of the acts" in the (store� ) consciousness 2 8 ) . 
36. The formative forces in this respect are those corporeal, vocal 

and mental acts , which are of a meritorious, non�meritorious and 
non�agitated nature 29 ) Because they prepare a new birth 30 ) they 
are formative forces. Because of the " establishing" 31 ) [ they pre� 
pare a new birth ] i .e .  they cause to grow that which is not yet 
impregnated 32 ) . And this it is which is denoted by the word 
sa!!lskara. But [ they do ] not. [ comprise ]  all [ karma] 33 ) .  And 
since they are capable of projecting a new birth by the predomi
nance of " I gnorance" 34 ) ,  but not by their mere existence 35 ) ,  it 
is said that the sa!!lskaras are conditioned by "Ignorance". There
fore they prepare a new birth of one whose wisdom does not 
yet exist but not of one who has obtained wisdom 3 6 ) .  And it is 
not solely owing to its predominance that aVidya is called the 
condition of the sa!!lskaras , [ but especially] because it is the 
universal [ and simultaneous ] condition 3 7 ) .  For it gives origin 38 ) 
[ to the whole process of phenomenal existence, i .e .  the sa!!lskaras, 
etc. ] . Indeed, because avidya is associated with all the "passions" ,  
i t  is  the samanyapratyaya, the common and simultaneous condition 
even of the cetana, the "volition" 39 ) ,  the "will" which has its origin 
in and arises together with the klesas, the passions , just as it is 
the samanyapratyaya of the passions, which have their origin in 
and arise at the same time as [ avidya itself ] . And it is the 
samanyapratyaya even of the meritorious sa!!lskaras 40 ) which 
follow the hope and desire for different. b etter rebirths and en
joyments 4'1 ) .  Now, so far as [ this ] simultaneous origination is 
concerned, aVidya which arises 4'2 ) together and at the same time 
with those [passions ] ,  is the Universal and simultaneous condition. 

Therefore, because avidya, existing and arising together with 
them, is the samanyapratyaya even of the non-agitated 43 ) 
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[saI)1skaras ]  which arise simultaneously with the views that are 
detached from those [ good and bad] states of consciousness 44 ) , 
it is called the pratyaya, the condition of the saI)1skaras , the for
mative forces. 

"Vijfiana" is to be  understood here in the sense of "Alaya
vijfiana", store-consciousness, but not in the sense of "Pravrtti
vijfiana" ,  active consciousness 45 ) .  For it is not possible that a 
pravrttivijfiana that has come to an end [ in a certain individual 
existence] ,46 ) is led into the condition of re-birth. [ Nor is it 
possible that] " good and defiled" exist simultaneously in it [ as 
they do in the Alayavijfiana] 47 ) ; and the karmavasanas are not 
established in it by the formative forces 48 ) .  As to the karma
vasanas, what is it really that is called karmavasana? They are 
the s eed of a future birth 49 )  [ and as such] "cause-substance" 50 ) . 
In the same manner the grain of rice is the seed [ and as such ] 
the cause-substance of the origination of [new] sprouts, through 
a development in the end which depends on certain conditions 
such as land, ashes , manure and so forth. 

"Prati�thapana" ,  establishing, is explained here by a synonym 
"ropa:Q.a", causing to grow 51 ) .  It means the augmentation from 
the very beginning of the seeds [ of a new birth ] in the vijfiana
santana, the "stream of life", the "stream of consciousness" 52 ) ,  
For no s eed is "conceived" 5 3 )  of any dharma, either impure or 
pure, which did not exist b efore. In this way it is by the saI)1skaras 
that the world is defiled, owing to their laying . the seeds of 
re-birth in the vijfiana. 

In consequence of "leading" the world is defiled. Since the 
agent, the place or the object of [ this ] leading are not known.  
the commentator says :  In consequence of [its]  being conveyed 
by VijD.fma to the place where it will take birth 54 ) .  "Leading"  
m eans that the impregnations of  acts 5 5 ) which have become the 
seed of a new existence  56 ) are conveyed to the place where they 
are to take birth 5 7 ) from the place of th-eir departing 58 ) [a pre
vious life ]  in consequence of the action of continuance 5 9 ) by the 
act-perfumed life-consciousness 60 ) . 

Now if this be so, the pratisaI)1dhivijfiana 61 ) "the first moment 
of  a new life, the moment of  conception" is not conditioned by the 
saIJ;lskaras , the prenatal and formative forces. It  has been shown 
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that on the contrary the purvakalabhavavijiiana. the existence 
after the conception and before death is dependent 6.2 ) on the 
formative forces .. For it is not possible that an effect proceeds 
from a cause which has disappeared 63 ) . [ I t  is admitted that] 
those who have attained the concentrated transic states and . exis� 

tences of the .Arupyadhatu 64 ) , the Immaterial Sphere, are reborn 

even there where they depart [ viz. in the .Arupyadhatu} . But in 

what manner is in this connexion the condition of birth in the 
Immaterial Sphere attained? As namarupa . the complex of " sour ' 
and body, the embryo? 65 ) . 

On account of the "embracing" 66 ) the world is defiled . As 
regards the agent or object of [ this ] " embracing" ,  [ the commen� 
tator]  says : ( Because )  the "personality" 67 ) [ is embraced] by 

nama and rilpa., by "soul" and "body". For nama and rupa are the 
five skandhas. And these, in the course of " reincarnation" and 
in the [ successive]  stages of pr,enatal existence, viz . ,  Kalala, ar� 
bud a etc. 68 ) , but previous to the formation of the six-sense� 
organs are namarupa which is conditioned bij vijiiana. Thus ,  by 
the particular development of that [ namarupa ]  a differentiation 
into "homogeneous existences" 69 ) is effected. And it is said 
that the atmabhava the "personality" is embraced by the 
namarupa because a differentiation into different "personalities" 
results from a differentiation into such "homogeneous existences" 
as human b eings,  animals and so on, after this [ namarupa ]  has 
come into existence 70 ) . Or rather b ecause [ the namarupa]  exists 
from the beginning as cause�substance 71 ) of the whole [per� 
sonality] it embraces it indeed until " death" .  Or rather he shows 
that, because the personality is embraced by namarupa, they are 

38. separate [ from each other] although not different; just as " every� 
thing conditioned" 7'2 )  is enclosed by the  five skandhas [ and still 
is separate from them ] . But with the " apparitional beings" 73 ) the 
six sense-organs indeed, have only vijiiana as condition [ and not 
namarupa] . Therefore it should be understood that [ only] accor
ding to circumstances 74 ) namarupa has vijiiana as condition. 

32. Because of the "  completing" 7 5 ) [the world] is defiled. As regards 
the agent or object of the " completing "  [ the  commentator] says: 
I t  is the support, the body 76 ) comprised by nama and rupa 
[ which is completed] by the 1?aq.ayatana, the [ formation of the ]  
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six sense�organs. For in the "namaIiipa"�state, the body is called 
incomplete 7 7 )  because the eye- and other sense�organs 7 8 ) are 
[ s till ] absent. And although in this state the sense of touch 7 9 )  
and th e  faculty o f  the intellect 80 ) are [ already] present. yet 
[ the sarira or atmabhava] is incomplete, because the "base" ,  
[ i .e .  the body with i ts  sense�organs ] 81 ) together with the "based" , 
[ i.e, the mind and the mental phenomena] 82 ) are still to be  com� 
pleted 83 ) .  In the state of  [ the formation of] the six sense
organs however. the asraya ,  the personality, the human complex 
becomes complete because [ the development] of the eye� and 
other sense-organs is accomplished 84 ) .  And the kaya�ayatana,  
the sense of touch b ecomes complete because the eye� and other 
s ense-organs which are dep endent thereon 85 )  have become full 
grown. 

In what manner are the eye� and other sense�organs dependent 
thereon? [ They are dependent thereon] because they function in 
connection with that [ s ense of touch] 86 ) .  And also the mana� 
ayatana, the faculty of consciousness , comprised 87 )  by the six 
forms of consciousness becomes full grown because the human 
complex has been wholly completed at tliat time. Now just be
cause the members and sub�members 88 ) [ of the body]  have been 
completed, since exactly in the state of [ the formation of]  the 
six sense-organs the human complex has been completed, the 
world is defiled by [this formation of] the six sense-organs . 

Because of the "definite perception" [caused] by the three" 89 )  
the world is defiled. For a triad [ is spoken of]  because of the 
. .  concourse" 90 ) of a sense�organ. an object and consciousness. 
The definite perception [ which results from] that threefold 
modification 91 ) of  the s ense�organ which is liable to arouse 
pleasant and other feelings 912 ) is [ called] spada. .. definite sen� 
sa'tion" ,  "contact". H ence it is called sparsa, because it is that 
"contact�knowledge" which arises in concomitance with the as
pects of the modifications of the sense-organs 93 ) .  Or rather, 
spar.sa, "definite sensation" ,  having the ".!:?aq.ayatana" ,  the " six 
bases of cognition" as condition produces the threefold modifi
cation of  the sense-organ which is concomitant with pleasant and 
other feelings 94 ) .  

Because of the "enjoyment" 95 ) [ acquired] by means of feeling 
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[ the world is defiled] .  For vedana. feeling is "consumed" 96 ) by 
tj:'�I).a. " thirst" 97 ) . I t  means in reality that it is enjoyed. tasted 
[thereby] .  Or there is enjoyment of vedana because the fruit of 

39. meritorius and other acts is enjoyed 98 ) .  Or rather upabhoga, " en� 
j oymenC means here the experience 99 ) of vedana. feeling ,  And 
where pleasant and other [ feelings]  are experienced the world 
is defiled by lust lOO ) , hatred l01 )  and folly 102 ) , just because of 
the fostering of pleasant and other 103 )  [ feelings ] .  

Because there is projection 104 ) [ the world is defiled ] . Now, 
since neither the agent nor the object of [ this ] projection are 
known the commentator says : The agent is "craving", "thirst" 
and the object [i.e. the result] is re,birth projected by the acts 105 ) . 

, 33.  [Here follows an explanation of] kar�aI).a, projection. Tj:'�I).a, cra� 

ving ressembles water 106 ) .  I t  is the causa of a desire for a "body" 

in a new existence, indiscriminately in all the destinies 107 ) .  [This 
new existence is ] projected by the " feeding" ,  of the "seeds" of 
that new existence 10 8 ) in the [alaya� ] vijiiana [ and this " feeding" 

is accomplished] by the saI!lskaras , the formative, prenatal forces. 
[ These seeds are "moistened" by the cravingpwater and it is 
exactly] by this moistening that the re�birth is "harmonized" with 
birth and birth [ itself]  fixed 109 ) . 

Because of a continued fettering 110 ) [ the  world is defiled] .  
As regards the agent, place or object of this continued fettering 
he says : [ It is the vijiiana which is fettered] by the upadanas 111 ) 
to lust, etc., since they are favourahle to the birth, the coming to 
actual life of the vijiiana, the life consciousness 1:12 ) .  By means 
of the four passions which are characterized by attachment 113 ) , 
desire .1 14 ) and covetousness 1 15 )  the vijiiana is projected by the 
acts [ of the previous eXistence] ; the result is that the vijMma is 
fettered 116 ) to [ these upadanas, in the new birth ] . since they are 
favourable to the birth, the coming to actual life [of the vijiiana 
at the time of conception] . The upadanas are kama, con� 
cupiscence; dj:'�ti, heresies; silavrata, ritualism and atmavada, bep 
lief in the real substantial existence of the ego,  the self. For, the 
vijiiana, the 1ife�consciousness proceeds and descends 1 17 )  in a new 
birth by force of desire and covetousness. 

Because of the "confronting with" 1 1 8 ) [ a  new birth , the world 
is de£iled] . Here also,  when questioned aoout this by some one, 
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he states: Because a performed act is directed as "bhava" in 
order to produce the "maturing" oI a new birth 119 ) . The fettering 
of the vijfiana [results from] acts which have been performed 
formerly [ in a previous existence. These acts ] produce re-birth. 
They exist [ in the alayavijfiana] in the state of "vasana", "seed" 
and have as fruit the "rip ening" :120 ) [ ,of that seed, viz. ,  a new 
birth ] . Because they [ are active in a previous existence and] 
acquire origination .121 )  [ in a new existence ] they are bhava, "exis
tence",  [ or rather] "becoming" ,  active 1.22 ) as well as projec
ted 1'23 ) .  H ence they are directed towards an actualization, an 
origination [ in a new existence] . In this way the world is defiled 
because there is a directing towards a new birth by [ and as ] 
bhava. 

Owing to "suffering" 1'24 )  the world is defiled 12 5 ) by birth and 
by decay and death 1.2 6 ) . Thus, when the realization 127 ) of a 
new-birth is accomplished, because of  "bhava",  the  procreative act, 
[ the world ] is defiled. For the vijfiana ,  the life-consciousness 

Y. p. 40. coagulates 128 ) in sperm and blood from the very beginning at 
[the moment of] the impregnation. Likewise [ the world ] is defiled 
because [the embryo ,  the foetus ) wallows midway between the 
stomach 12 9 )  and the abdomen 130 ) of  the mother. And [ the 
world]  is also defiled, becaU:se  it is inevitable that the mother 
[ is subject] to difficulties with regard to [ the taking of] food 
and restricted in her freedom of movement 13,1 ) . Again [ the em
bryo ] leaves [ the womb ] by a narrow and impure channel and 
in this manner, too, the world is defiled. Now, all that is born is 
robbed of the sweet [possession of] youth and life 132 ) by bald
headed and grey-haired 1.3 3 )  age and by Death who is wont to 
s ever nama and riipa.  "soul" and "body".  And thus again the 
world is defiled 134 ) . 

The world is called "jagat", Universal Motion because it 
moves 1 3'5 ) .  This means in reality that it [ i.e. the world, pheno
menal existence] moves on from a common universal con
dition 1 36 ) towards momentariness 137 ) . "K1isyate, is defiled" :  The 
true meaning is that [phenomenal life or wor-dly existence] is af
flicted by birth, decay, disease 1.38 ) and death and so forth in [ all ] 
the three spheres of existence 139 ) ,  since it consists of its coming 
and going 140 ) as a regular uninterrupted sequence of [ coherent]  
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moments 141 ) . Others however maintain that "klisyate, is defiled" 
means that [ phenomenal life]  is not purified 142 ) .  So this twelve� 
fold [ chain] of dependent origination which is characterized by 
defilement, originates as the " opposite" of  purification 1.43 ) by 
reason of its eleven "functions" 144 )  of which the first i s  " chada� 
nat" 145 ) . It is an uninterrupted and regular sequence, starting from 
avidya along the line of a gradual development of each previous 
stage into the next one. 

Again, [ asked] of how many kinds the [universal ] defilement 
consists which has been briefly explained to consist of this twelve� 
fold [ chain] of dependent origination, [ the following ]  has accor� 
dingly been stated: This very twelvefold [ chain] of dependent 
origination is:  

"Threefold and twofold defilement, sevenfold". 

The word "ca" 146 ) ,  "and" is used in the connotations of col� 
lectivity and repetition. Because sa:qlklesa, defilement is in reality 
klesa, passion it is [ called] klesasa:qIklesa, defilement through pas� 
sion. The same is the case with karmasa:qlklesa, defilement through 
action and janmasa:qlklesa, defilement through birth, individual 
existence 147 ) . For klesa .  passion is defilement because by its 
action it hurts oneself and others 148 ) . As has been said in the 
sutra 149 ) :  He who is subject to attachment and overcome by 
passion thinks upon disturbing the peace of himself; he also thinks 
upon disturbing the peace of others; he even thinks upon distur� 

i 1 .  bing the peace of both [ himself and others ] . This applies also to 
dve�a, hatred and moha, folly. And [ klesa. passion] is also sa:ql� 
klesa. defilement because it produces 1 50 ) the defilements through 
action and birth. Accordingly the acts project individual existence 
[ i .e. a new birth] by the predominance of passion. [ But ] with 
him who has seen the truth 15 1 ) ,  the projection of a new birth is 
absent even if there are acts [performed by him ] extant. For 
[ karma] 15:2 ) develops 15 3 )  the seed of a new birth by means of 
the activity of passion 154 ) .  And it is in reality the cause 1 55 ) of 
the defilement through birth, because [ at the time of the concep-
tion] it fetters the defiled mind 15 6 ) to the [ actual ] reincarna� 
tion 15 7 )  in a new birth. Therefore, because the arhat. the "saint" 
has no defiled mind he is not bound by actual reinc,arnation. And 
Karma. action. pure as well as impure, is defilement because it has 
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the characteristic of bodily and mental exertion in present actual 
life 1 58 ) and because it produces "maturing"  1 5 9 ) in future time 
[ i. e. the maturing of a new birth ] . And janman, too , is defilement 
because it is the abode of all calamity and mis chief 1 60 ) . 

Defilement is threefold because of a twofold differentiation of 
the cause 1 6 1 ) . The defilement through passion is avidya, igno* 
ranee, tr5na, thirst, craving, and the "upadanas", the passions. 

For ex�ctly this triad has as substance klesa, passion. The defile� 
ment through action [becomes] the saI!lskaras, the formative 

forces and bhava, action that produces "reexistence" ,  because 
even these two have karma, action as substance. But there is the 
following difference: Karma. action. existing in itself, by its own 
right 162 ) constitutes the saI!lskaras . the formative forces ; and 
karma,  action, in the condition of seed 1 6 3 ) is bhava. action that 
produces "reexistence".  The defilement through birth [ constitutes ] 
the remaining members [ of the twelvefold chain of dependent 
origination] , viz . •  vijfiana, li£e�consciousness , nama>riipa, the "em
bryo" ,  1?ac;iayatana. the six sense-organs, [ i . e. the six bases of cog
nition] , spada. "sensation".  " contact" . vedana , feeling,  jati , ac
tual birth. jara, decay, old age, and maraI;la, death. For. [ all ] 
these are contained in janma, individual existence. 

Defilement is twofold. It  is differentiated as cause and effect. 
T. p. 35. Defilement as cause [ is :represented] by those members which 

oo'Ve the nature of kleSa, passion and karma., action. Defilement 

as effect [is represented] by the other members. Karma, action 
and klesa ,  passion [which respectively comprise the members 
saI!lskara, bhava and aVidya, tr1?Ifa ,  upadana]  have in this respect 
the nature of  defilement in the quality of cause 164 ) because they 
are engaged in the production of an individual existence, which 
consists of  birth,  decay, death and p ain 1 6 5  ) , and to which also 
belong [ the prenatal states of] vijiiana, [ namariipa, 1?ac;iayatana. 
sparsa]  and vedana U6 ) .  And defilement in the condition of effect 
[ is represented] by the remaining [ members ] , i.e. vijfiana etc. 
because they are the effect of karma. action and klesa, passion. 

Again, this [ chain of] dependent ori gination is sevenfold de

filement. For, it is a sevenfold cause, b eing the cause of :  
1 .  viparyasa, "perversion" . 
2. ak1?epa, "projection-establishment". 
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3, upanayana. "leading" .  
4. parigraha. " embracing.  enclosing" .  
5. upabhoga "experience, reception", 
6,  akar�a:Q.a. "procreation", 
7, udvega. " commotion",  

A vidya, ignorance is  in this :respect the cause of viparyasa, 
perversion. For. that which has come into existence by reason of 
ignorance is called "perversion" . because it errs with regard to 
the " truth" in so far as it considers the impermanent to be  per� 
manent and so on. The sarp.skal'as, the formative forces are the 
cause of ak�epa, "projection, establishment". because they esta� 
blish in the vijiiana. the seed of individual existence comprising 
four members .167 )  [of the chain of  dependent ·origination] . 
Vijiiana. life�consciousness is the ca.use of "leading" because of 
its being led into the sphere of conception�birth 168 ) from death 
[ in the previous individual eXistence] . The namarupa. the "em� 
bryo" and the �a4ayatana. the six sense-organs [ or bases of 
cognition] are the cause of "embracing" b ecause [ the vijiiana. the 
life consciousness which is bein g ]  led [ into re-birth] .  is embraced 
[ and differentiated ] by them in those categories of beings .  of 
which each has [ certain characteristics ] in common 169 )  [ as e.g .  
man. animal. etc. ] .  With reference to the womb of the  vivi� 
parous 170 ) etc. it has been previously stated that there is embrace
ment only by namarilpa.  the " embryo" ;  here [however] . referring 
to the "apparitional beings" it is understood that there is em
bracement also by the six sense-organs. Or rather. at first the 
intention was to explain that by namarilpa is to be understood 
the "holding together" of the mere "personality" .  the "body" 171 ) . 
Here however. no contrast [ is made] between the full grown and 
not yet full grown [personality ] .1 72 ) , 

SparSa, " definite sensation",  and vedana., "feeling" are the 
causes of experience [ or] enjoyment because they experience or 
enjoy the " retribution" of good and bad actions as " experience 
originating from a cause" 17 3 ) , 

T�p.a, cravin9, upadana, atta.chment., and bhava. "becoming". 
are the causes of "procreation". 

Those. common trival people [ wh o  are in the grip of]  the 
retribution of enjoyed acts i174 ) have a craving for all sorts of 
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feelings. [ This results into] an increased craving 175 ) which is 
attracted to concupiscence etc. by means of a craving for [ pleasant 
feelings ] and a craving to avoid [ unpleasant feelings ] 176 ) .  Now 
the attachments to that [ concupiscence etc. ] are the causes of 
acts , which become the acts of a previous existence  177 ) and have 
the potentiality of prodUCing a new birth 178 ) . They exist in the 
state of vasana, "seeds" which, being ripened,  become bhava, 
"becoming"  or "the procreative act" , since they assume a function 
to produce retribution in accordance with what has been projected. 
And tp?I;la, upadana and bhava are the causes of procreation 
because this [bhava] is projected, i.e. directed, by means of 
tr�lfa,  craVing, upadana attachment and bhava, the procreative 
act 179 )  in order to realize 180 ) the new ... birth , projected, [ i . e. 

T. p. 36. established] by the formative forces. Or, tr�lfa, upadana and 
bhava are the causes of procreation because they direct the kar
mavasanas the "impregnations"  of the "acts" by the predominance 
of  craving which either corresponds to chanda, desire or raga 
passion ;1 81 ) • 

Birth, decay and death are the causes of commotion. That is 
the case here because one experiences ,  when the birth is projected, 
sorrow in endless variety in such and such a group of sentient 
beings 18:2 ) .  I t  is the pain [ which inheres in ] birth, decay and 
death as well as the p ain of grief and lamenting and the pain of 
dejection and mental unrest 183 ) . 

Now, the definition "defilement is a threefold" indicates that 
Y. p. 43. klesa, passion is a universal, a common cause ,  and karma, action 

a non-universal, a special cause of [ all indiVidual] existence 1 84 ) . 
For, passion is a common cause for the "sprouting"  of [ all ] indi
vidual existence just as the earth etc. [ is a common condition for 
the growth of all kinds of vegetation] .  The acts however are a 
special cause [ of individual existence] , just as a [ particular] seed 
[ is a special cause]  of [ some particular] plant. For, individual 
existence is differentiated by the differentiation of that [karma, 
action - seed] . Or rather, although the three periods of past, pre
sent and future [ according to absolute truth ] do not really exist 
here, [ the author] nevertheless explains the fruits , of passion and 
action [ from the relative, phenomenal point of view] . 

By the definition " [ defilement] is twofold",  he p oints out that 
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this is only cause and effect. There is no other " creator" 185 ) or 
"experiencer" 186 ) here, who is subject to defilement. Or rather, 
only action and passion are indeed the cause 'here. For it has been 
taught that the existence as well as the non-existence of individual 
existence [ respectively depend on] the existence and non-existence 
of both [ passion and action] . Hence individual existence is indeed 
the effect, the fruit thereof. That is why he shows that it is no 
cause or effect [ which in reality exists ] here, but that [ they] 
always [ exist in] the state of the five skandhas .  

Again, by the statement that the cause i s  sevenfold, it has  been 
shown that [ the  chain of] dependent origination is twofold. For 
it is characterized by projection and realization. In this respect, 
it has been explained that the characteristic of projection [ is re
presented] by seven members of the [ chain of ] dependent origi
nation. For. the agent, the manner and the object of this projec
tion have been shown. 

The characteristic of "realization" [is rep�esented] by five 
members. It is a realization of what has been projected. [Here 
follows a short explanation of] the manner in which it is accom
plished and also of the distress [ which accompanies ] this reali
zation. What is the agent of this projection? The formative forces , 
which are conditioned by Ignorance. In  what manner [ are they 
conditioned by I gnorance] ? I gnorance forms such saI)1skaras which 
are good, bad and non-agitated. in so far as one, being mistaken 
as to the true nature of the absolute truth 18 7 ) gets entangled into 
perverted ideas .188 ) . In what manner is the projection accom
plished bij these saI)1skaras? [ The projection is accomplished] 
because they develop [ i . e. impregnate] the s eeds in the vijiiana 
and therefore fix birth in futurity. What is the object of the pro
jection? That which is potential of re-birth, i .e .  the " embryo", the 
"six bases of cognition", "definite sensation " and "feeling "  respec
tively. 

By what agent is the realization effected of that which has thus 
been projected? As has been explained, [ is is realized] in regular 
course by those attachments which are conditioned by that cra
ving which originates while depending on those feelings which arise 
here, because they are projected previously [ in a former individual 
existence] . In what manner is this the cause of the realization? 
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T. p. 37. [ The upadanas ] develop those acts which exist in the state of 
"vasana, "seed" in the vij.fiana, the [ store-] consciousness. Since 
various formative forces are being developed, manifold impreg-

Y. p .  44. nations-of-acts are present in the vij.fiana. That through which the 
nature of re-birth is present here [ i .e .  in this life ]  is called, bhava 
the "procreative act" or "becoming" .  And -this is dominated by 
the upadanas, the attachments. And again, what is this realization? 
The actual birth . in future time, of that, what has been projected, 
i .e .  of namariipa, etc. And what sorrow [ accompanies ] this [ indi
vidual existence] ? Decay and death resulting from the loss of 
sweet youth and life. 

[Some people] however say, that the "cause of leading" might 
be meaningless in this case. That is not to th'e point. For this 
would undo the knowledge 189 ) , that when one existence has been 
completely cut off by death a new birth-existence arises. 

All these defilements originate in consequence of the Construc
tive Ideation. since the mind and mental phenomena are the basis 
of defilement. For it has been said :  

K .  1 .  Bab. The Constructive Ideation however, this is the Mind and the 
Mental Phenomena which belong to the three spheres of exis

tence 190 ) .  
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SURVEY OF THE CONSTRUCTIVE IDEATION. 

This is a survey of the Constructive Ideation. A detailed ex� 
position serves to understand [ the subject ]  thoroughly but a con� 
cise exposition just serves to remember the subject. Therefore, 
the subject�matter is set forth here in both ways : 

The characteristic of being. The Constructive Ideation is real. 
The characteristic of non-being. Duality [however] does not 

exist in it. 
The particular characteristic. Consciousness arises in the ap

pearance of things ,  sentient bein gs . ego-substance, and ideas. 
45. The characteristic of union. [ It has been taught that there is an] 

Imputed Aspect, a Causally Dependent Aspect as well as an Ab� 
solute Aspect. 

The characteristic of the means to penetrate into the charac# 

teristic of non-being. Resulting from the cognition [ that aIle phe
nomena are "mere-ideation " ]  a non-perception [ of external 
objects ] arises . 

The characteristic of differentiation. The Constructive Ideation 
however, this is the Mind and the Mental Phenomena which be
long to the three spheres of existence. 

The characteristic of the synonyms. Vijiiana, [ pure] conscious� 
ness [ or pure sensation] is in this respect the p erception of a 
mere thing.  The feelings and other mental phenomena mean the 
perception of the qualities of a thing.  

The characteristic of activity-causation The one is conscious� 
ness in its quality of condition, the other is the experiencing ,  the 
enjoying [ consciousness ] .  

The characteristic of defilement. Because it enshrouds and be� 
cause it establishes; because it leads, because it embraces etc. 
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T. p. 38 .  

K. 1 .  1 2a. 

y. p. 46. 

StJNYATA-NO N�SUBSTANTIALITY. 

The nine characteristics of the Constructive Ideation have been 
explained. Now he sets forth in what manner the Non-Substan
tiality .1 ) is to be understood. What is the relation [between 
them ] ?  It has been recognized by him that, whereas the Construc
,t:j.ve I deation is defilement 2 ) as well as the background of the 
knowledge of the elements of existence 3 ) , the Non-Substantiality 
is purification 4 ) as well as the penetration into the Ultimate Es
sence of things existing ,  [ L e . the Absolute] 5 ) .  Immediately after 
the exposition of the Constructive Ideation he therefore, sets forth, 
in what sense the Non�Substantiality should be understood: 

The Essence 6 ) t moreover the synonyms 7 ) , etc. 

[ The Non-Substantiality] in this respect is characterized by 
that [ monistic ] essence which transcends the reality as well as the 
unreality 8 ) [of phenomenal existence] . because, in its various 
forms, it pervades everything .  [ It is explained by]  its different 
names, its synonyms. For these. while expressing similar qualities .  
denote the characteristics o f  its "activity" .  Although [ the essen
tial nature of the N on�Substantiality is ] , just like infinite space 9 ) .  
undifferentiated and beyond discriminatJive thought 10 ) . [we speak 
of its]  differentiation [ in so far as we see ]  a differenc·e in i ts being 
united with the .. external" defiling forces 1 1 ) and in its being 
separated therefrom. And [we speak of] a sixteenfold differen� 
tiation in so far as [ the N on�Substantiality is seen in its imputed 
aspect i . e. in so far as ] reality is ascribed to individual existence 
and to the separate elements of existence 1'2 ) . The logical proof 13 ) 
[ conveys ] the reason 14 ) for showing ,the different [ aspects ] of 
the Non�Substantiality. Again, what is the reason that the Non
Substantiality should be understood by means of these [ different] 
aspects. Since it  is the object of  purification 15 ) , it is to be known 
in accordance with its essence, by [ thos e  sentient b eings ]  
who are desirous of  spiritual purification 1 6 ) . In  order not  to be  
deluded as  to similar doctrines in  other siltras [we must pene� 
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trate into the nature of the Non�Substantiality] by means of its 
synonyms. The meaning of a synonym should convey the exact 
meaning of [ the word of which it is ] a synonym: the Non� 
Substantiality in this respect is defined as the object of purification. 
Because it is purified as soon as [ its ] defilement is destroyed [ one 
should understand i t ]  by means of its differentiations . in order to 
produce the exertion [ which is necessary] to renounce this de� 
£i1ement. It must also be known by means of the logical proof 
[which establishes these ]  differentiations. For a differentiation 
[ of the Non�Substantiality] might easily be realized if the logical 
proof concerning this differentiation is thoroughly understood. 
although. [viewed in the lig-ht of the Monistic Essence of the Ab� 
solute ]  there is no change 1.7 )  [ whatever in the Non-Substan� 
tiality] . 
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K. 1. 1 3ab. 

Y. p. 47. 

T. p. 39. 

THE ESSENCE OF THE NON",SUBSTANTIALITY. 

[In the Karikas ] the Essence [ of the N on�Substantiality ] is 
expounded first. Consequently it is asked: What is meant bij the 
Essence? 

By the Essence of the Non�Substantiality should be under
stood the unreality of duality 1 8 )  as well as the real background 
of that unreality 19 ) 

Duality i .e. subject and object does not substantially exist 2 0 ) 

in the Constructive Ideation or as Constructive Ideation, because 
it is of an imputed nature 21 ) . Now, the real background of this 
unreality of duality is the Essence of the Non-Substantiality. We 
should understand that in the Karika [ the last syllable of "siln
yata" ]  has been omitted metri causa. 

What is it, that is really meant by this real background of the 
unreality [ of duality ] ? The unreality [of  the separate existence of 
duality] finds its background in the Monistic Essence of  Absolute 
Existence 22 ) . Otherwise,  if the Non-Substantiality, [ i.e .  the Mo
nistic Essence]  should not be the [ sole]  reality of that [ duality ] . 
duality would be real in itself. Therefore he says : So the essential 
nature 23 ) of the Non-Substantiality has be:en elucidated. It is the 
Monistic Essence, [ i .e. the real background]  of the unreality [ of 
phenomenal e:lOistence. This monistic reality however should not 
be understood in the sense of objective, empirical reality ] . It has 
not the character of an entity 24 ) .  The word "bhava, existence, 
background" is added here [ in order to denote that the reality 
of the Non-Substantiality is absolute and transcendental] .  Since 
the word "abhava, non-existence" is [ in itself already] expres
sive of the unreality of a thing ,  the meaning there·of could be  
understood even if we should omit the word "bhava existence" .  
But if we should do so we would in reality maintain that there is  
no diHerence between the essence of the Non-Substantiality and 
the unreality, [ i.e. the non-existence of phenomenal existence] . 
And [because of this nihilistic standpoint]  the unreality: of pheno-
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menal existence would be understood to be  an independent, non� 
relative fact 25 ) , just like the unreality of the horns of a hare. 
[ In this case th� Non�Substantiality could not have]  the character 
of Dhiumata, Ultimate Essence of things existing .  It could not 
be compared then, e .g � ,  to the dul).khata, the nature of pain [which 
depends on a substratum ·of painful phenomena] .  Therefore it has 
been said that the unrealIty of duality is Non-Substantiality. And 
the [ Monistic Essence] , the real background of this unreality, exis� 
ting in the Constructive Ideation, [ i . e. in the objectivizing cons� 
ciousness or causally dependent aspect of existence] is likewise 
called Non�Substantiality 26 ) .  And it is in this way that we should 
understand [ the Non-Substantiality] as Ultimate Essence of things 
existing '2 7 ) : For the elements of existence in their unreal, super� 
imposed aspect are comprised by [ i .e .  depend on] real exis� 
tence 28 ) . 

Or rather [ if you say that] the Non-Substantiality is the un� 
reality ( or non�exis tenc'e ) of duality, it is not understood in what 
sense " abha-va" is used here since this word denotes a general 
meaning 29 ) .  In or:der to show that the absolute unreality , the 
absolute non�existence 30 ) [ is meant here] '  it has been said : It is 
the absolute existence [ oOf the UndiHerentiated Monistic Essence, 
which is the background] of the unreality of duality in the Con� 
structive Ideation. For the antecedent non�existence 31 ) as well 
as the subsequent non�existence 3'2 ) enevitably require a substra� 
tum [ on which th·ey depend] 33 ) . And it is impossible that the 
reciprocal non-existence 34 ) could depend upon itself alone 35 ) , 
because [ in reciprocal non�existence is implied that]  two things 
are mutually dependent. Therefore it has b een taught that the 
Non�Substantiality is exactly the absolute non-existence ( or un� 
reality ) of subJect and object because in its essence it is the sub� 
strate�cause of the unreality of [phenomenal ] existence 36 ) • 

If the Non�Substantiality is the essence of [phenomenal] 
unreality, why is it called "Paramartha" , Ultimate Reality? Be� 
cause it is the object 37 ) of the paramajiiana ,  the highest Ultimate 
Wisdom. And this "object" should not be  understood in the sense 
of a "thing�substance" ,  an entity 38 ) . But we should compare it  to 
impermanence, [ i. e.  a "reality"  which is the essence and general 
character of things impermanent] .  M oreover, this [ Ultimate Rea� 
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lity] is not non�existence [or unreality] as 'such 39 ) .  For ( it has 
been said ) ; 

K. 1. 1 3c. That which is the true nature of the unreality of the [duality in 
the Constructive Ideation] is neither real. nor even unreal. 

Why is it not real? &cause it is the unreality of duality. For 
in case that it should be  real [ in the sense of empirical reality] ,  

Y. p .  48. duality could not be unreal from the absolute point of view. And 
it could not be then the Ultimate Essence of the Constructive 
Ideation, [ i.e .  of the bare reality free from the differentiation into 
subject and object. the causally dependent aspect of  existence, the 
noumenal world which is the true foundation of existence] 40 ) .  

Why is it not unreal? Because it is the "real background" of 
Y. p . 263. the unreality of duality. For the unreality of duality is not indepen

dent unreality. [ Duality is not unreal in consequence of its own 
nature, but in cons equence of the absolute nature] . I f  the Non
Substantiality should be unreal [ in a phenomenal sense] , duality 
would be r·eal and also in this case [ the Non-Substantiality] could 
not be the Ultimate Essence of the Constructive Ideation, in the 
same way as the nature of pain and impermanence [ is the essence 

T. p. 40 of painful and impermanent phenomena] .  It has been said [ that 
the Non-Substantiality is ] neither real nor unreal because it is the 
true nature of the unreality of those [ separate] permanent and 
blissful essences and qualities 41 ) which are superimposed [ on the 
real component parts of the stream of consciousness,  on the ideal 
world] by those sentient b eings [ who are deluded as to the real 
nature of Absolute Truth ] , on account of their perverted know
ledge 4'2 ) .  

Again, if  the Non-Substantiality is the Dharmata, the Ultimate 
Essence of the Constructive I deation, [ we may ask] whether it 
should be explained as different or as non-different therefrom. 
Therefore he says : This is the essence of the Non-Substantiality: 
It is indeed the true nature 43 ) .  [ the  background] of phenomenal 
unreality, of rather it is that [ absolute ]  existence, in which the 
negation 44 ) of [ s eparate] phenomenal reality is implied. It is 
therefore 

K. 1. 1 3d. an Essence neither different 45 ) from nor identical 46 ) with the 
Constructive Ideation. 

If it S'hould be  different. th·e dharmata, the Ultimate Essence 
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could not be  different from a dharma, an element of existence. 
What do you mean? If [ the NonpSubstantiality should be dif
ferent from the . Constructive Ideation, i .e .  from the component 
parts of the stream .of consciousness ]  it would have the character 
of a dharma, diHerent from the other dharmas ; it would itself 
become a dharma. For only the dharmas are different from each 
other. But it is not possible that a [ certain ] element of existence, 
a dharma could become the dharmata. the Ultimate Essence of 
another dharma. For in that case we would have a regressus ad 
infinitum 47 ) :  [ I f  a dharma could be at the same time dharmata 
and a dharma,  every time anew] we should have to search 48 )  for 
other dharmas [ who could be the dharmata of  the other ones ] 
and this would b e  absurd. It is the same with the nature of im

permanence and the nature of pain. Just like impermanence is not 
different from things impermanent and the nature of  pain not dif
ferent from p ainful phenomena so also is the silnyata, the Non
Substantiality not different from things non-substantial. 

1£ [the Non-Substantiality] should be identical [ with the Con

structive Ideation] , it neither could be the object and support of 
purification 49 ) nor the general essence 50 ) .  The Path [ of Final 
Deliverance] is purification, because it purifies [ the N on-Substan
tiality from the accidental defiling forces ] . If [ the Non-Substan
tiality] should not be different from the Constructive Ideation it 
would neither be different from the dharmasvalak1;>a:r;ta the parti
cular essence of the elements of existence. and as such it could not 
be the object and support of the Path. And in this case it could 

49. not be the samanyalak1;>a:r;ta. the general essence. since this would 
COIncide with the particular essence. [And if we should never
theless maintain that it is the general essence. it would be charac
terized by] mutual differences 52 )  • just as in the case of the [sepa
rate] elements of existence as such 5 3 ) . In consequence thereof the 
[ conception of]  universality 54 ) would not be valid here. On the 
other hand, because the particular essence would not be different 
[ from the general essence] there would be no differentiation as 
to the particular forms of the entities and also  in this case the 
[ conception of]  universality would not exist. For a general essence 
depends on differences. Or rather, because [ the Constructive 
Ideation. i.e. the ideal reality] is to be purified 55 ) [ from the 
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superimposed aspect, Le.  the phenomenal world]  and because this 
purified Constructive Ideation is the very Non�Substantiality itself , 
we must say that the Non�Substantiality is the object, viz. the 
support�object of  purification. It is not the phenomenal world in its 
particularity, in its separateness,  which could be the support-object 
of purification, for in that case all sentient beings would be "pure" ,  
[ i. e. delivered from the bonds of phenomenal exristence without ef� 
fort 5 6 ) ] .  

I f  [ the Ultimate Reality ] is not to be defined either as different 
from or identical with 5 7 )  [ the Constructive I deation] why do you 
not support the doctrine of the nirgranthas? Indeed, if one does 
not distinguish the identity and difference of the empirical reality 
of a thing, he supports the doctri<ne of the nirgranthas 58 ) .  But 
since the Non-Substantiality is not an empirical entity, there is 
no fault in the reasoning here. 

So  this Non-Substantiality has the character 01 asat, non-being ,  
the  character o f  abhavasvarllpa, true nature of non-phenomenal 
existence and the character of the Unique Principle, of the Un� 
differentiated Monistic Essence 59 ) . In this manner it has been 
made clear that [the Non-Substantiality] is beyond 60 ) the charac
teristics of identity and difference. 

This is the explanation of the Essence of the Non-Substan
tiality .  
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THE SYNONYMS OF THE NON·SUBSTANTIALITY. 

An explanation of the synonyms 61 ) follows here: 
Summarily the synonyms of the Non-Substantiality are: 
Tatham, The Absolute Essence;  Suchness. 
BhiitakoP., The Limit o f  Reality; The Absolute Point of Exis-

tence. 
Animitta, Depriv-ed of Characteristics; The Formless . 
Paramarthata, the Absolute, the Ultimate Reality. 
Dharmadhatu, The Unique Absolute; the Ultimate cause of 

the elements; Realm of Ideas. 
A synonym makes clear that there are different names for the 

same thing .  Because it defines the meaning of [ the word of which 
it is ] a synonym, it is called synonym. In other siitras these de
finitions are explained as m·ere Non-Substantiality. And although 
these five synonyms, being preeminent, are mentioned in the gatha, 

_0. there are still other synonyms not explained here. They are to be 
known from [ other] sCriptures , e .g . :  

Advayata: The Real Unique Principle of  Non-Duality. 
Avikalpadhatu: The Sphere of N on-Constructive-Th ought. 
Dharmata: The Ultimate Essence of the Elements of Existence. 
Anabhilapyata: The Inexpressible. 
Anirodha :  The Everlasting 62 ) . 

ASaI!lskrtam: The Unconditioned. 
Nirva.t;ta. 
Asked as to the real meaning of these synonyms, he explains 

them here: These words are not subordinate 63 ) , [ Le.  they do not 
define attributes or qualities o f  the Non-Substantiality] but they 
convey the direct, abs-olute meaning :  

_� 1 5. We have the synonyms, respectively, in consequence of its 
immutability 64 )  and in consequence of its being without perver
sion 65 ) . Because the impermanence [ of phenomenal existence is 
implied in it] .  Because it is the object-sphere [ of the meditation] 
of the Aryas, the Saints and because it is the immediate cause 66 ) 
of the Dharmas of the Aryas. 
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In this respect it is Tathata, Suchness, Absolute Essence, be
cause it has the nature of object of the knowledge concerning the 
any modification 67 ) . And in Ol;der to explain this he says : Be
cause of its being, "Suchness" it is eternal. This means that it is 
eternally not changed 6 8 ) because it is always unconditioned. It 
is the Limit of Reality because it is beyond perversion, [of the 
mind].  For bhuta, "real" means "unperverted" and "true" ;  koti ,  
the "highest point" means " the extreme limit" b eyond which there 
is nothing which can be known. Bhutakoti therefore is called 
bhutaparyanta, "The Extreme Limit of Reality" 69 ) .  Why is the 
"Tathata" called "jiieyam", " to be known" ,  " cognoscible"? Be
cause it has the nature of  object of the knowledge, concerning the 
purification from the jiieyavaraIfa, the "Obscuration of I g
norance" 70 ) . For it is beyond perverted knowledge, viz . ,  it is 
beyond the imputations of realism and nihilism. This he affirms 
by saying :  For [the Tathata] cannot become the object of per
verted knowledge 7 1 ) .  Indeed, perverted knowledge is vikalpa, 
discriminative or discursive thought. And because the Tathata 
[ transcends every possibility ] of oeing cognized by discursive 
thought, it cannot bec-ome the object of perverted knowledge. It is 
exempt from characteristics because the characteristics are anni
hiLated. Here the being without Characteristics is to be  understood 
in the sense of annihilation of characteristics 72 ) . In order to eluci
date this , he  says : For all chamcteristics are unreal, do not exist. 

The Non-Substantiality [ i tself] is non-substantial [ in so far as 
it is cognized] by means of the characteristics of the conditioned 

T. p. 42. as well as of the unconditioned. Therefore it is called "without 
characteristics".  And because [ in the light of 'the Monistic Essence 
of the Absolute] there is no characteristic whatsoever, [ even con
ditioned as well as non-conditioned eXistence]  are exempt from 
them. [And here the phen-omenal and ideal ] unreality of aIle cha
racteristics is identical with [ and dependent upon ] the unreality 
of the characteristics [ ascribed to the Non-Substantiality] 73 ) . 

It is Paramarthata, Ultimate Reality because it is the object
sphere of the wisdom of the Saints 74 ) .  For, paramam, "supreme" 
[ stands for] lokottarajiiana, transcendental wisdom. The object 
thereof is the supreme object, the Ultimate Reality. Explaining 
this he says : For it is the object-sphere of the Supreme Wisdom. 
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It is the Dharmadh§.tu, th� Ultimate Cause. because it is the cause 
of the Aryadhal'DlaSt the Saintly Properties. 
By the word dharma is meant the Aryadharmas . the Properties 
of the Saints .  These begin with right belief 75 )  and end with the 
ultimate wisdom of perfect deliverance 7 6 ) .  Because [the Dharma� 
dhatu ] is the cause 77 ) thereof. it is [ their ] base 7 8 ) . This he 
explains by saying :  For the properties of the Saints originate in 
dependence on this [base].  Because the word " dhatu" is also em� 
ployed in the sense of "a thing which has a form by means of its 
particular character" 7 9 ) ,  he says : Dhatu stands here in the sense 
of cause. We may compare it to element of gold ,  the element of 
copper or the element of silver [ which are causa materialis of 
pieces of gold, copper or silver ] . The synonyms which are men� 
Dioned in other sutras must be defined exactly by the same method 
as to their inherent true meaning. 
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T<HE DIFFERENTIATION OF THE 
NON-SUBSTANTIALITY. 

Since the Non-Substantiality. in so far as its true nature is  con
cerned. is beyond the existence of subject and object. he considers 
a differentiation [ thereof ] impossible and asks : How is the dif
ferentiation of the Non-Substantiality to be understood? Or rather. 
he puts the same question because i t  has been said that immediately 
after [ the exposition of ] the meaning of the synonyms the differen
tiat:ion should be known. For the Constructive Ideation is called 
defilement 80 ) . And the removal of this Constructive Ideation we 
call purification 81 ) . Now. during the process of defilement and 
purification there is , b esides the Non-SubstantiaIity, nothing which 
is subject to defilement or purification. Therefore in order to point 
out that at the time of defilement and at the time of pUrification it 
is only the Non-Substantiality which becomes defiled and purified. 
he says : 

K. 1. 1 6a Because [ the Non-Substantiality]  is defiled and purified, there 
is a differentiation of it. 

Since he does not know when [ the Non-Substantiality] is defiled 
and when it is pure. stainless . he asks : At what time is it defiled, 
at what time is it purified? He answers : 

K. 1. 1 6b .  It has stains 82 ) and it is stainless 83 ) , etc. 
It has been established that the [ Non-Substantiality] is subject 

to defilement and free from defilement by means of  its relation 
to the "Non-Revulsion" 84 ) and "Revulsion" of the "Persona
lity" 85 ) . The Non-Substantiality does not manifest itself to those 
ignorant persons who are attached to [the separate reality of ] sub
jects and objects and whose minds 8 6 ) are "stained" by such 
deming faculties as raga. paSSion and so forth 87 ) . because they 
do not understand it or misunderstand it .  and it is with regard 
to them that it has been said that the Non-Substantiality is de
filed. stained. 

T. p. 43.  Just like the Infinite Space.  the Non-Substantiality manifests 
itself directly in its primordial lustre 88 ) to those saintly wise men. 
whose minds are not subject to confusion 89 ) . in consequence of 
their fathoming the Absolute Truth 9 0 ) . and it is with regard to 
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them that it has been sa'id that [the Non-Substantiality ] is free 
from stains. This is the insight in the dialectical relation 9 1 ) of 
the Non-Substantiality to defilement and purification :  I t is not 
impure in so far as its true absolute nature is concerned, because 
it is pure, translucent by nature. 92 ) .  

H [ the Non-Substantiality] should be stainedl Indeed, a dif
ferentiation in degrees 93 ) [ of sequence,  of temporal order] is not 
perceived without change. And change  is the natural result of 
origination and destruction.  That is why he asks : How is it pos
sible that [ the Non-Substantiality] is not impermanent 94 ) ,  if it 
is endowed with the peculiar characteristic of change? 9 5 )  Indeed 
there is no other change [ of  the Ultimate Reality ] exept [ the 
change] from the phase 9 6 ) of defilement 9 7 ) to the phase of 
purity. But the Tattva, the Absolute Truth ,  such as it ex,ists in 
itself, does not change into another substance because it becomes 
free from accidental defilement 9 7 ) . Because 

'�lt16cd. such purity is meant as the purity of water, gold. infinite space, 
[ the Non-Substantiality] is not impermanent 9 8 ) .  Although 

water, gold and infinite space [ have accidental defilements ] ,  they 
are free from the nature of impurity because  they are the nega
tion 99 ) of that [defilement ] in so far as their own-nature is con
cerned. In the same manner [ the Non-Substantiality ] is in reality 
pure, both at the time of having accidental defilements and at the 
time of being liberated therefrom, even without obtaining another 
substance 1 00 ) . It is in this way that even the Non-Substantiality is 
defiled by accidental obscurations . And although it does not be
come changed in so far as its real nature is concerned it [never
theless ] becomes purified by reason of the removal of those 
[ obscurabions ] . For, if you maintain that one and the same 
thing .Wl ) has first an essential nature of  defilement and after
wards a pure nature, the quality of an essential and substantial 
change l02 ) is not denied; but [ if you say that ] both the [ charac
teristics of defilement and purity] are accidental qualities, [ it is 
only the change  from the phase of defilement to the phase of 
purity which ] is not denied. That is why this [ change  due to 
accidental qualities ] does not affect 10 3 )  [ the  Non-Substantiality] 
in its essence. 
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Y. p. 53. 
K. 1. 1 7ab. 
T. p. -44. 

THE SIXTEEN FOLD NON�SUBSTANTIALITY. 

Because in the chapter concerning the differentiation all the 
different [ aspects of] the Non�Substantiality are to be explained 
he says : The Non-Substantiality is sixteenfold because there is 
a further differentiation here. 

It becomes sixteenfold by reason of a differentiation of the sub
stratum 104 ) , [ viz. of the categories to which the Non-Substan
tiality is applied ] .  There is no differentiation however in the real 
absolute background of the unreality of duality .1 05 ) .  This sixteen
fold Non�Substantiality is enunciated in the Prajiiaparamita 106 ) . 

It begins with the adhyatmasunyata aoo goes on as far as the 
abhavasvabhavasunyata. It is briefly to be explained here as : 

The Non-Substantiality of the enjoyer 10 7 )  and the enjoyed 108 ) ,  
of th e  body thereof 109 )  and of the receptacle 1 10 ) . 

Because the Non-Substantiality is the real unique principle of 
all the elements of existence, it is their g eneral essence 1 1 1 ) .  There
fore he shows that its manifoldness has the nature of the mani
foldness of the categories 1 12 ) [ to which it is applied] .  It is not 
possible to explain its manifoldness in a different manner. 

To begin with it should b e  made clear what is meant by the 
enjoying subject, in order to be  able to renounce the affection for 
it  and the attachment to it. For this affection and this attachment 
become obstacles to obtain Buddhaship and Final Deliverance. 
Immediately following ,  the enjoyed object must be explained; next 
the support, i.e. the body, the fr:ame 113 ) of these two and [ finally] 
the " receptacle" of these "personalities", i .e. the inanimate 
world 114 ) .  [These e�planations serve] to remove the [ false]  
notion of  self-love 115 ) .  For [ this notion] strengthens [ the false 
conception of the real existence of] an enjoyer. Such are the four 
categories [ of phenomenal existence] . The Non-Substantiality ap
plied to them is called "vastusunyata",  the Non-Substantiality of 
the four categories [of phenomenal existence] . 

In the first place we have the Non-Substantiality of the "en-
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joyer" 1 16 ) , [who is replaced by] the internal bases of cog
nition 11. 7 ) . These begin with the sense of vision ( the eye ) and 
extend as far as "manas" ,  " the faculty of the intellect or cons
ciousness". For an enjoyer different therefrom does not exist. And 
because the eye and the other [sense-organs ] exhibit their activity 
in experiencing objects , there is the overestimation 118 ) that espe
cially in the sense-organs an experiencer, an enjoyer of the 
[ external ] world exists . Therefore the Non-Substantiality of the 
internal bases of cognition, i .e. the eye etc. , is called the Non
Substantiality of the enjoyer. 

The Non-Substantiality of the enjoyed 119 ) [which is replaced] 
by the external [bases of cognition].  These begin with riipa, 
colour, and extend as far as the dharmas , the non-sensuous objects. 
Because they are experienced as real existing objects they are the 
enjoyed, "'the experienced". That is why the Non-Substantiality 
of the external bases of cognition is called the Non-Substantiality 
of the enjoyed. The physical body of both the enjoyer and the 
enjoyed, is their support or frame, for it is exactly in this frame 
that they are inseparately connected with each other, [viz. the 
mutual dependence of subject and object is an internal proces of 
constructive thought, conditioned by the physical existence of a 
sentient being] .  Therefore the Non-Substantiality thereof is called 
the internal as well as the external Non-Substantiality. 120 ) .  The 

.' 54. "receptacle" is the inanimate world. Since this is known as the 
abode of all 'sentient beings,  [ i.e. of the animate world]  he says: 
Because of its extensiveness the Non-Substantiality thereof is 
called the great Non-Substantiality 1:21 ) .  The word "vastu", cate
gory of phenomenal existence [ must be] connected with each [ of 
the four aspects just mentioned here ] . 

When a Bodhisattva. VIlho is a yogi, a devotee, deliberately 12'2 ) 
and thoroughly thinks 1'2 3 ) about the Non-Substantiality of these 
four categories of objects of knowledge, then again he clings to 
the false conception of the [ sepa,rate reality ]  of phenomenal eba
racteristics 1'24 ) ,  be, it in a different manner. When by the know
ledge 125) of the Non-Substantiality it is apprehended that the 
internal as well as the external bases of cognition etc.  are non
substantial, [ the N on ... Suhstantiality, b eing the object of that 
knowledge, is brought within the pale of]  attachment to subjects 
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and objects , and this is false discrimination 1'2 6 ) . [ False discri� 
mination it is also if we say that the Non�Substantiality of ]  these 
categories of phenomenal existence such as it is apprehended by 
that knowledge of the Non�Substantiality. is an aspect of the 
Ultimate Reality 1'27 ) .  In order to reflect on these two kinds of 
false discrimination. which are the characteristics of the delusion 
existing on the stage of the yogP2 8 ) .  we have [ as antidote] res� 
pectively the Non�Substantiality of Non-Suhstantiality 129 ) and 
the Non-Substantiality of  Ultimate Reality 130 ) .  Abridged.  they 
are explained as jiiana. knowledge. and akara. aspect. Or rather. 
in so far as the Non�Substantiality has the nature of object [ of 
knowledge]  is has been said that this knowledge  is also non-

T. p. 45.  substantial. The N()n�SuhstantiaJ.ity of this [ knowledge]  in so far 
as this is concerned with subjects and objects. is NOll-Suhstan� 
tiality of NOll�Substantiality. And if we  say that [ the  N on�Sub
stantiality of]  these categories of phenomen al e�istence is Ulti� 
mate Reality, just like it has been apprehended by this knowledge 
of the  Non-Substantiality. the Non-Suhstantiality of this aspect 

is the Non-Substantiality of Ultimate Reality. y/hy is that so? 
Because the Ultimate Reality is non�substantial as to the imagined. 
superimposed aspect. And here we have again another clinging 
to [ phenomenal] characteristics which becomes a dIsturbance in 
the process of spiritual realization of the Non-Substantiality. For. 
empirical reality 13.1 ) is imputed to that [ transcendental reality ] . 
for the sake of which a Bodhisattva practises 13'2 ) this realization 
of  the Non-Substantiality. In order to reflect thereupon. the 
[ follOWing kinds of]  Non�Substantiality. beginning with the 
sa.q1skrtasunyata and extending as far as the sarvadharmasunyata 
have been expounded. 

And why does [ a  Bodhisattva] practise [ the  rea1ization of  the 
. N on-Substantiality ] 1 

K. L 1 8a. In order to obtain the two kinds of purity 133 ) .  
Until [ he gains ] the purity of the Buddha-Elements he practises 

[th e  realization] of the Non-Substantiality. The true meaning is 
that h e  trains himself in the Non-Substantiality. The two kinds of 

Y. p. 55. purity are the conditioned 134 )  and the unconditioned. They are 
the Path and NirvaI;1a and it is with regard to them that we speak. 
respectively of the Non-Substantiality 135 ) of  the conditioned and 
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the Non�Substantiality of the uncond:itioned 136 ) . 

And always for the salvation of the sentient beings. 
It is said:  "The salvation of the sentient beings is in all respects 

and at all times to be pursued by me ],37 ) .  The Non�Substan� 
tiality thereof is [ called] the absolute, supreme Non�SuQstan� 
tiality 138 ) • 

_�c. And in order not to renounce phenomenal existence 139 ) , 
[ the Bodhisattva practises the realization of the N on�Substan� 
tiality. It is said ] : "For the sake of the sentient beings phenomenal 
existence should not be renounced by me" . If the Bodhisattva 
should renounce phenomenal existence, he would confine himself 
to the enlightenment of the "hearer" 140 ) and he would not obtain 
the enlightenment of the Bodhisattva. The Non�Substantia1ity 
thereof is the Limittless Non-Substantiality 141 ) . Again, asked as 
to the necessity of pointing out this Non�Substantiality he says : 
11he [ sravaka ]  is tired of phenomenal life because he does not 
see the Non�Substantiality of limitless phenomenal existence. 
Therefore he forsakes it. 

And for the sake of inexhaustible goodness 14-2 ) . 
"The roots of virtue '14 3 ) are not destroyed by me." Even in the 
Nirupadhisel?a Nirva�a, the NirvaJta without residue 144 ) [the 
Bodhisattva] does not sbJake them off; and this signifies that he 

":46, does not renounce them. If this be so, how is the realization of 
the Nirva�a without Residue attained then? It is an established 
truth that even in the Nirva�a without residue, the Cosmical 
Body 145 ) of the Austere Buddhas which is of unaffected, pure 
substance 146 ) does not cease,  although the body which is a ripe� 
ning ,  a retribution of the affected elements :147 ) does not exist 
[ therein ] . Therefore the N on�Substantiality thereof is called the 
Non�ubstantiality of Non�Renunciation, the ceaseless Non� 

_�19a. 

Substantiality 14 8 ) . 

And in order to purify the Element of the Spiritual Lineage 149 ) 
[ of the Buddha, from the accidental defiling forces , the Bodhisattva 
practises the realization of the Non-Substantiality. 

The Non�Substantiality thereof ,is the Non.-Substantiality of the 
original [ Buddha� ] nature 1-50 ) [ existing inherently in men ] . And 
this he establishes by saying :  The element of the Spiritual Lineage 
is the primordial nature 1'51 ) [ of the Buddha] , 
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How should one understand this? It is the absolute, inherent 
nature, viz. ,  it is the absolute inherent nature which has no be
ginning.  It means in reality that it is not aCcidental lJ52 ) .  Just as 
in the beginningless phenomenal existence .1·5 3 )  there are beings 
endowed with consciousness and beings without conscious� 
ness 1'54 ) , in the same way there are some here whose six bases 
of cognition are [ governed by] the Element of the Spiritual Line� 
age of the Buddha 1 5 5  ) and others [ whose six b ases of cognition 
are [ governed by ] the Element of the Lineage of the Sravaka, 
the "hearer" 1 5 6 ) [or by the the Element of the Spiritual Lineage 
of the Pratyeka:buddhas ] . Since it is  beginningless and since it is 
b eing transferred from one existence to another 157 ) the El ement 
of the Spiritual Lineage is not of a casual ,  accidental nature as 
in the case  of the difference between consciousness and un� 
consciousness. Others however maintain that the Element of the 
Spiritual Lineage [ of the Buddha] should be understood here in 
the sense of "Tathatvam", "Suchness" or the "Absolute" since 
all sentient b eings are possessed of "the Element of the Spiritual 
Lineage of the Tathagata",  the "Essence of Buddhahood" 15 8 ) . 

In order to obtain _the principal and secondary marks 1 5 9 )  [ of 
exellence and corporeal beauty of the Buddha, the Bodhisattva 
practises the realization of the Non�Substantiality] . Hence the 
Non�Substantiality of these principle and secondary marks of the 
Supreme Beings is called the Non�Substantiality of the M arks 1 60 ) . 

Moreover 
the Bodhisattva practises the realization [ of the Non,Substan, 

tiality] in order to purify, the clements of the Buddha. 
Because in the end [ of this Karika ] the word "prapadyate, 

practises" .1'6'1 ) has b een employed,  it is in all instances to b e  used 
here : "The Bodhisattva practises the realization of the Non� 
Substantiality in order to obtain the two kinds of purity; and so 
he  does in b ehalf of the salvation of the sentient b eings".  

[ Asked as to the question ] : Which d the Buddha,elements 
[are to be purified ]  he answers: The [ ten ] powers. the [ four ]  
"grounds of self�con£idence"; the [ ei ghteen ] "special an d  extra, 
ordinary attributes" 1 6'2 ) .  Briefly it has been taught: "I must exert 
myself to obtain all the elements of the Buddha". For this reason 
[ the realization of the N on�Substantiality ] is called .concentrated 
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contemplation 1 63 ) .  The  Non-Substantiality of this contemplation 
is called the N on-Substantiality of all the elements '164 )  [of the 
Buddha] .  Of what kind is the contemplation here? It  is an un
interrupted contiguous application of [ intuitive] knowledge with 
regard to the objects of [ this ] knowledge. 

Now for the present, the establishment 1 65 )  of these fourteen 
kinds of Non-Substantiality, viz . the Non-Substantiality of the 
internal [bases of cognition ] etc. up to the Non-Substantiality of 
all the elements [of the Buddha]  should be understood in this way. 
Again, [ asked as to the question ] what is the Non-Substantiality 
of the "enjoyer" [ and of the other categories] here. what the 
Absolute Nature, he answers : 

& The unreality of the individual and of the separate elements 

of existence is here the Non-Substantiality; the real background of 
this unreality is in this connexion Non-Substantiality different 
therefrom. 

Non-Substantiality is in this respect the unreality of the indi

vidual 'and of the separate elements, that is ,  as has been said 
before, [the unreality] of the four categories of phenomenal 
existence. And the real background 1 6 6 )  of this unreality, [ Le. the 
Undifferentiated Monistic Essence] is likewise Non-Substantiality. 
Now the unreality of the individual and of the s eparate elements 
of existence is [ called ] the N on-Substantiality of "non-exis
tence" 167 ) , i .e .  of "phenomenal existence". The real background 
of this Unreality is [ called]  the Non-Substantiality as "Monistic 
Essence" of "phenomenal eXistence' ' '1 6 8 ) Why again are these 
two [ aspects of] Non-Substantiality dealt with in the end? In 
order to point out the Essence of the Non-Substantiality. And 
why is the Non-Substantiality once more explained? [ In order to 
avoid realism and nihilism ] .  viz. in order to avoid the imputations 
of a separate reality of the individual and the elements of exis
tence and in order to avoid the negation of the reality of the Non
Substantiality thereof. He establishes the Non-Substantiality of 
phenomenal-existence in order to avoid the imputations of a 
separate reality of an "ego" and of the separate elements of exis
tence. And [ h e  establishes ] the N on-Substantiality as the Monistic 
Essence of phenomenal existence in order to avoid the negation 
of [ the Ultimate Reality of ]  that Non-Substantiality. If one should 
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not admit the N on�Substantiality of phenomenal existence ,  he 
would get entangled in such absurdities as ascribing objective 
reality 1 69 ) to the "ego"  and the separate elements of existence. 
[ And it is exactly this objective separate reality which is] a con
struction of the mind 170 ) , [ superimposed on the real substratum 
of ideal reality which is formed by the component parts of the 
stream of consciousness ] . I f  one should not admit the N on
Substantiality in the sense of  True Monistic Essence of noumenal 
reality, he would deny the Non-Substantiality itself and this would 
be a reductio ad absurdum. For in that case we should have to 
admit the objective reality [ of phenomenal existence, i .e. ]  of 
individuals and of the separate elements of existence, as aforesaid. 

In the common opinion of the i gnorant a [ real and s eparate ] 
experiencer exists in the internal bases of cognition which have 
as their nature the vipakavijiiana, the consciousness of retribution 
[ i . e. the store-consciousness ]  '171 ) . The Internal Non�Substan
tiality in this respect, means the unreality of the individual ex
p eriencer 1 7'2 ) and of the separate essences and qualities 173 ) 
ascribed to the organs of sense and consciousness, as well as the 

Y. p. 58. real background of this unreality. In the same way the ignorant 
assume a [ real and separate] object of  experience in the external 
bases of cognition whereas it is the nature of these bases to appear 
as sense-objects and mental ( non-sensuous ) objects 1 74 ) .  In this 
respect the external Non-Substantiality means the unreality of the 
individual object 17 5 ) of experience and of the separate essences 
and qualities imputed to the sense-objects and mental objects, as 
well as the real background of this unreality. The  internal
external Non-Substantiality means the unreality as well as the 
real b ackground of this unreality of the physical existence of an 
individual experiencer and of the separate essences and qualities 
imputed by the i gnorant to the sense-objects etc. with regard to this 
physical existence, i .e .  the body, the frame. The great Non-Sub
stantiality is the unreality of the animate world 17 6 )  and of the 
separate nature imputed to it with regard to the inanimate world. 
It is also the r eal background of this unreality. 

T. p. 48 . The  unreality of a "knower" 17 7 ) with regard to the knowledge 
of  the  Non�Substantiality in  so far as this knowledge  is of an im
puted, constructed essence and the real background of this un-
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reality is the Non�Substantiality of the Non--Substantiality. In the 
same way we have the Non-Substantiality of Ultimate Reality. 
This means the unreality, as well as the real background of this 
unreality, of an individual perceiver of aspects of Ultimate Reality 
in so far as these are o£ an imputed, constructed essence. Now 
the Bodhisattva practises here the realization of the Non-Sub
stantiality for the sake of [ those forms of Non-Substantiality] 
which begin with the Non-Substantiality of the conditioned and 
end with the Non-Substantiality of all the - dharmas [ of the 
Buddha] .  They are the unreality, as well as the real background 
of this unrealiy, of the individual and of the separate essences and 
qualities imputed with regard to the Path 178 ) , Nirva:Q,a and so forth 
up to the elements of the Buddha, in all of which the Bodhisattva 
should train himself .  For there is no subject 17 9 ) ,  agent 1 80 ) ,  or 
individual in conditioned reality, [ i .e .  in ideal reality ] . And even 
the conditioned its elf is unreal in so far as it is of a nature super
imposed on it by the i gnorant. 

These sixteen [ forms of] Non-Substantiality which the Bodhi
sattvas do not share 1 8 1 ) with the S'

ravakas , summarily have been 
taught as a counteragent 18,2 ) of all false discriminations and con
ceptions and in order to reveal the real esoteric meaning of all 
the siitras. And here the Bhagavat has taught the object 18 3 )  of 
the Non-Substantiality, the real nature 1 84 )  of the Non-Substan
tiality and the spiritual training of the contemplation 185 )  of the 
Non�Substantiality. The object of the Non-Substantiality in this 
respect [ comprises ] the .. enjoyer", up to the elements of the 
Buddha. And this again has been taught in order to convey the 
knowledge that the Non-Substantiality p ervades 1 8 6 ) all the ele
ments of existence. The  real nature of the Non-Substantiality 
means the true nature of phenomenal unreality as well as the true 
nature of the real background of this phenomenal unreality [ viz. 
the Undifferentiated Monistic Essence of the ideal reality ] .  The 
real nature of the Non-Substantiality again has b een taught in 
order to show that, as a counteragent of  the false imputations of 

59.  realism and nihilism 1 87 ) ,  it has the nature of transcending all 
false conceptions 1 8 8 ) .  The spiritual training  of the contemplation 
·of the Non-Substantiality begins with [ the  eHort ] to obtain the 
two kinds of purity and ends with [ the effort] to obtain 1 89 )  the 
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elements of the Buddha. And this again has been explained in 
order to show to one's self and others that the magnificence of 
the perfections of the "Body of Bliss"  19 0 ) and of the "Cosmical 
Body" 19 1 ) [ of the Buddha]  is to be attained by means of the 
spiritual training of the contemplation of the Non�Substantia1ity.  
In this sense we should understand the differentiation of the Non� 

Substantiality: It is defiled in its phase of having [ accidental ] 
impurities .1 9 2 ) , it is pure in its immaculate phase 193 ) [ as true 
essence of the elements separated from all that which represents 
a construction of the mind ] . And the sixteen aspects which have 
just been explained here should be known as the internal and 
other forms of Non-Substantiality. 
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( The  Non�Substantiality logically proved ) .  

Immediately after the differentiation [ of the Non�Substan� 
tiality] its realization 1 94 ) has b een taught. Hence it is asked now: 
How is the realization to be known? What is it that is realized 
here? The  nature of defilement by reason of the accidental secon� 
dary defiling forces 19 5 ) and the nature of essential ori ginal 
purity 19 6 ) . With regard to the realization of the nature of de� 
filement he says in this respect: 

If this defilement should not exist, all mortals would be 

delivered. 
Deliverance 19 7 ) means the renunciation o f  defilement. And the 

renunciation of this defilement is [ effected ]  by means of the con� 
centrated contemplation of the Path 198 ) . Now in case that the 
N on�Substantiality of the elements of existence should not be 
defiled by the accidental secondary defiling forces, irrespective of 
the non�origination of the counteragent all sentient beings would 
be delivered without effort because of the non.-existence of de
filement. For the word " irrespective of" [ expresses ] that there is ,  
as i t  were, an origination [ of the counteragent] . "Without effort" 
means in reality "without counteragent" . But since there is no 
deliverance of  the sentient beings without the counteragent, we 
should necessarily admit that [ as long as it manifests itself ] in the 
condition of common wordly being 19 9 ) the Absolute Essence is 
defiled by reason of the accidental impurities [which cling to it ] .  
So the defilement of  the Non�Substantiality has been realized. 
Now realizing the differentiation of purification ,  he says: 

If this purity should not exist, the effort would be vain, viz. 
[ the effort ] of the mortal beings. Now, if [ the Non-Substantiality] 
should not be [ originally] pure, [ all ] exertion to obtain salvation 
would be vain, irrespective of the origination of the counteragent. 

For the word "irrespective of" [ expresses] as it were the non� 
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origination [ of the counteragent] . For even through the constant 
contemplation on the counteragent [ the Bodhisattva] would not suc
ceed in his effort to obtain the purification thereof and defilement 
would not have [ that dialectical ] nature of accomplishing delive
rance, [ i .e .  purification] . But it is in no way acknowledged that 
the effort to acquire salvation should be fruitless. Therefore. be
cause of the constant practice o f  [ meditating on ] the counter
agent, i .e .  because of the removal of the accidental secondary 
defiling forces, the purity of the Non-Substantiality necessarily 
must be admitted. Thus the purity of the Non-Substantiality 20 0 ) 
has b een realized. 

H ere defilement depends upon a substrate 2 0 1 ) of defiled ele
ments, purification upon a substrate of pure elements. But it is not 
admitted that either defilement or purification manifestly 202 ) exist 
in the Non-Substantiality. For there is interpendence of the [ de
filed and pure] elements of existence 20 3 ) in the Ultimate Essence. 

K. 1. 2Ib.  Hence he says : "All mortals would be delivered".  For, here by 
"mortal beings" is meant the causa materialis , the substrate
cause :204 )  of that [ defilement and purification] . Or, in the con
trary case, if the Non-Substantiality itself should be primordially 
defiled or pure, [ i . e. defiled or pure in its true essence ] ,  its 

T. p. 50. relation 2 0 5 )  to the mortal beings would not b e  clear. For it has 
been said that the defilement or purification of  the mortal b eings 
is accomplished in consequence of the defilement or purification 
of the Non-Substantiality. And if the Non-Substantiality is defiled 
in the condition of the ordinary wordly being and pure in the 
condition of the Saint 206 ) , then even this here has been admitted 
to be true:  

K. 1. 22ab. It is neither defiled '20 7 ) , nor even non-defiled. It is not even 
pure 2 0 8 ) ,  nor is it impure. 

Y. p. 61 . In what manner is it not defiled nor even impure209 ) ?  I t  is pure 
since the two kinds of purity 2 10 ) explain its [ pure ] nature. And 
here he quotes the scripture :  [ It is pure] because the "Mind" is 
by nature bright 2 1 1 ) . And here the word "Citta" , Mind is to be 
understood in the sense of "Cittadharmata", the "Absolute Na
ture", the "Ultimate Essence" of the Mind, for the mind [ itself, 
being the source of discriminating wisdom, is for this reason also ] 
characterized by accidental defilement 2 12 ) • 
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In what manner is it not non.de£iled, nor pure 2 13 ) 1 Moreover 
it is defiled because it is made known by reason of the two 
[ kinds of] negation 2 14 ) . And he shows that it is defiled by acci· 

dental defilement, but not in so far as its ori g inal nature is con
cerned. And here also it is according to s cripture that [ the N on
Substantiality] is contaminated by accidental secondary defiling 
forces . 

Now. since the differentiation [ of the Non.Substantiality] has 
been explained to be twofold .  viz. by means of  the nature of 
defilement and by means of the nature of  purification. why again 
is it called fourfold? According to some. in order to point out the 
differences [which result] from the Mundane Path 2 15 )  and the 
Transcendental Path 2 16 ) .  For the Mundane Path is defiled by 
the stains which belong to its own stage 2 1 7 ) . but not by [ the 
stains which belong to ] the lower [ stages ] . since it is the counter
agent thereof. The Supermundane Path however. although impure 
in so far as it is differentiated into inferior. intermediate and 
[highest stages ] 2 1 8 ) . is pure since it is uninfluenced by defiling 
agencies 219 ) .  That is not the case with the Non-Substantiality. 
[ since this is influenced by defiling agencies. in so far as it is 
applied to the categories of phenom�nal existence] . Now whereas 
it has been explained that [ the Non-Substantiality ] is not defiled 
[ in its true essence] .  some again maintain that it has been said 
that it is not impure.  in order to distinguish it from [ the Non
Substantiality of ] the eye 22 0 ) . For the eye and other sense
organs. although they are not defiled in so far as they have an 
unobscured and indifferent nature 2 2 1 ) .  have no pure nature be
cause they are influenced by [ external ] defiling agencies ; therefore 
they are said to be impure. [Hence. the Non-Substantiality applied 
to them is impure. ] Now. if we should assume that the [ Non
Substantiality] is not defiled [ in so far as the eye and other sense· 
organs are not defiled ] . then we must for the same reason maintain 
that it is not pure. For [ the Non-Substantiality. being also un· 
obscured and indiHer,ent ] would be different from those elements of 
existence which are favourable [ to Final Deliverance] as well as 
from the elements which are influenced by passions 222 ) .  Now the 
"favourable" and "influenced" elements are involved in pheno
menal existence 223 ) .  So they are not non-defiled. But they are 
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pure in so far as they strive for [ a  good, a pure] retribution 224 ) , 
[ i.e. in so far as they assist in attaining Final Deliverance] . That 
is not the case with the "Absolute Essence" '22 5 ) . For this is 
defiled and non-pure [ only] in its defiled condition, [ i . e. only in 
so far as it is seen in its relation to phenomenal eXistence] . Thus 
the tenet that there is a differenfution of the Non-Substantiality 
by reason of defilement and purification has been realized here. 



SURVEY OF THE NON-SUBSTANTIALITY. 

Summarily the Non�Suhstantiality is to be known by means of 

its Essence and by means of its general arrangement 22 6 ) "Es� 

sence" is to be understood here in the sense of unreality as well 
as in the sense of real background of unreality. And unreality 
means here phenomenal unreality, i :e .  unreality of duality. And in 
this sense we should understand [ the Undifferentiated pure Mo� 
nistic Essence in the role of ]  the real background of the unreality 
of duality. This Absolute Existence however must be interpreted 
neither in a realistic nor in a nihilistic sense, as has been said 
before. 

It is in its Essence beyond being and non-being as well as 

beyond identity and difference. Now this is the Essence of the 
Non-Substantiality. Hence,  it is neither different from nor iden� 
tical with the Constructive I deation. Such is the survey of the 
Non�Substantiality in so far as its Essence is concerned. 

And what is the survey with regard to the general arrangement? 
I ts general arrangement is to be known by means of its synonyms, 
for they convey its meaning.  I t  is also to be known by means of 
its differentiation and its realization. After the explanation of the 

"Essence", the "Synonyms" and so forth, the counteragents of 
the four secondary defiling forces are mentioned: 

1) the Sval�Ifa, the Particular Essence. 

2 )  the Kam.alak�lfa, the Essence of Action. 

3) the SamkleSavyavadanalak�ru;ta, the Essence of Defilement 
and Purification. 

4 )  the Vidyal:aJu?ru;ta, the Essen<:e of Wisdom 227 ) .  
263, The Particular Essence in this respect serves as a counteragent 

of false discrimination 2:28 ) .  For this consists of such [ affirmative 
and negative] judgments as : "There is existence,  there is non� 
existence; there is both existence and non-existence; there is iden
tity, there is difference". The Essence of Action [ serves as ]  a 
counteragent of the fear 2'29 )  of those who remain sceptics 230 ) , 
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[ even] after having been taught as to the essence of the Non� 
Substantiality. These actions [ lead to the realization ] of the "Non
Illusion" 231 ) and the "Absolute Essence" 2 32 ) [ as well as to the 
realization of ] "Non-Perverted Wisdom"; [ they also lead to ] the 
renunciation of all charaCteristics ; they are the actions which 
abide in the Sphere of the Transcendental Inf.inite Wisdom and 
those which are the cause-substance of the attainment of the 
Aryadharmas , the "Elements of the Saints" .  The Essence of the 
Differentiation [ serves ] to remove the mdolence :2 3 3 ) of those lazy 
inert people who are full of all sorts of misconceptions ,  just be
cause they heard something about the true nature of the N on� 
Substantiality as well as about the actions [ which serve to realize 
the Non-Substantiality] . The Essence of Wisdom [ serves ] to 
destroy the doubt 234 )  of those doubtful people [ who put such 
questions as ] : "In what manner is the [ Non�Substantiality sub
ject to ] defilement or purification? 
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Here ends the Subcommentary on the First Chapter 

of the Madhyantavibhagasastra, the Chapter 

on Lak!?a:Q.a. 



rNTRoD ucroRY 

1. Y. sraddhadeva'ta; T. Uit3devata, favourite deity. 
2. Y. aham; T. svayam. 
3. bha�ya. 
4. Y. and Oberm. ad. L H. Q. IX. p. 1 025: 

tadarthavilihagaya; T. tadarthaviniScaye. 
5. pranetr = Maitreya; vaktr = Asailga. 
6. According to T. this piida forms part of the first Karika. This is d'enied 

by Y. on the ground of Kouei�Ki' s  co=entary. Cf. p. IX of his Introduc
tion. Prof. d. 1. V. P. in his review of Y:s edition, p artly adheres to the 
same view. Cf. Mel . ,  I, p. 401 :  "La strophe d'introduction existe toute 
entiere en morceaux dans la tika". Prof. d. 1. V, P. restores this introduc
tory verse and continues: "Le sastra co=ence par la definition du suj et, 
l'enumeration des sept points et chapitres". Both Y. and T. ignore this 
second verse, which is according to Prof. d. 1. V. p, the first Karika. 
Y. thinks that the opening Karlka of the La��pariccheda is the first 
Karlka. In this transl. Y: s numbering is followed. 

7. pUIJ.ya. 
8. vighnavinayaka. 
9. gauravotpadanartham. 

10. T. reads: by referring to what has been correctly taught by the composer, 
expounded by the expounder and explained. 

1 1 .  abhijiia, Cf. Har Dayal, Bodhis. Doct., p. 1 06. 
1 2. dhara¢. id. p .  267. 
13 .  pratisa.I¥vid. id. p .  259. 
1 4. samadhi. id. pp. 1 53 and 233. 
1 5. vaSita. id. p. 1 40. 
1 6. �anti. id. p.  209. 

1 7. vimo�a. Cf. Oberm., 1. H. Q. IX. p .  1 026: 
"In this passage the 8 vimo�as or Degrees of Liberation from materiality 
( M. Vyutp. 70) are evidently meant:' 

1 8 . avaraJ?a. 
1 9. Cf. Oberm., I. H. Q. IX. p. 1 024. 
20. Y. vrtti; T. bh�ya. 
2 1 .  Y. ye pudgalan;t pram3,J?ikurvanti etc. ; 

T. ye pudgalalJ. praIIlii.J?ikas etc. 
22. dharmanusann; Oberm. op. cit. p.  1 026 reads dharmapratisarin: 

" . . . . . .  as we have it  in the case of the four pratisaraJ?as mentioned in the 
M Vyutp . (§ 74) and one of which. viz. the dharma-pratisaraJ?a is cer
tainly meant here." Cf. also A. K., IX, pp. 246-8. 

23. niScaya. 
24. prabhavana. 
25. tarkagamamatreJ?a; T. 's reading differs considerab ly. Cf. Oberm. op. cit. 

p. 1 026: "The whole sentence must be completely changed". 
26. sastrariipa. 
27. vijiiapti. 
28. lokottarajiiana. 
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29.  prajfiapti. 
30. silasamadhiprajfia. 

3 1 .  Y. saJ:!lbhara; T. samyakkarman. Cf. Oberm. A. O. XI, p. 1 28 ,  sambhara� 
pratipatti, the Action of Accumulation of the factors conducive to En
lightenment. 

32. sastral�ana. 
33. savasanaklesaprah�a. 

34. bhava. 
35. durgati. 

36. T's reading slightly differs. Cf. Oberm. op. cit. p.  1 026. 
37. vyakhyana. 
38. sasana. 
39. traJ?a. The word sastra is formed by the composition of the two roots 

"sas" and "tra" (= trail . 
40. Cf. Y. p. 3 n. 3: Prasannapada Madhyamakavrtti. p . 3. See also Cone. of 

Nirv. p .  84, where the translation of "tac chasanat traJ?ag�ac ca 
sastram" is omitted, and Obermiller, op. cit. p.  1 026, who states that the 

karika is from Vasuhandhu's Vyakhyayukti and who refers to Bu-ston, 
4 1 . pratyalqopadesa. 
42. klesajfieyavaraJ?aprahaJ?a. 

43. Y. vise�arthako dra�tavyaJ:: ; T, karaJ?e etc. 
44. Y. anyatra nipate and p. 5, n. 3, Ms. anyaJ:: pratiyate. which is T's 

reading. Prof. V. P. in Mel. I. p.  401 ,  n. 1 observes: "Corrigez Ie nip ate 
de Y. en niyate", which is in accordance with P. M. V., p . 5. See also 
the translation in Cone. of Nirv..  p. 85: . .  . . . . . .  violently dragged into 
another place . . . . . .  ". See T. n, 32. 

45. Y. p. 3. n. 6: "Dans Ie manuscrit, on voit avant Ie mot "sugatatmajam" 
une phrase que nous retrouverons plus tard (p .  5, Note 1 ) .  D'apres Ie 
tibetain e1Ie ne devrait pas se trouver ici" .  T. adheres to the order of the 
MS. 

46. sarvadharmavabodha. 
47. acintyaprabhavavigraha. 

48. cintama¢ratna; Cf. Oberm. A. O. IV. p .  148. 
49. sarvarthacaraJ?a; Cf. H. Dayal, Bodhis. Doctr. p. 254. 
50. anabhogena; Cf. Oberm. A. O. IX. p . 1 1 5 :  "As every kind of exertion is, 

with the Buddha, pacified, he, in acting for the sake of other living beings, 
has no thought-construction as regards the essence of the work to be done, 
·the ag ent and the obj ect. Neither does he enter upon a close examination of 
the details". 

5 1 .  nirvikalpakaj£iana. 
52. tadatmatvam. 

53. Sugata is an epithet of the Buddha. See e.g. the Saddharmap�siarika. Suga
tatmaja is a Bodhisattva, and refers in this case either to Maitreya or 
Asailga. Cf. Mel. I, p. 401 . 

54. atmana. 

55. vaz:cia. 
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56. Cf. Oberm. op. tit., p. 1 024. 
57. sampat. 
58. Th�re is an important difference · between Y:s and T:s reading of this 

sentence. Cf. Oberm. op . cit. p. 1 027; Mel. I, p, 401 . 
59. vyakhyima. 

-

60. Y. dharmasantanena ; T. dharme;taparamparaya; Oberm. op. tit. , p. 1 027: 
"dharmasrotasa' . "This is the equivalent of dharmasrota�, which is the name 
of a state of transic meditation, peculiar ,to the Path of the Bodhisattva, 
beginning with its initial Stages. The sense is that Asanga, through the 
blessin9 of Maitreya and by the force of the Dharmasrota�-Samadhi which 
he is said to have attained, has cognized the meaning of the sastra" . Oberm. 
refers in a note to Bu-Ston. Transl. vol. II. pp. 1 4 1 .  1 42 and SutralaI\lkara. 
XN, 3. 

6 1 .  Cf. Mel. I .  p . 401 : ... . .  et celui qui a dit ce sastra aux gens comme nous-
c'est a-dire Asanga . . : ' .  C'est Vasubandhu qui parle. 

62. See n. 45 and Y. p. 5. n. 1 .  
63. s�ad iva. 
64. saptami. 
65. sastrasariram. Cf. Y. Introd. p. XVII: . . parties fondamentales du traite".  
66. samyagnirvikalpajiiana. Cf. T. 
67. dharmanairatmya. 
68. savasanaklesajiieyavarcu;tapraha¥. 
69. abhyasa. 
70. Y. virodhavada; T. �amavacanam. 
7 1 .  Y. sarvadharmarahitata; T. °nastitvam. 
72. Y. antarvyaparapu�avyatiriktata; T. "nastitvam. 
73. citta�oca. 
74. paiicakarajiieya. 
75. lokadhatu. 
76. sattvacihatu. 
77. dharmadhatu. 
78. T. vinayadhatu. 
79. upayadhatu. These five dhatus constitute an arthapra�vid. i.e. a 

"reflective. absolute and irrevocable knowledge of all phenomena in all their 
characteristics with regar:d to the extent and manner of their existence". 
(Cf. H. Dyal.  Bodhis. Doetr. p. 264 ) .  See also E. Lamotte. Sa.xpdhinirm. 
sutra. p. 222 [, p. 268. "L'objet du Tathagata. c'est les cinq spheres : les 
etres, I 'univers. La Lei. la discipline et les moyens disclplinaires". 

80. anantaprahhedatva. 
8 1 .  Cf. Mel. I, p. 402: lakl?cu;tam hy avrtis tattvam pratipaksas [ syaj bhavana 

avastha phalasya lahho yananuttaryam [eva caj . This is according to T. 
the first karika. a view which is not supported by Y. See his Intred. p. IX. 

82 .. the structure. 
83. artha. 
84. T. sastra is that which has been explained (vyakhyatam ) .  
85. piltgartha. 
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86. asraya. 
87. kaya. 
&8. bahyadhyatmikayatana. 
89. �yanugraharthatvad. 

INTRODUCTORY 

90. T.; Y.: "which, when it has seen the [race] ground" (bhiimi) (? )  etc. 
91 .  Y. & Oberm. op . cit. p. 1 027, nanyatha; T. nanyatra. 
92. samaptam. 

93. paryanta. 
94. lakl}yante'nena. 
95. karika I, 1 a. See Y. pp. 10 ff. Trans!. p. 1 0. 
96. Karika I, 1 1  d. See Y. p. 40 ff. Trans!. p. 53. 

Cf. Me!. I, p. 403, 12 .  
97 .  sfulyatala�aJ;lam, See Y. pp.  46 ff. Trans!. p.  61 .  
98 .  'The reasoning of the opponent apparently is, that since a la�aJ;la charac

terizes something, here also saJ:!lkl�a and vyavadana are characterized by 
la�a.IJa instead of charakterizing as la�aJ;la. So he solves the compound 
as a tatpu�a instead of as a bahuvnhi. 

99. svabhava. 
1 00. kharala�aJ;la. 
10 1 .  lakl}yate tad. 
1 02. svala�aJ;la. See Y. pp. 16 ff. Trans!. p. 18 .  
103. samanyalakl}aJ;la. 
1 04. Cf. Oberm, A. O. XI, pp. 1 0S-1 1 0; "Obscurations of Moral Defilement 

and Ignorance" ;  N. Dutt, Aspects, p. 1 33 .  "the two screens 'Viz . •  that of 
passions and that hindering true knowl edge";  Suz., Stud. , p. 590, "that 
which hinders the realisation of the truth. The two hindrances are conative 
and intellectual. 'The latter is easier to destroy than the former, for the 
will to live or the egoistic impulses are the l ast-thing a man can bring under 
complete control" ;  E. J. Thomas, History, p. 239, "Obstruction". Siddhi. 
p. 566 ff. 

105. a�ti. 
1 06. Cf. A. K.. N, p. 33. 
1 07. Y. vriyante; T. avriyante. 
1 08. utpattivibandhad. 
1 09. See Y. pp. 64 H. 
1 1 0. tattvam. 
1 1 1 . Y. aviparyasa; T. aviparltam. 

1 1 2. See Y. pp. 1 1 0 H. 
1 13.  abhyasa. 
1 1 4. Cf. Siddhi, pp. 606 f. : Le Bhavanamarga est essen:tiellement la repetition du 

savoir pur". (nirvikalpakajfiana) . See alsoo Oberm., A. O. XI, p. 1 2 1 .  
1 15. Y .  IntTod. p .  XXV, ,,l'echelle d'oeuvres". 
1 1 6. santanenotpattiviSe�al;1. 
1 1 7. See Y. pp. 1 88 ff. Cf. Siddhi, pp. 562 H. 
1 1 8. See Y. pp. 182 H. 
1 1 9. See Y. pp. 1 99 ff. 
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1 20. Y.; T. "The seven subjects". 

1 2 1 .  niyama 
122. lokottarajiiana. 
123.  silaprati��a. 
1 24. Cf. Siddhi, p. 731 ;  H. Dayal, Bodhis. Doctr. pp. 53 f., 278. 
125. vimukti. 
1 26. T. avijiiatam; Y. aVijiianam (7) . 
1 27. do�a 
1 28. alambana. 
1 29. Cf. Oberm. op. cit. p. 1 027: tattvam ity avagantavyam; Y. tat tattva� vedi-

tavyam. 
130. prayoga 
1 3 1 .  avastha. 
132. vip�ahani. 
1 33.  pratip�avrddhi. 
1 34.  Cf. Siddhi, p. 562; A. O. XI, p. 1 09 .  
135. Lokottaradharma. 
1 36. phala. 
1 37. Y. srotaapannaphala; Oberm. op. cit. p. 1 027: srotaapattiphala. 
137.In general there are four principal classes of Buddhist Saints known: 1. Sro

taapanna, he who has entered upon the stream; 2. Salq-dagamin, he who 
returns once to this life; 3. Anagamin. he who never returns; and 4. Arhat, 
he who has attained the highest end of the Buddhist life. Cf. Suz. Stud. 
p. 378 and Masuda, Orig. & Doct., pp. 25-27. 

138. sadhar�am. 
139.  Cf. T. and Oberm. op. cit. p. 1027. 
140. sravakasi�acaragocarasamudacaram; for references, see R. D. & St., 

Pali-Engl. Diet., acara & gocara. 

1 41 .  pravrajita 
1 42. kau.salotpadanartham. 
143. saparivarapratipa�a.marga 
144. mrdumadhyadhimatra. 
1 45. °naya 
146. sadasall��am. Cf. Y. p . . 10 ff. and Trans! .  p. 1 0  ff. 
1 47. s�atkartavyam. 
148. upaya 

149.  taratamyam. 
150. anukrama. 
1 5 1 .  apavada. 
1 52 .  samaropa. Cf. Suz. Stud. p. 1 65, "the negative as well as the positive way 

of viewing the world". 
1 53 .  Y. sattva; T. citta, mind. 
1 54. Y. and Oberm. op. cit. p. 1028 : sadasaddharma sammohad; T. bhavablla-

vadharmamohad.. 
1 55. prah��oha. 
156. tattvapratividdhabhavanaya. 
157. tatprabheda 
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1. abhutaparikalpa. This is the central conception of the idealistic Yogacara
vijfiaptivada particularly as set forth in the Madhyantavihhaga. Cpo the 
following translations: Yam., p. XVllI: La pensee vainement discriminante. 
Tucci, On some Aspects, etc., p. 31 : The unreal imagination; p. 33: Wrong 
ideation. Obermiller, IHQ., IX, pp. 1019  ff. : The real cognition of the 
unreal objects; process of constructive thought; incorrect thought-cqnstruc
tion; a really existing mental activity or consciousness which constructs its 
objects; the constructing mind. Oberm., id., p.  102 1 ,  n. 1 1 .  refers to the 
teaching about the ayoniSomanaskara as contained in the Uttaratantra, pp. 
133 & 1 87. S. Levi, Trim.sika, trans!., pp. 35 & 39: L'imagination de ce qui 
n'existe pas. H. Jacobi, Trims., pp. 47 & 55: Wahnvorstellung von etwas 
Nichtseiendem. L. d. 1 .  V. Poussin. Siddhi, pp. 4 16  ff.: Fausse imagination, 
ou imagination d'inexistant; imagination de choses irreelles; p.  424: La pensee 
qui imagine faussement; id. MeL. 1. p. 402. n. 2: L'idee fausse; Mel. II, p. 62: 
Des pensees erronees. D. T. Suzuki. Studies etc., p.  384: False judgment. 
S. Levi, MSA., XI, text, p. 6':1. transL, p. 1 1 7 :  L'imagination inexistante. 
E. H. Johnston, Saundarananda. text, p .  94. XIlJ, 51 , trans!. ,  p. 76: False 
conception ( of an obj ect) , Cf. Mel.. I, p. 387. Grousset, Les Philosophies 
Indiennes II, p. 1 24. 

2. asti. 
3. slinyata. 
4. Cf. Yam., Introd. ,  pp. XVIII & XIX; Siddhi, p. 424. 
5. la�aI].am adhiIq-tya. 
6. Y., bhava; T., artha. 
7. uddesa. 
8. nirdesa. 
9. sarvadharma�; the whole process of Phenomenal Life. 

1 0. y, sarvatha �svabhaval)., devoid of an essential nature; T., ° avidya_ 
mana.!). 

1 1 .  sarvapavada. 
1 2. siitravirodha. 
13. Y., grahyagrahakasvariiparahita; T. omits svarupa. 

14. Y., na tu sarvatha ni�svabhaval).. but not absolutely without an essential 
nature; T., na sarvatha svabhavato nasti. Cf. NirvaI].a, p. 20':1, n. 3.  

1 5. svabhavatal).. Cf. NirvaI].a, p.  1 87. n. 3 & p. 1 80 = tattvata�, from the 
transcendental point of view. 

1 6. paramarthatal).. 

1 7. slinyatabhavapransanga. We have here a reductio ad absurdum: since 
duality on the one hand does not exist and on the other hand is the 
equivalent of  Non-Substantiality, the Non-Substantiality itself should neither 
exist. 

18 .  Y., na slinyata nastitvam bhavati; T., vidyate. 
19. advaya. 
20. amukta. 
2 1 .  Y., grh!].ate; T., 9rhyate. 
22. vi.dyate. 
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23. Y., rlipadayal;!; rlipa, Cf. Nirvana, p. 39, matter; p. 46, sense-data; p . 1 1 6 
physical object. CC., pp. 7, 1 1 ,  96, 97. 

24. Y., dravyatvena. 
25. Y. , cittacaittebhyo 'nyatra; T. 's reading of this sentence differs considerably; 

. . .  cittacaitasika rlipato dravyataS ca santiti, ' "  that mind and mental 
states exist as rlipa and dravya. Cpo Yam., p. 1 1 , n. 1 .  I prefer Yama
guchi's  version to that of Tucci, since it agrees better with the sense of 
the text. 

26. Sa evasti dravyatal;!; Cf. Tri�.,  text. p. 1 6. 16 ,  vijiianaI:!l punal;! pratityasa_ 
mutpannatvad dravyato'sti; trans!., p. 65: . . .  il faut donc admettre qu'elle 
a une existence soostantielle; Jac. , p. 4. 

27. tadvyatiriktam. 
28. nasti dravyatal;!; Cf. Oberm. IHO .• p. 102 1 .  
29. Y., bhavamatram; T . •  vastumatram; Cf. Oberm . •  op. cit.. p .  1 02 1 .  
30. vijiianam rlipadyabhasam. 
3 1 .  na yujyate. 
32. kar�am. 
33. anyatrapi. 
34. arthabhasam. 
35. niralambanam. 
36. svabijaparipakad, because of the ripening of its own seed. The consciousness 

here is the alaya-vijiiana. the store-consciousness containing the seeds of all 
elements of existence. 

37. grahya. 
38. grahaka. 
39. mo�bhava. 
40. visuddhyalambana. 
41 .  grahyagrahakarahitata. 
42. See below, p. 8 1  ff. 
43. vidyamana. 
44. avrtatvat. 
45. akasanairmalyavat. 
46. asattvat. 
47. sarvapavada. 
48. iti krtva. 
49. sarvam asan. 
50. sadatmakam. 
5 1 .  vijiianaparil;tamatmana. The phenomena. although th ey have no reality of 

their own, exist as transformations or modifications of vijfiana. Cf. T�., 
text. p. 1 6. trans!.. p. 64. J ac.. p. 3. 

52. yathaiva prakhyayante. 
53. svabhavata.Q.. 
54. prtbak. 
55. abhiitasamaropa. 
56. abhipraya. 
57. abhUtaparikalpamatra. 
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58. Y . •  chedariipa; T.. ucchedariipa. Cf. Nirvfu:1a. p .  28. Simple materialism 
goes under the name of uccheda-vada. against which Buddha is reported 
to have made an emphatic protest. But simple materialism in India. as else
where. is nirvfu:1a at every death ( dehocchedo mo�aI: ) without retrebution 
for one's deeds in future life; p. 1 06 :  That Unique Reality ( dharmata) which 
neither can he determined as annihilation ( uccheda) . nor as one of the 
Eternal Principles. 

59. vandhyaputravat. 

60. dharma. 
6 1 .  antarvyaparapu�arahitata. Cf. Oberm., JGIS . •  I .  2.  1 934.  p . 1 1 7 :  The 

meanings of silnyata would then appear in short as follows: - In Hinayana 
- Non-Substantiality. as the negation of the endUring. indivisible, and in
dependent substance of the Ego or individual soul. etc. 

62. bhUtanairatmya. 
63. aprayatnena. 
64. mo�aprasanga. 
65. avisodhita. 
66. Y .. saIJ?kli�ta; T. [, Ms . •  saIJ?kli�ta . . .  and as it  requires gr,eat effort to 

purify the defiled [Non-Substantiality J .  According to Yam.' s version it is 
the abhiitaparikalpa. which is defiled. 

67. Y.. abhidhana; T . •  ukta. 
68. saIJ?k1esvyavadana. 
69. svabhava. 
70. bhrantila��atvat. 
7 1 .  prakhyana. 
72. grahyagrahakakara. 
73. svatmany avidyamanena. 
74. bhrantisvariipa. 
75.  Y . •  silnyatasvabhava; T. vyavadanam su.nyatasvabhavam. the essential na-

ture of purification is Non-Substantiality. 
76. dvayabhavasvabhavatvat. Cf. Oberm . •  JGIS. , 1. 2. p. 1 1 3. 
77. marga. 
78. nirodha = nirvfu;1a 
79. Silnyataprabhavitatvat. 
80. margayitavya. 
8 1 .  vyavadanapa�a. 
82. p,thaktvam. 

83. The third pada of the first Karika runs: silnyata vidyate tu atra 
84. Y . •  loko bhranta; T . •  lokabhranti. 
85. Y., tasyaIJ? vidyamanayam; T .• tad as ti ti. 
86. vikalpa. 
87. hastyakaradayal;!. 
88. maya. 
89. su.nya See Yam . •  p. 1 3 .  n. 2. 
90. abhiitam. 

9 1 .  parikalpyate 'nena va. 
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92. Y., ayam; T., atm. 
93. tatha nasti. 
94. yatha parikalpyate. 
95. Cf. Yam., Alambanaparik¥. JA. 1 929, p.  47: Tib. don, skr. artha; tib. 

yul. skr. vi�aya; nous traduisons ces deux termes par "objet" . 

96. vinirmuktam. 
97. aviSe�e:ga, indiscriminately. 

98. ci tta an d cai tta. 
99. traidhatuka�. 

1 00. saI!lsaranurupah; For this sentence, d. Oberm., IHQ., p. 1 02 l .  
1 0 1 .  vikalpa. 
1 02. arthasattvapratibhasam. 
103. atmavijfiaptipratibhasam. See below p. 1 8 ,  Karika 1. 3. 
1 04. rupadi. 
1 05. ca�urvijfianadi. 
106 .  °bhavena rahitata. 
1 07. Y . •  viviktata; T. rahitata; Cpo Oberm. , op. cit. . p. 1028. 
1 08 .  sarvakalam. 
1 09. atatsvabhavatvat. 
1 1 0. svabhavena. 
1 1 1 .  Y., tad agraha:gam uktam; T., tad graha:gam ayuktam. 

1 1 2.  agantukavara:gopaklilitatvat. See below p. 60 f. 
1 1 3. Y., samanupasyati; T., samyaganupaSyati; Cf. Oberm., op . cit., p. 1 028, 

who r,efers to the Prajna�paramita�sutras and � Bodhisattva�bhi1mi. p. 47, 
where the same sentence appears. 

1 H. yasmin (T., yatra) yan nasti tat tena sunyam. 
1 15. atravasi�tam. 
1 1 6. sat. 
1 1 7. anadhyaropa. 

1 18 .  anapavada. 
1 1 9. yatha bhutam prajanati. Cf. T.; Oberm . •  op. cit.. p. 1 028 : . . . as we 

have it always in the Prajiia-paramita and in the Bodhisattva�bhumi, p. 47. 
1 20. Y., astitva. 
1 2 1 .  aviparitam. 
1 22. tasya sadbhavat. 
1 23. yena Silnyam. 
124. tatra. 
125. sarvahhava. 
1 26. sarvabhava. 
1 27. Y., Silnyas�jfi8.yam asatyam; T. silnyam ity abhave. 
1 28 .  bhavayattatvat. 
1 29. anityatva. 
130. anyena hy anyasya silnyata. 
131 .  Y., prabhasate; T . . prakhyayate. 

132. sarpakara. 
133. maya. 
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1 34. grahanivartanartham; T., reads: grahyagrahaka nirakaraJ?at. ( 71 )  
1 35. prakhyayamana. 
1 36: dvayena siinyam. 
1 37. abhinivesa. 
1 38 .  Y., napi va; T., napi ca. 
1 39 .  Cf. Mel., I, p. 402 where the whole karika is given: na siinyaIJ? napl 

casiiny� tasmat sarvaIJ? vidhlyatel sattvad asattvad sattvac ca madhyama 
pratipac ca sal I no. 3.  Plusieurs mots manquent dans Ie MS .; mais voir 
Madhyamakavrtti, p. 445. See b elow. 

1 40. sarvaIJ? saIJ?skrtam as�skrtaIJ? ca. 
1 4 1 .  Y., vig atadvayatvam; T., dvayavirahitam eveti. Cf.  Oberm.,  op. cit. , 

p. 1 028.  who gives the better reading ° virahitatva. 
1 42. abhiprayata. 
1 43. ni�krta. 
1 ·41. y., ekantapratik�epa; T .• ° pratipa�a. 
1 45. piirvaparaviruddham. 
1 46. apavadasamaropapratisedha. 
1 47. saIJ?skrtam = p aratantrasvabhava. 
1 48. hetupratyayapratibaddhatmalabhad. 
1 49.  as�skrtam ,= pari�pannasvabhava. See b elow p. 26 ff. 
1 50. tannirape�atvat. 
1 5 1 .  Y., abhiitaparikalpatmatvena; T., ° atmakam. 
1 52. grahyagrahakatmana. 
1 53 .  Y., siinyatayas tu sarvam; Y.,  p .  IS ,  n. 4.  "sarvam" ne se trouve pas dans 

Ie tibetain. "sarvam" serait sattvad;  T. omits sarvam, which does not give 
a clear sense. See his n. 1 54 .  

1 54. dharmiriipeJ?a. 
1 55.  dharmatariip,eJ?a. 

1 56. Y., svariipasiinyam; T., svariipatal: siinyam. 
1 57. Y., abhavasaIJ?jiiakena; T., nil:svabhavam iti. 
1 58 .  dharmilJ?am bhiitapratyaveksa. Cf. NirvaJ?a, p. 204, n. 3: His Spirit ( L e. 

of the Buddha) is . . . a living and sympathizing Spirit which distinguishes 
subj ect, obj ect and the separate things of the pluriverse by pratyave�aJ?a
jiiana; Oberm., A.O., XI, p. 1 1 9 :  pratyav�aJ?a-jiiana, the Wisdom of the 
Buddha precisely cognizing all the separate elements of existence. In the 
TriIJ?S. vicara is explained as pratyave�ako manojalpa eva, etc., rendered 
by S. L. as: Ie p arler mental en etat de consideration detaillee qui observe 
ce qui a ete prealablement acquis en disant: C'est cela. On dit done qu'elle 
est I 'etat sub til de rEsprit. ( Trans!.. p .  1 0 1 ) ;  Siddhi, pp. 683, 690. 

1 59.  anulomakrta. 
1 60. See Stael-Holstein, Kasyapaparivarta, § 60. p. 90. 
1 6 1 .  ekantena siinyam. 
1 62. sarvanastitvam. 
1 63.  sarvastitvam. 
1 64. anta. 
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1 65. Y., sattvam eva salla��am; T . •  sall�al,lam abhiitaparikalpo 'sti, which 
does not correspond to the next sentence. 

1 66. sattvena l�yate. 
1 67. sat. 
1 68 .  asattvam. 
1 69. °bhavena. 
1 70. dvayatmana. 
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1 .  Cf. Central Conception, Nirvfu.J.a, Buddhist Logic: " Thing in itself; BL., 1. 
p. 557: The particul ar is the thing " in itself" ,  the universal is ( just as with 
Hegel ) the thing "in the other" ( samanyalak��a ) . Suzuki, Studies, p. 457: 
Individuality, or individual marks which distinguish one class of beings from 
another; for instance, matter has its own characteristics as distinguished from 
mind, and mind from matter and so on. rd.,  Essays, I II ,  p. 226: self-aspect, 
sel f-character, Masuda, Orig.  and Doctr., p.  48: The individual aspects. 
Oberm., A.O.,  XI, p. 1 3 1 :  The particular essence of an element of existence. 

2. samanyam; Cf. Suz., Stud., p .  452; samanyala��a, generality, or those 
marks that are common to all things conditioned, such as impermanence, 
pain, emptiness, and e g olessness. Oberm. , A.O., IX. general essence,  g eneral 
character. BL.. I, p. 557 etc .• Universals. 

3.  visesa. 
4. sarira. 
5. arthasattvatmavijiiaptipratibhasam. 
6. artha. Cf. Siddhi, p.  1 27 :  une chose qui lui ( i.e. Vijiiana) est exterieure. 
7. Y., abhutaparikalpamatrata. 
8.  indriyav�ayavijfianam. 
9. vyavasthitam. 

1 0. pratibhasabhedena. 
1 1 .  Y., tatsattvamatram; T . •  tatsadbhavamatram. 
1 2. svabhava. Cpo T. and Oberm., op. cit . ,  p. 1 02 1 .  
1 3 .  abhiniveSakar�am. 
H. vijfianasvabhava. 
15. sasa.D?-prayogam. Cf. ce., pp . 30, 3 1 ,  36. A. K., V. p.  1 04 ;  I I .  p .  1 53 .  

S e e  below p. 40 ff. 
1 6. pradhanena-grhitam. Cpo T. and Oberm., op. ,  cit. . p. 1 028.  
1 7. °nibandhana, connected with. 
1 8. See n. 15 .  Cf. Tri�:, text. p .  20, trans!. ,  p.  74, J ac. , p.  H. Siddhi, p. 1 43 :  

L'Alayavijiiana, depuis touj ours e t  jusqu'au moment d e  l a  realisation de 
J 'fuSrayaparavrtti. est. d ans taus ses etats ( avastha ) .  assode avec cinq 
Caittas qui sont en effet "universels" a savoir avec sparsa. manaskara. 
Sa.IJ?-jiia et cetana. 

1 9 .  avyakj"ta, non-defined. Cf. Siddhi. p. 1 52 :  vyakrta, defini: on nomme ainsi 
Ie Dharma bon au mauvais parce qu'U produit un fruit agreable au desa� 
greable.  p arce que son espece est plus discern able que celle du Dharma 
non�de£ini: il peut donc etre de£ini. L'Alayavijnana. n' etant ni bon ni 
mauvais; est avyakrta. non-defini. 

20. vipakatva, Cf. Siddhi. p. 1 67: vipakavijiiana. Ie Vijiiana qui est retribution. 
p arce qu'U est Ie fruit de retribution des actes boos et mauvais qui proj ettent 
Ie S a.IJ?-S<'ira. Ce nom convient au huitieme Vijfiana des Prthagj anas. des 
Saints des deux Vehicules. de tous les Bodhisattvas; car chez tous ces etres 
il y a des Dharmas non-de£inis qui sont de retribution. Mais ce nom 
s'arrete a la terre des Tathagatas. ou ne reste plus que du bon. 

2 ! .  Cf. Suz . •  S tud .• Index. [, p. 1 78; T�., text. p.  1 8 , transL. p. 70. Ie Mental 
Passioone. 
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22. Siddhi, p. 265: les Caittas du Manas sont exclusivement nivr1:a-avya!qta 
( A. K., II, p. 3 1 5 ) . etc. Cf. CC., p. 1 02, nivrta = acb:adita = k1�ta. They 
are indifferent for the progress towards Final Deliverance and always 
"obscured" by promotin9 the belief in an existing p ersonality. 

23. KleSa; Cf. TziI1lS., text. p . 23, trans!', p. 80; Siddhi, p. 225: II est accompagne 
de quatre KleSas, de la ' c ategorie souillee-non-defini.e. Siddhi, p. 255. 
See n. 57. 

24. ca�urvijfianadi �atkam. Cf. CC. , pp. 1 0, 1 7, 1 00. Siddhi, p. 289 ff. and 
nn. 42-H. 

25. vijfiaptipratibb:asam: Cf. Tri�.,  text, p. 1 8 ,  riipadi�ayapratyavabb:asa.tvat 
ca�uradivijfianam I!atprakaram api �ayavijfiapti, trans!' pp. 70, 7 1 ,  
Jac. p . 1 1 .  

26. kuSala:kuSalavyalqtam susEll¥prayog am. Cf. Tri�., 8 bcd & 9 ,  text, pp. 24 
& 25, trans!', p. 84, Siddhi, p. 289: Le troisieme pariltama est la perception 
du sextuple objet; bonne, mauvaise, ni l 'une ni l ' autre. Qu, d' apres Hiuan
tsang: Le troisieme est sextuple: il consiste dans la perception d'objet, bonne, 
mauvaise, ni l 'une ni l ' autre. ' Siddhi, p. 296: La perception qui constitue les 
six Vijfianas est assodee avec les Caitasas ( ou Caittas ) universels, spedaux , 
bons, avec les KleSas et Upaklesas. et est susceptible des trois Vedanas. 

27. sahakaripratyayape�ad; The alayavijfiana depends on the other seven forms 
of ( active ) consdousness; viz. the pravrttvijfiana. Cf. Siddhi. p. 459 ,  
sahakarihetu, cause auxiliaire. 

28. samudayasatyasEll¥grhita. Cf. Nirva:t;ta, p. 1 6. 
29. prabhavanti. 
30. The five destinies are the hells, animals, pretas ( ghosts ) , human b eings and 

gods. In Mahayana scriptures often a sixth g ati, viz. of the Asuras is 
mentioned. Cf. A: K., III, pp. 1 1-15. 

3 1 .  viSe�a. 
32. p ari:t;tama. 
33. kuSalaku.saIavyakrtadharma. Of. CC., p. 100 f. 
34. prajayate. 
35. parasparabhinnabhasam. 
36. abhasam; Cf. BL.. II, p. 41 : abhasa = pratibhasa, an idea, or representation 

( of the obj ect ) . See also Coomaraswamy, The Transform. of N ature in 
Art, Ch. VI. 

37. d�a. 
38. prthag arthastitvam. 
39. taimirikasya keSo:t;tdukadivat. Cf. TziI1lS . • p. 1 6, 7, trans! . ,  p. 64. 
40. paratantra. The abhiitaparikaJpa corresponds to the paratantrasvabhava, the 

causally dependent aspect of reality. See below p. 27. 
4 1 .  �tavijfianavastuka. There is a close correspondence between this classifi

cation of the eight forms of consdousness as explained here and the three 
transformations (pari:t;tama) of vijfiana, as set forth in the Tri�. {K. 2 etc. } 
and Siddhi. 

42. Y., riipadibhave:t;ta; T., · vastu. 
43. svarupe:t;ta. 
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+t dhanna!:J. Cf. ce., p. 97 & BL., I, p. 528. See n. 24. 
45. tadakarelfotpannatvat. Cf. BL., I ,  p. 5 1 7 :  akara = abhasa = sarupya. 

Siddhi, pp. 1 24-1 42;  p. 1 24 :  akara signifie "aspect" : Ie sens ici, est "mode", 
"malliere d'etre". L'akara du vijfiana, de tout Vijfiana, est la Vijfiapti, la 
"connaissance" [ ou ' 'I ' action de connaitre" ,  vijfiaptikriya] . Car c' est dans la 
Vijfiapti que Ie Vijnana a son akara, ou maniere d' etre. See below .nn. 62 
and 68. 

46. sattvapratibhasam. 
47. yat paficendriyatvena svaparasantanayo!:J. This sentence is quoted in the 

Siddhi, PP. 138 ,  1 39 :  Sthiramati pense que la Vipakavijnana d'une certaine 
personne se developpe en les organes des autres: "Le Vijfiana apparait 
sembI able aux cinq organes du corps de soi et des autres" .  See also Siddhi, 
p. 237. 

48, Y., sattvakhya, the appearance, aspect of sentient being ;  T. sattvakhyate�u, 
because [ the consciousness] is the abode of exceeding attachment to the five 
sence.-organs, which belong to a sattva, . . . . . .  Cf. A. K., I, p. 1 7  & CC., p. 32 
sattvakhya, Mas., Orig.  & Doctr., p. 50 gives the Sarvastivacia point of 
view: "sentient being" (sattva) is a provisional name (which is applied to) 
the actual continuation ( santana) of upadana (= "the citta and caitasika" 
which hold the sense proper and the sense-organs ) .  See Siddhi pp. 138,  139 
where it .is discussed whether the Vipakavijfiana develops itself into the 
sense-organs of other "personalities" (Sthiramati ) or into the visible bodies 
(Ie "support des organes" ,  indriyasrayayatana) of others (DharmapaJa) . 

49, adhikasaktisthanatvat. 
50. tadabhasam; similar to these [ sense-organs J (? ) ,  Cp o nn. 46, 47, 48. 
5 1 .  atmapratibhasam. 
52. atmamoha. 
53. atma<;!r�ti. 
54. Y., atmatr�lfa; T., atmasneha, which corresponds to Tzir!1S., Karika 6. 
55. asmimana; Tzir!1S., K. 6, atmamana. 
56. atmalambanatvat. 
57. See n. 23 and Siddhi p . 255: 

1. atmamoha: c'est I'Avidya, ainsi nommee parce qu'elle cause illusion 
concernant l'Atman; parce qu'elle fait qu'on ne voit pas Ie non-Atman. 

2. atmadr�ti: c 'est I'Atmagraha (partie de la satkayadr�ti) ,  Ie concept 
d' Atman, par lequel on con�oit co=e Atman des Dharmas qui ne sont 
pas Atman. 

3. atmamana: c'est I 'orgueil qui, s 'appuyant sur I 'Atman suppose, exalte la 
pensee. 

4. atmasneha: c'est I 'amour de soi qui produit un profond attachement pour 
l'Atman. . .  . . . .  Ces quatre sont no=es kleSa, 1 .  parce qu'ils troublent
salllssent la "pensee interieure" (Alayavijfiana) de telle sorte que les 
"Vijfianas exterieurs" (pravr!tivijfiana)  sont toujours "corrompus" ,  
s�ta (sasrava, bons, mauvais, non-definis) ; 2. parce qu'ils font que 
les etres transmigrent et ne peuvent pas s 'echapper. 

58. Y., vijfiaptipratibhasam; T., °pratibhasani. Cf. ce., p. 1 2. 
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59. prakhyanat. 
60. vi�ayagrahakarilpeI,la. 
6 1 .  cat�tayasyakarasya. 
62. 0 anakaratvat. See nn. i5 and 68. 
63. vitathapratibhasatvat. 
64. grahyarilpeI,la. 
65. arthabhave kar3I,lam. 
66. anakara. T . .  s reading of this sentence slightly differs. 
67. vitathapratibhasatvam. 
68. akaro hy aJambanasyanityadirilpeIJ.a grahar,:taprakara. See nn. 11 and 58. 

Cf. Siddhi pp. 291  & 292 : Car Ie sextuple VijI,lana a pour "nature" la  
perception de I 'objet et c 'est par cette meme perception qu'iJ a son "aspect". 
[En d'autres termes: I 'activite du Vijfiana, c'est.:,a.-dire la perception est 
son aspect] ; pp. HI ,  142 :  L'akara ( c'est-a.-dire Ie darsanabhaga, la Vijfiapti 
ou acte de connaissance ) du huitieme Vijfiana etc. Prof. S. Levi (Tri� . •  
transl . •  p. 62. N. I . )  translates akara by "morpheme" (pour attenuer 
autant que possible !'idee d'une representation d'un objet exterieur) and 
refers to A. K., VII. 1 3 :  alambanagrah3I,laprakara. "la fa.;on dont on prend 
I 'objectif". See nn. 45, 62. 

69. anityadirilpeI,la. 
70. anakaratvad agrahakatvad ity arthal).. Things and sentient beings who are 

themselves only transformation of consciousness (See n. 32 ) ,  i.c. of the 
store-consciousness. appear as objects and cannot have for that reason 
"akara" , i.e. , "a mode of perceiving the object of cognition in its character
istics" .  since an object can only be known by a subj ect and not by an 
object itself. Therefore, on the one hand they cannot have an external obj ect, 
on the other hand in their quality of appearance. modification of con
sciousness. they cannot be real external objects. The appearance of the 
consciousness as ego-substance and ideas. I.e. as subject. is an unreal 
appearance since its · objects ( things and sentient beings)  are likewise 
unreal and cannot be applied in this particular instance: to the former two, 
since these appear as objecF. Whereas the subject is unreal and the object 
mere consciousness a real external object cannot exist. 

7 1 .  aIambanasa..rJ?vedanam. Cf. BL.. II, pp. 362f, 385. n. 6. 
72. Y., upalabdhyabhavad anakaral).; T. anaJambana�vam anakaratvam. the 

being without a:kara means the being without an object of cognition. 
73. parasparabhinna..rJ? svarilpam. 
74. atmatiSaya. Cf. T�., text, p. 1 6  II. 25 & 28; transl. ,  p. 66: un surplus 

de sci; Jac . •  p. 6: Zuwachs ihres Wesens. 
75. abhinnarilpam. 
76. niralqtya. 

77. tadvyatirikta. 
78. Y., pratyekatmagrhitam. 
79. Y., cittasantanapratiniyamena; T., °pratiniyatatvat. Cf. Tri� .• p. 34, l. 5, 

trans!., p. 104. Jac. p. 44. A. K . •  II .  p. 1 85 :  "La serie ( sa..rJ?tati = . santana) , 
c'est les �karas du passe. du present et de I 'avenir. en relation de 
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causalite, qui constituent une serie ininterrompue". It replaces the idea of 

personality. See also Siddhi, p. 458. 
80. svabijat, litt. because of its own seed. Cf. Vi�. , p.  5, Kanka 9 and comm., 

trans!., p. 49f., Kitayama, p.  245 , and pp. 4 1 ff. 

8 1 .  bhinnarthasvariipam. T. 's reading of this sentence slightly differs. 
82. aSubhamanasikaradyabhyastal)., For the aSubha-b havana, meditation of the 

horrible, d. A.K.., VI, pp. 1 48-153: L'aSubha est la contemplation de 
l' obj et de la connaissance visuelle (p. 149 ) ; elle est non-desir (p. 152 ) ; elle 
n'a pas pour resultat 1' abandon des p assions, mais seulement l' arret des 
passions, car elle est un acte d' attention portant, non sur la  realite, mais 
sur une representation volontaire; p ortant, non sur la  totalite des choses, 
mais seulement sur une partie du visible du Kamadhatu (p. 1 50 ) ; l '  ascete 
est maitre de 1 ' acte d' attention et considere 1 'univers rempli de squelettes 
(p. 15 1 ) ;  p ar visible il faut entendre couleur et figure . . . . . .  elle  contemple 

Ie  visible comme horrible ' et non pas comme impermanent. See also "The 
Buddhist Meditation", by N. Dutt, IHQ., Xl, pp. 710-740, where ten 
Asubhas are mentioned: The ten asubha ( unpleasant ) obj ects of meditation 
refer to the ten states through which an uncared for corpse passes b efore 
it is completely destroyed. The meditator, as in the case of patI1avi, ( See 
n. 83 ) , tries to convert the corpse into a concept, and then as usual gets 
rid of the five nivaraJ?as or .hindrances to religious life, and induces the 
ecstasies by g radually doing away with vit�a, discursive thoughts, vicara, 
diSCriminatory thoughts, pity, joy and sukha, happy state of mind. 

83. prthivyadilqtsne�u etc. Cf. N. Dutt, op. cit., pp.  7 1 6--719 :  "In the Buddhist 
meditational practices the word "KasiJ?a" (= krtsna) is applied to those 
subjects of meditation which occupy the "entire" mind, and as such does not 
give scope to the rising of any other thought". The author mentions ten 
kasiJ?as, viz. the meditations on earth; water; fire ; wind; blue colour; a spot 
of light; limited space ( i.e. openings in a wall or a window) . 

84. This whole p assage exactly corresponds to V¥., Karim 2-9. See also 
Siddhi p. 137 and Mel., III, p. 1 64. 

85. arthapratibaddhatmalabhasyartham antare�a. 
86. arthasvariipat. 
87. sarvam arthasattvadinirbhasam. 
88. vitathapratibhasatvam. 
89. parikalpyate. 
90. vitathalambanatvad vitathapratibhasatli. 
9 1 .  siddhanta. 
92. vijiiaptyantaraparikalpitenatmana. Cf. Y., p. 1 9, n. 7: V¥., p. 6, 1. 1 9. 

See also Trans! . p. 5 1  and n. 1 ;  Kitayama, pp. 24, 249. 
93. Y., arthasattvavijiianasya; T., arthapratibhasasya. 
94. asat. Cf. Mel . ,  I, p. 402, n. 4: asatya, faux. 
95. vijanati. Cf. Siddhi, p. 292: Us sont nommes vijiiana p arce qu'Us "discernent" 

(paricchid, vijiia) l'ohj et. 

96. Y., vijiiat:rtli; T., vijiiana.I!l tad api, . . . . . .  even the consciousness thereof 

cannot have real existence. 
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97. sarvatha·bhavaprasanga. 
98. vijiianasvabhava. 
99. tadvyatirekeJ;la, to be without that reflection. Cf. BL. II, p. 2 1 5, N. 1 . 

1 00. tadbhinnasvabhave sati. 
1 0 1 .  s adbhava. 
1 02 .  siddham. 
1 03 .  astitva. 
1 04:. abhava. 
1 05. Y., na tatha (�bhavat) . 
1 06.  Y.,  (na) sarvathabhavat (el. Mel., I, p. 402, n. 5 ) .  T. reads: "na tatha 

sarvathabhavah" , changing the abl. °bhavat into the Nom. ° bhavah. This 
he thinks to be clear from the fourth and fifth lines of his text-edition 
(p. 1 8 ) :  tatha na bhavati sarvathabhavo'pi na bhavatiti (n. 1 97 ) . Yam. 
however reads: na tathastitvan na ca sarvatha nastitvat The purpose of 
this Karika is to explain that the vijiiana has the nature of the 
abhiitaparikalpa, so there is no need of the change mentioned above. 

1 07. See above p. 2 1 .  
1 08 .  sarvasya siinyatvat. 
109. vijfiaptyantaraparikalpitena ctitmana. See above p. 22 and n. 92;  p. 27. 
1 1 0. bhrantimatra. 
1 1 1 .  Y.,  atmatvenabhava; T., svayam asad api. 
1 1 2. Y., na tu yad akareJ;la pratibhasate sa bhrantir; T., omits na tu, in my 

opinion rightly. Y. ' s  reading must be understood in the sense of: na tv 
abhavo etc. 

1 13 .  bhrantivijiianasya sadbhavat. Cf. Mel. , I, p. 402, n.  5.: vijiiana d'illusion. 
1 1 4. Y. ,  kalpayitum; T., parik�itum. 
1 1 5.  Y .. astitvam; T., sadbhava. 
1 1 6. sarvavijfi:ana�ayatikrantatvat. 
1 1 7. Y., tatk�epat; T., tatk�ayat. Cf. Mel., I, p. 402, n. 5. 
1 1 8 .  saIJ?klesavyavadanap�asamarthyat. 
1 1 9.  mo�a. 
1 20. parabhipraya. 
1 2 1 . yatha prakhyati. 
1 22. aparik�iJ;la. 
1 23. ° apavadad�ah. 
1 24. Y., bhrantir udbhasitapi; T. , paSvadeh pratibhasa, the appearance as cattle 

etc. i.e., the phenomenal, ( illusory) world. 
1 25. nitya. 
1 26. paramarthatah. 
1 27. mo�arthina� yatna�. 
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1. sa.I¥graha means here the mutual relation of the three Aspects of Reality 
such as they are united in the Constructive Ideation. See below. In a more 
.detailed manner they are explained in the third chapter of the MVT. In 
that chapter the relation of the three Aspects of Reality to the ten forms of 
Reality ( tattva) is set forth. Cf. Yam. 's edition, pp. 1 1 0--1 65 and in 
particular "Mulatattvam", pp. 1 1 1-1 1 3. See also Siddhi, pp. 540, 54L 

2. Y., sa.I?graha eva I��am; T., sa.I?grahasyaiva I��, it is the 
characteristic of union. 

3. yena I�yate. 
4. Cf. Tri�.,  Karikas 20--25; Lank. S.,  II, Nanjio. pp. 1 30 ff., Suz., trans!., 

pp. 1 1 2 ff., Stud., pp. 1 57-1 62;  Siddhi, p.  5 1 4, bibliography. 
5. svabhava, nature. Cf., Oberm., IHQ., IX, p.  1 022. 
6. T. reads abhutaparikalpamatra�aya, there is only the Constructive Ideation, 

[in its quality 1 of "abode" [ of the three Aspects of Reality 1 (7 ) . 
7. kalpita. 
8. paratantra. 
9. parini1!panna. 

1 0. arthat; Mel., I, p. 402, 6: arthatas. 
1 1 . abhUtakalpat; Me!., id., °kalpatvat. 
12 .  dvayabhavat. Cf. Yam., p. 1 1 6  where the same Karika is quoted. 
13 .  abhilta. 

1 4. svabhavaSUnyatvat 
1 5. Y., astitvena; T., astiti. 
1 6. dravyato sat. 
1 7. vyavaharatas. Cf. Suz., Stud., p .  444: In conformity to the wordly way 

of thinking. 
1 8. hetupratyayapratibaddhajanmakatvat. 
19 .  Y., akalpital). ( See p. 274 of his edition) ; T., kalpita�. From the words 

"anabhilapyaS ca sarvatha", absolutely inexpressible, it is clear hat the 
pure Paratantra, Le. the Absolute Aspect of Reality such as it is revealed 
in its causally dependent aspect, is meant here. Therefore, it cannot be 
"Kalpita", imputed, constructed, since it would not be different 
from the Parikalpitasvabhava, the Imputed Aspect of Existence. In the 
Tri�., Karika 21 a b, it is said: paratantrasvabhavas tu vikalpa 
pratyayodbhaval)., Siddhi, p. 526: Le Paratantra, c'est Ie vikalpa qui, en 
effet, nait des causes. In this particular instance however, we may not 
confuse vikalpa and kalpita. The former here means: "thought", i.e. the 
citta and the caittas, the mind and the mental phenomena; the latter, the 
constructed or imagined world of phenomena (subj ect and object) ,  which 
has no real, independent existence. Cf. Siddhi, pp. 526 ff. 
For vikalpa and p arikalpa, "pensee et imagination", see Siddhi p. 5 1 6. 

20. suddhalaukikagocara. CE. T., n. 2 1 7: "For suddhalaukika see suddhalaukika
jiianagamyatvat in T�., p. 40; ( !. 24., Trans!., p. 1 1 7, Jac., p. 56) ; 
Gaudapadakarika, IV, 87." Cf. Suz. Stud., p. 397: gocara, a fi eld for action, 
an object of sense, a general mental attitude one assumes towards the 
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external world, or better a spiritual atmosphere in which one's  'being is 
enveloped. 

2 1 .  dvayarahitata. Cf. IHQ.,  IX, p. 1 022. T�. ,  Karika 21 cd, text, pp. 39, 40; 
Siddhi, pp. 527, 528 : Le P arini�panna, c'est la perpetuelle privation de 
Parikalpita du Paratantra. T., n. 2 1 9. 

22.  asan;tskrtatvat. Cf. Siddhi, pp. 534 H. 
23. nirvikaratvena. Cf. Tri�. ,  Text, p. 40, 1. 1 , trans1. ,  p. 1 1 5, 1 1 6 :  

avikaraparini�pattya sa p arin�panna. Ell e  est  absolue, parce qu'elle est 
absolument sans changement. 

24. atyantaSiinyata. 
25. avikalpajfianagocara. Cpo n. 2 1 .  and Oberm., Doctr. etc., A. 0., XI,  pp . 94, 

95: "The elements in their causally dependent aspect, being viewed as devoid 
of all that is ascribed to them by constructive thought, appear as unique 
and undifferentiated, and as representing thus the Absolute Reality." 
avikalpajfiana here means nirvikapaljfiana. i=ediate direct knowledge of 
which the obj ect is the Tathata or the Parini�panna. Cf. Siddhi pp.  529, 530. 

26. Y., arthatas. See Karika I, 5 and n. 1 0. 
27. Y., asat.; T., parikalpitasvabhavo 'bhavasyeti ( 77 ) .  
28.  Y., akalpita. Th e  Paratantra i s  contingent reality, not imagined, imputed. 
29. vikalpo hi vikalpantarakalpitaQ.; T. 's reading differs : vikalpaS cavikalpaS 

ca etc. ,  and the discriminative thought and the negation of discriminative 
thought ( 7 )  is constructed by other discriminative thought. The meaning 
of this verse is not very clear, unless we take vikalpa here in the sense of 
parikalpa. Cf. Tri� . ,  Karika 20: Yena yena vikalpena yad yad vastu 
vikalpyate-l parikalpita evasau svabhavo na sa vidyate// Siddhi, p. 5 1 5: 
Telles et telles choses sont  imaginees ( conc;:ues d'une maniere imaginaire ) 
par tels  et tcis imaginants: [le mode SOllS lequel elles sont conc;:ues]  c'est 
l eur nature imaginaire, qui n'existe pas. See the explanation of this verse 
by HiuaIY Tsang and Nanda. (p. 5 1 7) . See also p.  529 f.: Le Vikalpa n'est 
pas vide de Vikalpa; il est une succession de Vikalpas qui s ' engendrent les 
uns les autres telle une cascade de reflets, d'echos, de mayas. Les Vikalpas 
existent vraiment: mais ils sont faux, sont des abhiitaparikalpas, puisque 
tous sont, de leur nature meme "informes" (par I e  Parikalpita ou) par 1a 
notion d'objet et de sujet. 

30. svabhavo nasti. 
3 1 .  tantryate. 
32. hetupratyaya. 
33. T., n. 225: Tri� . ,  text, p.  39, 1. 26. Cf. Transl., p. 1 1 5,  Jac. p. 55. 
34. abhava = non-existence. 
35. parini�pannatvat, ommitted by T. 
36. nirvikarapari�attyaviparitaparini�pattya. Cpo n. 23. Cf. Siddhi, p. 527 

where two kinds of Parini�panna are mentioned: Le P arini�panna, c'est la  
nature complete, achevee, reelle des Dharmas . . . . . . .  Est  'aussi P. Ie  "con
ditionne pur" ( anasrava san;tsk!ia) ,  c' est..a-dire la pensee en effet est vraie
reelle,  etant exempte de meprise (aviparita) .  

37. Cpo n. 2 1 .  
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38. dvayasyabhavamatram. 
39. prakhyanat. 
iO. °rlipe�a. 
4 1 .  s�grhita. 
i2. Y. ,prahatavy� parijiiliya; T., . . . . . .  parihaya, having removed what has to 

be removed ( 7 ) . 
i3 . vastu. 
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1 .  aparijiiata. See p. 10 ff. 
2. kleSakarmajanmasa.IJ?klesa; Cf. Siddhi. p. 480 ft. ;  7 1 8 :  Les fous se me� 

prennent sur l 'artha. produisent KleSa et Karman. tournent dans Ie SaI¥� 
sara. et ne s ' efforcent pas d 'obtenir la deliverance pour lei consideration 
du Citta. Bu�Ston. I. p.  9 and nn. 53�56. See p . 46 H. 

3.  upalab� samasritya. Cf. T . • n. 230 and Mel. I. p .  403. where readings 
of the entire karika are given. In a note Prof. d.l. V.P. gives an inter� 
pretation which I translate here: "Resulting from the cognition of the 
vijiiaptimatra a negation (non�perception) of objects ( �aya) follows; 
resulting from the negation of obj ects. the n-egation of the vijiiaptimatra 
follows". See below. 

4. Y.. upala�yate; T. ' s  reading slightly differs: "This [ characteristic of 
non�beingl is the characteristic of the Constructive Ideation; or rather it 
is in the Constructive Ideation".  This might be the better reading since in 
the first Karika (Yam. ) it has been said that the Constructive Ideation 
exists. is real. Only its content. the illusory appearance as subj ect and 
obj ect has no real independent existence. 

5 .  asattvam. 
6. avabodha. 
7. kuSala. 
8. niSrayaviS�a. 
9.  pratibodhaprayoga. 

1 0. sarvatragartha 
1 1 .  vijiiaptimatra. 
1 2. arthanupalabdhi. 
1 3. alambana and artha = vi�aya. For the difference between the v�ayas and 

the alambanas d. CC . •  pp. 59. n. 1 and p. 97. The former are the five 
varieties of. sense�obj ects ( colour. sound. odeur. taste. tangibles ) and mental 
obj ects. with regard to the six indriyas. the organs of sense and con� 
sdousness; the latter are the same. but now with regard to six categories of 
consciousn·ess. 

1 4  pravartate. 
1 5. svabijaparipakat. by reason of the ripening of its own .seeds. 
1 6. grahaka. In a previous chapter (See pp. 18 f. ) it has been explained that the 

alayavijfiana appears as things ( artha) and sentient beings ( sattva ) . These. 
although appearing as object have no objective reality of their own. The 
�tam man as and the six categories of consciousness appear as sub}ect. 
i.e. as ego�substance ( atma)  and ideas (vijfiapti) . It has been said here 
that resulting from the cognition of the vijiiaptimatra. the  non�perception 
( i. e. the negation) of external objects follows. Apparently by "vijiiapti� 

matra" Sthiramati means the six categories of consciousness ( and the 
�tam manas?) . The word "pravartate" ( see n. 1 4 )  indicates that the 
pravrttivijiiana ( i.e. vijiiana 1 �7. see below pp. 42 f.) is meant here. Yam. 
in his Japanese trans!. says that acc. to Hiuan�Tsang and DharmapaIa 
the alaya�vijnana is meant. Cf. in this respect the verses �6 & 37 of 
Vasubandhu's TrisvabhavanirdeSa. quoted. by T. in n. 230 in which all 
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phenomena are reduced to "cittamatra" ,  mind�only. The seeming admittance 
of the real existence of a subject by Sthiramati only forms pa:rt of the 
methodical and dialectical argumentation tha t  no external reality exists. 
In the second part of the Karika, also the subject will be denied in so far 
as its obj ective reality is concerned. Real is only the Dharmadhatu, the 
Ultimate Essence of the elements of existence, which transcends both sub
j ect and object. 

1 7. utpadyamanam utpanna:qI va. 
18 .  �ayam alambeta. 
1 9. Cp, T.: In this respect there is no perception of objects by the arising 

[ vijiiana ] .  because it does not exist [yet J .  
20. vi�ayapratibhasamanotpannatvat. Similar argumentations we find in Tri:qIS., 

text, p .  17 and Nirv.fu.1a, p. 1 73 if. 

2 1 .  kriya. 
22. vyapara Cf. Nirva�a, p. 1 67 ff. 
23. alambana. 
24. Cpo T. vartamanair eva vijnanair vyaparo. See n. 1 6. 
25. alambanapratyaya. Four conditions cooperate to produce visual or other 

forms of consciousness or sensation. 
1 )  hetupratyaya. The condition in the quality of cause. It includes all the 

sa:qIskrta dharma, all the conditioned elements of existence, represented 
by the store�consciousness with its good, bad and indifferent sub� 
conscious potentialities (bija )  of future phenomenal existence and by 
the seven forms of active consciousness which leave the traces ( vas ana ) 
of their activity behind in the store�consciousness. ( S ee p. 42 ff. ) 

2) samanantarapratyaya. The condition in the quality of preceding moment 
of consciousness. "It represents the immediately preceding moment in the 
stream of thought and is thus intended to replace the Ego or the inherant 
cause of the Vai.Se�ikas." (BL., 1. p. 138 . )  

3 )  alambanapratyaya. The condition of the mind and the mental phenomena 
in the quality of obj ect. "La chose qui existe, sur laquelle s 'appuient la 
pensee et les mentaux, qui est connue par la pensee et les mentaux qui 
naissent sembI abIes ';1 elle." ( Siddhi, p. 444. )  

4 )  adhipatipratyaya. "The efficient, decisive or "ruling"  condition, is the 
cause which settles the character of the result, e. g . ,  the organ of vision 
in regard of visual s ensation." (BL., I, p. 139 )  The six internal bases 
of cognition ( the eye etc. ) are meant here. Cf. A. K., II, p. 299 ff; 
Siddhi, p. 227 ff., p. 436 ff. Nirva�a, pp. 1 64 ff. 

26. Y., vijnanotpadaka; T. utpatti. 
27. Y., ��abheda (see Y., p. 274) ; T. ��abhaiIga. For the impermanence 

of the elements, d. Siddhi, p .  1 56 ff. and Ce., p .  37 ff; Prasannapacia. 
Bib!. Buddh. ,  IV, p. 4: tatra niruddhir nirodha.! ��abhanga oirodha ity 
ucyateN Dasgupta. Hist. of Ind. Phil. ,  pp. 1 63 f .  BL . •  I, p. 79 ff. 

28. atmatiSaya; Cf. BL.. I, pp. 513 ,  514 :  It is incomprehensible namely that 
knowledge should abandon its residence, travel towards the external material 
thing, seize its form and return home with this booty - as the realists 
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assume. See also supra, p. 36. 
29. utpannam aIambanam. 
30. dacianad anyad. 
3 1 .  anyatas. The meaning of this sentence is not very clear. 
32. nirudhyamano'rtha, This is a refutation of the VaiS�ika point of view. 

Cf. Vin?S., transl. p. 5 1 ,  n, 2: Dans ce systeme l es Atomes Wtimes sont 
impercepttbles, des especes de points geometriques, indefiniment petits, et 
con�us comme spheriques; on ne -peut d'ailleurs que les inferer. Ils sont 
eternels. Ils se groupent entre eux pour former des combinaisons imperma_ 
nentes en nombre -variable. C' est seulement a partir de trois atomes groupes 
que nait ! ' impression de grandeur et de longueur. See also Randle, Indian 
Logic etc. pp. 86 ff. Siddhi, p. 26 ff. 

33, See n. 25. 
34. svakarapratibha:savijiiana, the consciousness appears in the aspect of the 

objective condition. 
35. p aramfu;lu. 
36. samilha. 
37. W1hen the consciousness perceives a thing, it takes the aspect of that thing. 

The consciousness however never perceives the atoms which constitute this 
thing and therefore cannot take the aspect of these atoms. 

38. Y., vyatirekatas. 
39. vyatiriktam. T:s reading of this sentence slightly differs. And the conscious

ness (which appears ) in the aspect of a thing (litt., arthantara, another 
thing ) has no object of cognition which is different from ( this aspect. Hence 
it cannot perceive atoms on the one hand and take the aspect of a different 
thing on the other hand) . 

40. aIambanatvaprasanga, Every visual sensation requires its objective condition. 
The eye is adhipatipratyaya not alambanapratyaya. If  the l atter should 
be different from the visual sensation for which it is responsible, the eye 
itself would be the alambanapratyaya and this is absurd. See n. 25. 

4 1 .  s amudita. 
42. pratyekam. C£. Siddhi, p .  44: L'objet de la connaissance est les paramfu;lus, 

p ratyekam, theorie Sarvastivadin. 
43. samudaya. 

44. Y., jiianam (see p. 274 of his edition) ; T. vijiianam. 
45. karalfatvasambhavat. Cf. BL, I, p_ 519. 
46. p rajiiaptisatal:l. 
47. See above nn. 25 & 32. 
48. Y.,alambanam; T., aIambanapratyaya, objective condition. 
49. Y., nirodhatvam; T. niruddha eva, in s omething which is disappearing ,  

ceasing. 
50. See for this atomistic theory and its refutation, Vasubandhu, ViJ:!LS., text, 

pp. 6-8, Tl'iI¢. ,  text, p. 1 6; Digmiga, Alambana Pari�, translated by 
Prof. Yamaguchi and Henriette Meyer, JA., 1 929, and discussed in BL., I, 
p. 5 1 8  ff; A. K., III, p. 213, Dasgupta, Hist. of Ind. Philos., lI, pp. 20 f. 

5 1 .  nimitta. Suz. Stud. appearance. d. p. 1 56 :  "by Appearances are meant 
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qualities belonging to sense�objects such as visiual, olfactory, etc. 
52. arthapratibimbam, Suz. Stud., image. 
53. See for the viprayuktasaI¥skaras, Masuda, Origin and Doctrines etc., As. 

Maj .  II, p. 29; A. K., II ,  pp. 1 78-244; Siddhi, pp. 53-7 1 ;  Siddhi p. 53 : 
"Les cittaviprayuktasaI¥skaras sont des Dharmas qui n' appartiennent pas a 
la categ orie du Rupa, n' etant p as couleur, etc., qui n' appartiennent pas a 
la categorie du citta, n 'etant ni p ensee ni associes 3 la p ense. - Les 
Theravadins, les Sautrantikas, Harivarman ne connaissent ou ne recon
naisent pas cette categories" .  and n. 2: "Les viprayuktas ( cittaviprayuk
tasa�sk:aras ) ne sont pas, co=e Ie Rupa, un developp ement (pariI,lama ) 
de Pensee-et-Mentaux ( cittacaitta) , mais bien de simples designations de 
certaines aspects ou etats de rupa-citta-caitta. - Non seulement ils ne sont 
pas "3 part" du citta ( comme les Asa�skrtas, voir p. 72, n, 2 ) , on doit dire 
qu'ils ne sont pas "differents" ,  "distincts" de rupa-citta-caitta". 

54. Y., nirodha; T., pra�edha ( 6 ) . See above, p. 3D, n. 27. 
55. arthapratibhasatvat. 
56. viprayuktasaI¥skaratmakam. For, from this it follows that the image is 

vijIiana, and therefore mental. See in this respect, Siddhi pp. 8 ff. "Develop
pement du vijIiana. " 

57. arthakaram. 
58. grahyagrahakaniyama. Cf. Siddhi, p. 458. 
59. See above p. 22, n. 82. 
60, apratigha� rupam. C£. Sidhi p.  47: "Du Rupa apratigha on peut dire que, 

etant Rupa comme Ie sapratigha, il n '  est pas une chose reelle, ou encore que, 
etant apratigha, il ne peut p as etre Rupa. Nous avons constate que Ie Rupa 
sapratigha, qui se manifeste avec les caracteres de Rupa (materialite, dirions
nous, figure, couleur, etc, ) ne peut etre reg arde co=e une realite 3 part 
du vijfiana. A plus forte raison Ie Rupa apratigha, qui ne presente pas ces 
caracteres, n'est pas plus un reel Dharma de Rupa que la pensee et les 
mentaux", A. K., I, p, 53: "On appelle sapratigha ce en quoi et 3 regard 
de quoi la connaissance (manas ) peut etre empechee de naitre par un 
( corps)  etrang er; apratigha, roppose".  

61.  manomatravUiayatvam. 
62. vap?-�sthanadi. Cf. ce., p, 1 1 , 
63. Cf. CC. pp. 7 & 99: Among the physical elements there is one called avijIiapti 

which broadly corresponds to what we might call the moral character of a 
person: for some special reasons it is entered by the S arvastivadins in their 
physical class ( rupa ) but other schools include it in mind. See also A. K., I, 
p. 20; IV, p.  3 and Siddhi, p.  50. 

M. kalp.anamatram. Cf. BL., I, p. 555, Index. 
65. anubhUtartham. Cf. Vi..rJ?IS., text, p. 9,  1.1.; Kitay. p. 260. 
66. jatyandha. 
67. T. omits the first "na"; he reads: "For, one who is blind from birth does 

not perceive blue and other colours in his dreams". This must be a mistake, 
since the argument adduced here, has exactly been stated in the previous 
sentence. 
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68. avyutpannas�etatvat. CE. BL. II. pp. 1 65. 263 ff. 
69. Cf. BL.. II. p. 264. n. 1 1 :  The usual example is the impossibility to convey 

by words the knowledge of colours to the blind. But. Cf. T. n. 262: For 
ac�te Tib. akhyatum saknoti. 

70. parikalpamatram. 
71 .  nlScaya. 
72. atitasyabhavat. Cf. Nirvfu;la. p. 1 15 ;  Ce.. pp. 42 & 76 ff. ; Masuda. Origin 

etc .• p. 3 1 . BL.. I . p. 84 ff. This is in p articular the Madhyamika point 
of view. 

73. nirviliaYaql vijiianam. 
74. arthabhasam. 

75. bhavyate. Cf. Mel.. III .  pp. 239. 24 1 .  
76. Y . •  vijiiaptimatratvenopalambhat. 
77. anupalabdhi. a "judgment of non�perception". Cf. BL.. 1. pp. 363 ff & 555. 
78. Y., v4aya; T . •  artha. 
79. abhava. non�existence. 
80. manograhya; Cf. Yam., p. 26, n. 3: "mana" n'  est p as traduit dans Ie tibetain. 
8 1 .  g rahakatvam. 
82. grahyatvape!a?aya. 
83.  See Y .• Karika 1. 
84. Y., upalabhyartha; T. alambaniyartha. 
85. Y., alambanasvabhavavinasat.; T., alambanarupasya vastuno vini'iSat. 
86. Y., bhvavapavadam; T . •  vastu�. 
87. Y., p arasparanirape!a?atvat. 
88. kalpas�hyeya: A. K. III ,  pp. 1 81 ff.; 1 83 ff.; iv, p. 224; Siddhi pp. 73 1-

733; H. Dayal, Bodhisattva Doctrine. p.  77 ff.; J. Rahder, DaSabhUmika
sutra, p. XV; Obermiller, B�ston, History of Buddhism I, pp. 1 1 9  ff.; 
Id. Doctrine of Prajfia�paramita, e tc. A. 0., XI, pp. 60, 61: " As regards 
the time which is considered to be necessary for the attainment of Buddha� 
hood, there are two different theories which are to be met with in the 
different texts. According to one, the whole Path of the Bodhisattva is 
considered to have the duration of three immeasurable periods of awns. 
The first of these is considered to last from the beginning of the Path of 
Accumulating Merit, the second from the first stage up to the seventh, and 
the third from the eighth stage till the tenth. According to the other theory 
one "immeasurable period" includes the Path of Accumulating Merit, 
another the Degrees of Heat and of the Climax ( Il.'!magata and murdhagata ) 
in the Path of Training, and a third one - those of Steadfastness (k¥nti ) 
and of Highest Mundane Virtues (Iaukika�agra�dharma ) . Thereafter, on 
each of the ten stages, the Bodhisattva is considered to abide during three 
such periods. so that the whole course of training and the process of 
accumulating virtue and wisdom is considered to have the duration of 33 
immeasurable p eriods of reons" . For · ·Il.'!magata",  "murdha" , etc. See 
A. K VI, pp. 163 ff.; Obermiller, Doctr. etc. A. 0 . •  XI , pp. 20 ff.; 35 ff. 
e tc. Masuda As. Maj. ,  I I, pp. 25 ff. nn. 2 & 3 .  

89. sambhar�u nirantaram. 
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90.  grahyagrahakavikalpati� jfianabhilmim. Cf .  Oberm., A. 0.,  XI,  p. 84. 
9 1 .  saparivara� samadhH.l. Samadhi avec vitarka et  vicara, Cpo A. K. VIII, 

p. 1 82 f. Nirvfu:\a, pp. 6-9 etc. 
92. prathamasvabhava. 
93 . lokottaramarg a. The Path of the A.rya, the Saint. Cf. A. O. Xl, pp. 1 6, 

1 7  & 36. A detailed exposition of the Path we find in MVT., V. 
94. bhavana. 
95. Y., bhavayan ,  See p. 274 of his edition. 
96. prajfiadisahita�. 
97. darsanamarga. 
98. prathamam bhilmim. 
99. sarvatragadharmadhatu. 

1 00. tattvamanaskara. 
10 1 .  adhimuktimanaskara. 
1 02. apramaJ?a. Cf. A. K., VII, pp. 196-203 : 

p. 196: Quatre ApramaJ?as ou Immesurables. Bienveillance, maitri, pitie, 
karllJ?a, j oie, mudita, indifference, upe�. On les nomme Apramfu:!as parce 
qu'ils s 'ap pliquent 'it un nombre d'etres immesurable,  tirent a. leur suite un 
merite immesurable ( fruit d' ecoulement) ,  produisent des fruits ( de retribu
tion ) immesurables. P arce qu'ils 's'opposent a J 'hostilite, etc. 
p. 200: Pas d' abandon ( des p assions, k1eSa)  p ar les Apramfu:\as. Car les 
Apramfu:!as ont pour terre, au lieu de leur production, les dhyanas fon
damentaux; car ils comportent un "jugement" (manasikara) arbitraire ou 
volontaire ( adhimukti ) ,  non p as un jugement exact ( tattvamanasikara ) ;  car 
i1s ont p our objet les etres vivants (sattva ) ,  non p as les caracteres generaux 
des choses. 
II. 325. adhimuktimanaskara. Cet acte d' attention ne porte p as, . . . . . .  sur ce 
qui est (bhUtartbe ) ;  iI p rocede de J'adhimukti, c·est-a.-dire de ! 'imagination 
constructive; il preside aux contemplations d'aSubha, des apramfu:\as, des 
vimok¥s, etc. See also p. 22, nn. 82 & 83. 

1 03 .  tat�, see below. n. 107, 
1 04. siddha. 
1 05. nopalabdhisvabhavata. 
106.  pratyatmavedyatvat, Cf. Oberm., A. 0., XI, pp. 32,  1 1 9. 
1 07. See n. 1 03 :  Hence, the meaning of the Karika is: Because there is no per

ception if there is no external obj ect of perception, (upalabhyartba) it is an 
ultimate fact that perception has a real nature of non-perception. 

t08. bhavakartrkar3J?a. 
1 09. anyatamat parikalpyeta. 

1 1 0. Y., reads: etat tritayam api abhavad na yujyate; T. karmabhavad . . . . . . . . .  , 
because of the non-existence of karma, object. Cf. BL., II ,  p. 389: 
"Is it not bad logic to assume the i=anent existence in one real entity of 
the relations of object, subj ect and instrument ( or process of cognition) ?" 
and n. of: tasminn eva karma-kartr-kar3J?a-bhavo na yujyate etc. See also 
p. 390. 

1 1 1 . samata. 
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1 1 2. nopalambha. 
1 1 3 .  tulyata. 
1 14. Y., asattvad avise�atal:; T., vi.Se�haviH. 
1 15. Y., upalabdhi; T. anupalabdhi, non--perception Cf. n. 287 of his edition: 

" This sentence is also in n. 2-3 of the MS. In both the places in Vasu
bandhu and Sthiramati 's texts we read upalabdhih and not anupalabdhih". 

It is not clear why T. should read anupalabdhi, as this does not fit into 

the context of the next sentence. 
1 1 6. abhiitartha. 
1 1 7. paramarthatas. 

1 1 8. Y., la�aJ?atulyatv.at; T., samalala�aJ?atvat. 
1 1 9. sarpabhrantyanupalabdhivat. Cf. BL., II, pp. 403 f. 
1 20. grahakabhavavi.S�t. 
1 2 1 .  sa.maropapavadapratipa�eJ?a. 

1 22. Y., upalabdhisvariipatvenabhavat. 
1 23 .  Y., svariipeJ?a. 
1 24. nirvikalpataya. 

1 25. pratyatmasamata. Cf. A. 0., XI. p. 1 1 9 ;  Suz. Stud., pp. 42 1 ff. 
1 26. This is a quotation from the AbhisamayalailkaraprajfiaparamitopadeSa

sastra, Bib. Bud., V, 2 1 .  Cf. T. n. 292, who gives many references; See 
Oberm., Uttaratantra, trans!', A. 0., IX, p. 235; id. Doctr. of Prajfia
paramita, etc., A. 0., Xl, p.  99: "Here there is absolutley nothing that is 
to be removed ( from the unique Essence of EXistence) ,  and nothing that 

could be added ( to it) , etc.; p .  1 1 8 :  "Ref. to Nirva�a which is not some
thing to be produced anew", 
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1. kamadhatu. 
2. riipadhatu. 
3. ariipyadhatu. 
4. Cf. T .• n. 294: Vasubandhu says tatra abhiitaparikalpasyaiva prabhedalak-

-,?�a� khyapayati. 
5. ayogat. 
6. aryapudg aladibheda. 
7. vip�apratipak�abhedat. This corresponds to the statement of p. 24 ff. 

where it has been said that the bhrantivijfiana is needed in order to acquire 
deliverance. The differentiation of the three Dhatus forms the content of 
the bhrantivijfiana. The corresponding differentiation of the ordinary wordly 
beings and S aints denotes the stages of the P ath of Final Deliverance. 

8. vitarka. Cf. A. K.. II. pp. 1 73-176; BL. II. p. 20. 2 1 ;  Ce.. pp. 1 04-105. 
9. vicara. T:s reading slightly differs. 

1 0. Y., abhiitaparikalpas tu cittacaittas tridhatuka�. T. reads abhUtaparikalpa!;t 
This karika is quoted in the Tri�. Cf. the text. pp. 35 & 39 ( tri & 
traidhatuka!;t ) ;  transl. pp. 1 06 & 1 15; Siddhi p. 516 :  "Tout Citta-Caitta des 
trois Dhatus. c'est-a.-dire tout Citta-Caitta impur est imagination d'irreel 
( ou fausse imagination ) " .  (Cp. Siddhi pp. 4 1 6. 4 1 7  & 523 ) .  See also 
Lankavatara Sutra. Sagathakam 459, ed., Nanjio. pp. 322. 323; transl. 
Suz. p. 260: citt� vikalpo vijfiaptir mano vijiianam eva cal aJay� 
tribhava.s c�ta ete cittasya paryaya!;t/I. The Citta. discrimination, thought
construction, Manas. Vij:ii.ana. the Alaya. all that which sets the triple world 
in motion. are synonyms of Mind; Da.sabhumikasutra. ed., J. Rahder, p. 49. 
E: cittamatra� idam yad id� traidhatukam. 

1 1 .  riipam. 
12 .  bhutani bhautikam ca. Cf. Ce. . p.  36: "The division of the elements of 

matter into primary and secondary (bhuta and bhautika ) and of the mental 
elements into fundamental and derivative ( citta and caitta)  approaches very 
nearly the relation of substance and quality. The secondary are supported 
( asrita )  by the primary. and this connexion is inseparable; the one cannot 
appear without the other. In the Buddhist interpretation they are. neverthe
less. separate elements al though linked together by the laws of causation," 
etc. 

13. tridhatukasvabhaval;t. 
14 .  avacara. 
1 5. Narakadyakara �ati prakara!;t. It is the consciousness itself which appears 

as Naraka. etc. Therefore the word "akara" has been used here. 
16. Cf. Masuda. Origin and Doctrines. p. 43 . n. 1, who mentions only 1 0  

aspects o f  the Kamadhatu. instead o f  the twenty. mentioned here. See also 
A. K.. III .  

1 7. kamarag a. Cf.  A. K., VIII,  p.  1 97. 
1 8. Y . •  avibhutariipyas�jna!;t; T . .  avidhiita (1) Cf. A. K., VII ,  p.  204: 

vibhiitatiipas�j:ii.a, qui a fait disparaitre la notion du tiipa. 
19. anu.sayita. 
20. Y . •  satatavi�epa�; T., nity� vi�iptal;t. 
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2 1 .  Y. asrayabhuta!:J; T . •  avasthita):. have become the cause of. 
22. caitasikadul:Jkha. Cf. CC . •  p. 18 ff. 
23. sa.m.ahita):. 
21. sukha. 
25. g andharasatadvij:ii.anabhasa):. 
26. paficada.sadhatvabhasa):. Cf. ce . .  p. 97. 
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1 .  pravrttatvat. 
2. kaipallii. 
3. svabhavavi.S�a. 
4. abhutaparikajpyavastu; T . • n. 3 13 :  Tib. abhutaparikalpa for parikalpya. 
5. dr�ti. 
6. svarlipa. 
7. Cf. Ce. p. 6 and passim. 
8. vastusvarlipamatropalabdhi. 
9.  vedana. 

1 0. vi.S�arup�a. Cf. A. K. II .  p. 1 77: "La connaissance (vijfiana )  discerne 
l ' objet bleu. etc.; la sensation Ie sent agreablement. etc.; la notion en saisit 
la caracteristique. etc. - Ou bien: la connaissance per�oit l' object, d'une 
maniere generaie, en tant que perceptible, les mentaux Ie per�oivent dans 
ses caracteres speciaux (vi.S�arupeI?-a ) ;  la sensation en tant que susceptible 
d'etre senti agreablement; Ja  notion en tant que susceptible d'etre defini, etc." 

1 1 .  ahladakaparitapakatvavi.S�a. Cf. Siddhi, p. 145 :  "L'Abhidharmasamuccaya 
(Nanjio, 1 1 99 ) enseigne que Ie Sparsa est Ie support de la Vedana. Parce 
que Ie spacia est Ie principe proche et predominant dans la generation 
de la Vedana. Les caracteres (nimitta ) d'agreable, etc. qui sont saisis par 
Ie Sparsa. sont tres voisins des caracteres d' avantageux. e tc. (ahladaka, 
paritapaka . . . . . .  ) qUi sont saisis par la Vedana. Le Spacia est donc plus 
important que tout autre Caitta dans la generation de la Vedana: 
"Tri�., text, p. 20: "Vedana anubhavasvabhava sa punar v4ayasyah
Jadakaparitapaka tadubhayakaraviviktasvarupasak¥tkar�abhedat tridha 
bhavati sukha du�ka adul).hasukha ca" ; trans!' ,  p. 75; Jac., p. 1 6 ;  Siddi, 
p. 147: "la nature de la Vedana est "eprouver les caracteres favorables, 
delicieux, ni 1 'un ni l ' autre de robjef'. etc. 

1 2 . saumanasyadisthanam. Cf. A. K., III, p,  1 08 :  "La vedana mentaie com
porte dix-huit varietes. parce qu'j] y a six upavicaras de satisfaction 
(saumanasya) ,  six de dissatisfaction (daurmanasya) , six d'indifference 
(upe�a) : upavicaras de satisfaction relatifs aux visibles, aux sens, aux 
odeurs, aux saveurs , aux tangibles, aux dharmas; de meme pour les 
upavidiras de dissatisfaction et  d'indifference". 

13. grah�am. 
1 4. Y., vyavaharala�aJ?a; T., vyavaharaprajfiaptil��a. 
15. Cf. Ce., pp. 6, 1 7, 1 00; Siddhi pp. 148, 149 :  "la SarJ?jfia a pour nature de 

saisir des "caracteres" de l '  obj et. Elle a pour acte ( quand elle est mentale )  
de  produire les divers noms-et-paroles. Lorsque les caracteres de  l '  objet sont 
etablis - "Ceci est bleu, pas pas-bleu" - aims seulement peuvent €tre 
prociuites des expressions qui correspondent a ces caracteres. 

1 6. sarJ?prayuktatvam. Cf. T� .• text, p. 1 9; Siddhi, p. 1 43 .  
1 7. asrayalambanasamatabhil:t. 
1 8. kalasamata. 
1 9. dravya. 
20. akara. 
2 1 .  Cf. Siddhi, p. 128:  "L'objet du Vijiiana. c'est Ie nimittabhaga; l 'aspect du 
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Vijfiana. c'est Ie darsanabhaga. (D'nne part. image blue; d'autre part. acte 
de connaissance qui voit J 'image blue ) . Mais ces deux Bhagas doivent avoir 
un point d'appui (ahaya) : existe ce qu'on nomme Ie dravya, la "chose" . 
qui est Ie point d'appui et la nature meme des deux premiers Bhagas et 
qu'on nomme svasamvittihhaga. Ie Bhaga qui est "conscience" ' . . . . . .  La 
pensee et les mentaux sont de meme point d· appui. ( " Ie meme moment de 
l 'organe. indriya. organe de l 'oeil etc .. organe du manas" ) ( see  p. · 1 27 ) . 
Ils sont d'objet semblable. non pas de meme objet; car Ie vijfiana saisit 
! 'image bleue en tant que bleue. la vedana la saisit en tant qu' agreable ,  etc," ' 
(Here is a difference with the explanation as given in our text; 
"asrayalambanakaIadravyasamatabhil;l" ' .  from which it might be inferred 
that mind and mental phenomena do have the same obj ect and not only 
a "similar" ( = semblable )  object ) ,  "Ils sont d' aspect distinct: car l' action 
(kriya) du Vijful.na est de percevoir (vijfiapti ) ; i'action de la vedana est 
de sentir, etc. Les "choses" en question (vijfiana et ses associes ) sont "en 
nombre egal" (un vijiiana. une vedana, etc. ) . mais leur aspect est different; 
car les "natures" du vijiiana. de la vedana. e tc. sont distinctes" .  See also 
A. K . •  II. p. 1 78. 34d: "La pensee et les mentaux sont assacies en raison de 
cinq egalites ou identites. identite d'appui, d'obj et, d 'aspect. de temps; 
egalite dans Ie nombre des dravyas. etc. " '  (In this explanation, which 
represents the Vaibh�ka-Sarvastiv§.da point of view. mind and mental 
phenomena have the same akara. the same aspect) .  

22.  cittaviS�l;l. 
23. Y . •  tadrsasvarupadimi. vicitrapratibbasam; Cp, T., n, 320. 
24. Y . •  naikam; T . •  anekam. 
25. dharmasvabhavai;l. 
26. See p. 23; T . •  n. 321 : not traced. ( ? ) . 
27. Y . . citta. ( ? ) . 
28. s�ta. co-existent. Th. d. D. c.. p. 1 2. 
29. visaf!1sr�ta. This quotation we find in the A. K.. III ,  p. 1 06 "Le 

S arvastivadin. Mais Ie Sutra dit: Vedana. saf!1jiia, cetana, vijiiana, ces 
dharmas sont meles; ils ne sont pas :a part". . .  . . . .  "Mele" signifie "ne 
ensemble" (sahotpanna'j . De ce Siitra nous concluons qu'il p.' est pas de 
vijfiana. vedana. Saf!1jfia au cetana qui ne soient simult<ines". 

30.  Y . •  sat� yugapac ca; T . •  satam yugapat saf!1yoga�. In n. 324 T. observes :  
Tib. ( read MS. ( 7 ) ) adds here ca which is not supported by Tib. Cf. A. K. . 
III .  p. 1 07 : 
" (Sautrantika ) . . .  La question se pose donc si vedana, cetana, sa!?jfia sont 
declarees melees parce qu' elles ont meme objet - c' est notre opinion -
ou parce qu'elles sont simultanees. co=e vous Ie dites. Le aibh�ika -
Le terme Saf!1Sr�ta s'entend de choses simultanees. etc. " .  See also St. Schayer, 
Ausgew. Kap .. XIV, pp. 40-54. 

3 1 .  apari�pannam. The argumentation here is a refutation of the "realism" of 
the Sarvastiv§.dins who ascribe reality to the dharmas. the elements of 
existence such as they are in themselves. as well as of the "nihilism" of the 
extreme Madhyamikas. who deny all separate reality of the dharmas. 
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The Vijftanava<llns likewise deny the separate reality of the dharmas, but 
they admit their reality in so far as they form the component parts of the 
stream of consciousness and represent the causally dependent aspect of 
existence. Their true nature is the Pa�panna Svabhava, the I=utable 
Absolute, but they are not absolute in themselves. 
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1 .  hetuphalabhavena. 
2. pravrtti. 
3. !q;anaparan;tpara. (Cf. Schayer, Ausg ew. Kap. pp. 8 1-95; !q;anasantana & 

dharmasantana; Ce. XI, Impermanence of the Elements, pp. 37-13; Siddhi, 
p. 156) . 

4. upabhogasan;tkleSa. Cf. S. Levi, MSA, trans!.,  p. 6, n. 5: upabhoga, & 1. 7, 
p. 8. la note sur anabhoga. 

5. j anmantara. 
6. kleSakarmaj anmasan;tkJe.sa. 
7. See below, p. 46, and Siddhi, p .  2 15  f. 
8. pratyayavijfianam. 
9. hetupratyayabhavena. CE. Siddhi, p. 93. 

1 0. hetu. 
1 1 . aupabhogikam. 
1 2. phala. 
1 3 .  upabhogaprayoj anatvat. 
14 .  pariccheda. 
15. preraka. 
1 6. Y., ekayoga!q;ematvat; T., vlJnanasya siddhel;! sukhasya caikatvat: Cf. 

Siddhi, p. 1 25 ;  Trir?S., text, p . 1 9, .transl., p. 72: "dans une eo=une seeurite, 
au dans un risque co=un" ; Jae., p .  13; Lamotte, San;tdhinirmocana Sutra, 
pp. 55; Siddhi, p. 1 53 : " . . . . . .  Les Caittas, Dharmas assodes, sont toujours de 
la meme espece, bonne, mauvaise ou non-de£inie, que Ie Citta, qui est roi". 

1 7. sasrava dharmal;!. Cf. Ce., p. 49: The elements of life which are charac
terised by a tendency towards life, co=otion and turmoil, . . . . . .  Le. 
"influenced" by p assions. 

1 8. aliyante. See  below, n. 35. C f. Tri�., text, p . 1 8, 11. 24-26; Siddhi, p. 1 08 
n.!.; p. 1 07; p. 96 £f. 

1 9. hetubhavena. 
20. sattvaloka. 
2 1 .  bhaj analoka, Cf. A. K., III ,  p. 138 . .  "Le monde receptacle". Siddhi pp. 97 ff; 

p. 1 35, "Le huitieme Vijfiana ou Vipakavijfiana, p ar la force de la "ma
turation" ( paripaka) des Bij as communs, se developpe en l' apparence du 
monde receptacle, couleur, etc. : c'est-a...cJire en grands elements et en "matiere 
derivee".  

22. avyak,tam. Cf. CC. p .  31 ff., "The resulting event is always indifferent 
( avyakrta) in the moral sense ,  because it is a natural outflow of a previous 
cause, and is supposed not to be produced voluntarily. This moral l aw is 
also called Karma"; T�. p. 2 1 ;  Siddhi p. 1 52 .  By avyak,ta is understood, 
that the alayavijnana, admits good and bad impressions alike and is 
therefore neutral, indifferent. It is the result, and therefore also the origin 
of good as well as bad "Karman" . 

23. ekantavipakatvat. 
24. bij a. 
25. hetupratyaya. 
26. pravartamanam. 
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27. Y., parip�ayati; T .. vistiirayati. 
28. taj j atiya. 
29. Y., parinamavi.S�alabhat; Cpo T. 
30. adul)kbasukhave<ianopabhogasrayatvat. Cf. A. K.. II. p. 1 1 5; Siddhi. pp. 143, 

147, 149 ff. 
3 1 .  Y., vasanabbavanat; T., aliptatvat. 
32. Y., vyatirekeJ?a. without; T., antareJ?a. 
33. pratyayabhava. 
34. alina. 
35. In a note Yam. refers to the MahayanasaI¥graha. See also Mel., III, 

pp. 1 75 & 252.  
36 .  durupalalqyatvat. 
37. ve<iana. 
38. Cf. Siddhi, p. 1 49 and T� ., K. 4a: "C'est l'indifference que est id la 

Vedana". 
39. prakar.'?agatam. 
40. Y., upabhogatrividhavedanasrayatvam. 
4 1 .  kuSalakusaladharmadhipatyat. Cf. Ce., pp. 101  f. 
42. avyakrtadharma. Cf. Siddhi, p. 464: 1 .  vipakaphala, fruit de retribution. -

Des Dharmas non�definis qui sont vipakaja (c 'est-a�dire Ie huitieme Vijnana 
qui est reellement vip aka, mais qui re<;:oit aussi Ie nom de vipakaja�avyalqta, 
et les sept autres Vijnanas quand ils sont vipakaja )  , Dharmas personnels 
( sva�tiinika, par opposition aux Dharmas d'autrui et aux chases ) ,  qui 
sont crees par des Dharmas bons�impurs et mauvais. 2. n�yandaphala, 
fruit d·efflux. � Des Dharmas pareils (sabhaga) amenes par la pratique 
du bon, du non�defini, du mauvais. (Le superieur est fruit de J'in£erieur, 
non redproquement) ; et encore un fruit subsequent se developpant en 
harmonie avec un acte anterieur. p. 9 1 :  "Avec la �yandavasana co=e 
condition en qualite de cause (hetupratyaya) , les huit Vijfianas naissent dans 

la diversite de leur nature et de leurs caracteres. C' est ce quO on no=e 
�yandaphala. parce que Ie fruit est sembI able 'ii. la cause. Avec la 
vipakavasana co=e condition en qualite de regent ( adhipatipratyaya) est 
cree Ie huitieme Vijfiana: celui-d re�oit Ie nom de vipaka p arce qu'i! 
correspond a J ' acte a�epaka, parce qu'il constitue UDe serie perpetuelle; sont 
crees les six premiers Vijfianas : ceux�d correspondent aux actes paripiiraka, 
naissent du vipaka et sont no=es vipakaja, et non pas vipaka, car ils 
sont interrompus. Toutefois vipakajas et vipaka sont no=es vipakaphala. 
parce qu'ils sont differents de leurs causes". etc. 

43. adhipatipratyaya. 
44. T:s reading differs. But Cf. Siddhi, p. 436. 
45. anubhiiyate. 
46. bhavarasasarasarilpa. 
47. saI¥ve<iana. 
48. For. vedana and vijiiana would be identical.  if ve<iana should be "artho

palabdhi". 
49. pariccheda 
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50. vedita. 
5 1 .  udgrahaJ?a. Cf. Siddhi p. 1 48 :  "Le S�jn.a a pour nature de Si3lS1r les 

"caracteres" de J 'objet (�ayanimitta-udgrahaI.1a) "  etc . etc. See also p . 1 48 , 
n.l. : Cc. p. 1 8 :  "Ideas ( sanjiia) are defined as operations of abstract thought, 
as that which "abstracts" (udgrahaJ?a) a common characteristic sign 
(nimitta) from the individual objects. Even the definite representation 
(parichitti) of a colour is brought under this head. It is exactly what in 
later Indian philosophy, Buddhist as well as Brahmanical, was understood 
by "definite" (sa-vikalpaka) cognition. etc."; Cpo T. : "sukhadivLSe.\iod
grahru;w,tmakatvena vedana paribhogaI,! s�jiia". 

52. pravartaka. 
53. cetana, manaskara. Cf. A. K., II, p. 1 54; Siddhi, p .  1 49: "La Cetana a pour 

nature de "conditio=er" ( abhis�kara)  la pensee (Citta et Caittas ) ; elle 
a pour acte de manceuvrer la pensee au bien, etc. C' est-ii-dire: la Cetana 
saisit ]' objet en ses relations avec Ie bien, etc.; sai:sissant ce caractere de 
r obj et, elle fait ] ' action: elle manceuvre la pensee de telle sorte que celle-d 
produise Ie bon, Ie mauvais, Ie non-defini" ;  p. 1 46: "Le Manaskara a pour 
nature de "player" (abhoga) la pensee ( dtta ) ; il a pour acte de diriger 
( avarj ) la pensee vers l 'objet (alambana) ,  etc." Cc. pp. 1 5-24, 1 00-101 . ;  
p. 1 9 : "Volition ( cetana) is  defined as the mental effort that precedes action. 
1t is an element or a force which enters in the composition of a personal life 
( santana) . . . . . .  It is synonymous with the law of moral causation (karma) 
and likewise with the force of vitality, the "elan vital" ,  which in the 
Buddhist system replaces any conscious agent, whether soul or God or 
even a conscious human being.  A moment of this kind of will accompanies 
every conscious moment (citta) ". 

54. yathasvam. 
55. Cpo T., n. 359: For ca Tib. va, or. 
56. sukhadivedaniyakarma. 
57. v4ayakarmaJ?,or upabhukti. 
58. v4ayacihnam. 
59. vyavaharanimittam. Cf. Cc. p. 1 8. 
60. abhoga. See n. 53. 
6 1 .  cetana. 
62. alambanantaram bhajate. 
63 . chanda. Cf. TriJ:!lS., Text, p. 20 11. 1 ff.; A. K., III" pp. 100 ff. ; Siddhi, 

pp. 1 43 ff. 
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1 .  klesakarmajanmasamkleSah: Cf. Siddhi, pp. 480-502; p.  215 :  Par samkleSa, 
il faut entendre kle.sa, karman et phala , la passion, l"acte et Ie frclt, en 
d'autres tennes Ie samudayasatya et Ie du.l,J.kasatya, en d'autres termes 
Ie Sa�sara. :- Tout Dharma favorable au S�sara est "de s�esa";  
p. 480: . . . . . .  termes qui contiennent J.es douze bhavaiLgas (ou membres du 
Pratiyasamutpada) d'Avidya a Jaramar�a. See also L.d.l .V.P.,  Theorie 
des Douze Causes and A.K., III, pp. 60-1 1 8. The three s�klesas are 
also discussed in the fifth chapter of the MVT. See Yam., p.  238 ff. See 
also Mel., I, p. 403 : Le sa�kIe.sa est triple: kle.sa ( avidya, tr��a, upadana) , 
karman ( s�skara et bhava ) , jati ( ? )  ( les autres membres ) ;  il est double. 
hetu ( kle.sa et karman) et phala ( les autres membres) ; il est septuple en 
raison de sept causes: avidya. cause de viparyasa; sa�skaras, cause qui 
proj ette . Tout cela en raison de neuf fausses conceptions, bhavala�a�a, 
abhavala�a�a, svala�a�a . . . . . .  See also n. 1 47. 

2, parikleSa. 
3. Y., asato 'py atmanaJ:t; T., anatmakam api. 
4. abhiltaparikalpamatratvat 
5. chadanat. 
6. rop�at. 
7. nayanat. 
8. sa�parigrahat. 
9. dvadaSailgal: pratityasamutpada. See n.l. The pratityasamutpada is also 

explained in MVT., III. the chapter on "Tattva". See Yam .• p. 1 48ff. 
1 0. The verses 1 0  and 1 1  abo ( See Mel., I, p. 4(3 ) are chadanad ropa¥c 

caiva nayanat s�parigrahat I pura¥t triparicchedad upabhogac ca 
kar��at II nibandhanad abhimukhyad duhkhanat kliSyate jagat I The words 
"kliSyate j agat" must be  connected with "chadanaf', "ropa�at" ,  "nayanat" 
and so on. 

1 1 .  avidya. 
1 2. adarsanatmakatvat. 
13 .  bhutadarsanam. 
14. �aya. 
15 .  utpattivibandhanat 
1 6. Y., lokottaraprajiia; T., lokottarajiianam. See below nn. 1 8  & 1 9. 
17 .  tatpp�thodbhavat. 
18 .  tatpr�thalabhat. The bhUtadarsana corresponds to the pr�thalabdhajiiana. 

Cf. Oberm., Doctr. of Prajiiaparamita. AD., XI, passim and Sub!. Science, 
A.O.,  IX, p.  2 1 1 .  Ii.I.: "The Wisdom of a Saint abiding on the Path is 
of 2 kinds: 1 )  The wisdom at the time of intense concentration ( samahita
jiiana)  having for its object the Unique Absolute and 2 ) the Wisdom 
that is acquired subsequently, after the tennination of the trance ( pr�tha
labdha ) and is directed upon the obj ects of the Empirical World". 

1 9. tadavagamat. But d. A.O. , XI, p.  240: This kind of knowledge is directed 
towards th'e separate objects and elements of the empirical world, and 
cognizes them as resembling an illusion. . . . . . .  it is empirical and disagrees 
with that at the time of intense concentration. Only with the Buddha these 
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two kinds of knowledge are not in conflict with e ach other. 
20. Y., tatprayoga; T., tannibandhanam. 
2 1 .  srutamaYi (prajfia) . 
22. dntamayl. 
23. bhavanamayL Cf. A.O., XI, p. 20 & AK. , VI, pp. 1 39-1 44; p . 143 :  La 

sagesse srutamayi est une certitude qui precede du moyen de connaissanc'e 
nomme "parole d'une personne qualifiee" ;  la prajfia cintamayi est la 
certitude nee d'un examen rationnel; la sagesse bhavanamayi est une 
certitude nee du recueillement 

24. pratyaya, condition and cause. 
25. See below n. 29. 
26. jagat. 
27, See n. 6. 
2&. Cf. T�., Text, p. 36, Karika 19, trans!., p .  1 08 ;  Siddhi, p.  473: a. 

karmal}o vasana: les Bijas de l'acte . . . . . .  Le Karman, acte, qui est pUl}ya, 
meritoire, apUl}ya, demeritoire, anifijya, non-agite. 11  s 'agit  ici de l'acte 
bon mais impur ( ku.sala sasrava ) et de l ' acte mauvais ( aku.sal a ) ; p .  475: 
Tout acte est acte de pensee ( cetanakarman) . . .  11 imprime ( adadhati ) dans 
Ie Mii1avijfiana des virtualites (sakti, samarthya )  ou Blj as qui produiront 
son fruit. Ces virtualites re<,:oivent Ie nom de vasana, "parfumage" . . .  Elles 
sont en dfet la vapeur, l '  exhalation de l '  acte; et dIes sont produites p ar 
!'impregnation que cree l'acte. Les virtualites constituent une serie ininter
rompue jusqu'au moment ou elles soot mures:  quand la derniere virtualite 
cree Ie fruit. L'acte, 1a sorte, est Ie supreme Adhipatipratyaya ou condition 
directrice, de la production du fruit de retribution, soit general, soit p ar
ticulier. 

29. Y., pUl}yaPUJ?yaniiijyasvarupam; T., ° anejyasvabhavam. Cf. A.K., IV, 46, 
pp. 1 06--1 08 ; p .  1 06: 11 y a trois actes, 1. meritoire ( pUl}ya ) 2. demeritoire 
( apUl}ya ) , 3. non-agite ( anifijya ) .  1 .  a-sentir-agreablement, 2. a-sentir

desagreablement 3. a-sentir-ni-desagreablement-ni-agreablement. 1 .  est 1 'acte 
bon du Kamadhatu. 3. l 'acte non-agite est 1 'acte bon d'au-dessus . . . . . .  L'acte 
bon du domaine du Kamadhatu est ce qu'on apelle l'acte "meritoire",  pUl}ya, 
p arce qu'il purifie ,  p arce qu'il produit une retribution agreable; p. 1 07:  
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L'acte bon d'au-dessus, c'est-a-dire du domaine des deux spheres superieures, 
est no=e "non-agite" anifijya; n.1.: La p ensee anefij a, fondement du 
pouvoir magique ( iddhi ) est, dans Visuddhimagga, p .  386, une p ensee qui 
ne s'incline pas (na ifijati)  vers Ie raga etc. Ce n' est pas la pensee du 
quatrieme dhyana, mais une pensee bo=e et recueillie ( samahita ) . etc. 
p. 109: L'acte mauvais . . . . . .  existe seulement dans Ie  Kamadhatu; n.l. :  
l a  retribution de l 'acte bon est sensation agreable lorsqu'elle a lieu dans 
Ie Kamadhatu et dans les trois premiers dhyanas: A.K., III, p. 84; Le sot 
( b ala, Prthagj ana) . . . . . .  accomplit la  triple action, corporelle, vocale, 

mentale, en vue du sukha, sensation agreable, et de l 'adu�khasukha, sensation 
d'indifference: action non-meritoire ( apUl}ya) , en vue de la sensation 
a greable de cette vie; action :Deritoire ( pUl}ya )  en vue de 1<;1 sensation 
agreable d'une vie future dans Ie Kamadhatu; action "invariable" ( anifijya) 
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en vue de la sensation agreable des trois premiers dhyanas et de la sensation 
d'indifference des etages superieurs. Ces actions sont les saI!lskaras qui sont 
en raison de l'avidya. See also Si.ddhi pp. 473 ff. and Madhyamakavrtti, 
pp. 334 f. 

30. punarbhavam abhisaI!lSkaroti. 
3 1 .  Y., prati��hapanal See p. 274 of his Edition. "Establishing" has here the 

meaning of proj ection. Cf. Siddhi, p. 48 1 ,  'TAvidya et les SaI!lSkaras qui 
proj-ettent les Bljas de cinq fruits (Vijfiana, Namarupa, Sa4ayatana, Sparsa 
et V edana) ". See also n. 5 1 .  

32. Y., apraI,lihitam; T., aropitam. 
33. na tu sarvam; Cf. Siddhi, p. 482: Les actes qui ont leur ongme dans cette 

Avidya, sont les S�skaras: ne font partie de cet Anga, ni les actes 
"a, sentir dans cette vie".  ( qui produisent une partie de la recompense 

particuliere de cette vie ) . ni les actes auxiliaires, complementaires, paripiiraka, 
qui preduisent une partie de la recompense particuliere de la vie a, venir 
ou des vies a venir. See also n. 36. 

34. avidyadhipatyat. 
35. na sattamatreJ?a. 
36. Cf. Siddhi, p. 492: Les actes bons--impurs des Aryas, ayant pour cause 

adjuvante la Vidya, etant en opposition avec les Bhavangas, ne sont pas 
compris dans les Bhavangas (ne sont pas saI!lskaranga) . Nous sommes 
donc assures que les Aryas ne font pas d' acte produisant la reexistance 
( punarbhava) ,  car ils n 'ont ni meprise a I '  endroit du furor fruit de souf
france, ni de sir de reexistance, ( vu qu'ils ont coupe les Bljas .de I 'Avidya 
aveI,likI, I'Avidya subtile, toujours en activite, qui offusque la realite, 
empeche qu' elle soit '  connue. See also below p . 53 and n. 1 5 1 .  

37. samanyapratyaya. Cf. Th .  d. D.C., p.  9 :  Divers p assages d u  canon 
montrent, en effet, que !'ignorance quaHhe tout existance, la fait durer, et 
qu'jJ faut rapporter tous les membres de la cbalne a la  . .  pensee erronee" :  
s i  la sensation ( vedana ) agreable ( ou desagreable)  produit la soH ( ou Ie  
degofit) , c'est qu' elle precede d 'UD contact auquel ! ' ignorance est  assodl�e; 
c'est J'ignorance qui fait de la sensation un "membre" (anga) .  c 'est-a-dire 
un element causal de I' existence: car la sensation ne produirait pas la 
soH s'il n'y avait pas ! 'ignorance chez celui qui sent, dans Ie manas 
( esprit) qui entre en contact. 

38. sammutthana. C£. A.K., IV, p. 37: "Ce par quoi J'action prend origine. 
Ce qui est cause ( hetu) et samutthana, hetusamutthana. Ce qui est 
samutthana au moment meme de l'action, tatlqiaI,lasamutthana. Le hetusamut
thana projette (a�epaka) ,  c'est-a-dire produil n est donc promoteur. Le 
ta�asamutthana est contemporain a J'action; il est donc second moteur. 
Mais quelle est, sur l 'action, l 'effkace du ta�asamutthana, efficace 
par Jaquelle il en serait Ie second moteur? Si Ie tatlqiaI,lasamutthana manquait, 
J 'action n 'aurait pas lieu, fut-elle meme projetee (�ipta) par Je promoteur; 
comme, par exempJe, J 'action n 'a  pas lieu lorsque cehri qui a projete une action 
(J'irai au village) vient a mourir." Siddhi p. 488: "En ce qui conceme 
Ja creation ( samutiliana )  d'e l 'acte, Ja seuJe Avidya." Avidya is here the 
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hetusamutthana. the sa:qtskaras. the ta�I.lasamutt:hana. 
39. Cf. CC . •  p. 1 9: "Volition is defined as the mental effort that precedes action. 

etc." ;  Siddhi. p . 149: Tout acte est acte de pensee ( cetam'i.karman ) . See 
n. 28. See also Th. d. D.C . •  p.  10. 2. 

40. See n. 29 and Siddhi p. 474: D'apres Ie YogaSastra. "l'acte pUIJ.ya est 
l'acte b on ( kuSala ) qui produit co=e retribution une bonne destinee" etc. 

4 1 .  b havabhogabhedaprarthana. 
42. tatsahabhiitavidya. 
43 , aniiljya. See n. 29 and Siddhi. p. 474: d'apres Ie yogaSastra ' ' l 'acte anlUlya 

est l 'acte bon qui produit comme retribution une existence de Rupadhatu 
ou d'Arilpyadhatu. et aussi J ' acte qui est senti dans ces deux Dhatus. 

44. tadbhfuniniI:saraIJ.adr�ii. The meaning apparently is that the non-agitated 
acts do not exist in the Kamadhatu. See for this question. Siddhi. pp. 474. 
484. 494. 

45. See above. pp. 42 ff. 
46. Y.. vyuparamapravrttivijilana-; T . .  santanocchedena pravrttivijiianena. The 

prav,ttivijilana is not. like the Alayavijilana.  a "continual stream". Cf. 
Siddhi. p. 156  ff.; p. 1 57 :  De meme que Ie f1euve. frappe par Ie vent. donne 
naissance a des vagues sans que son courant soit interrompu: de meme 
rAlayavijiiana. en raison des causes et conditions. sans que son flux 
p erpetuel soit coupe. produit les Vijilanas actuels; p.  93: Ces six Vijilanas 
ne sont pas a proprement parler Vipa.ka. puisqu'ils sont discontinus. Siddhi. 
p. 398 f. 

47. See above p . 19 ff. and Siddhi, p. 92. The meaning is that good. bad or 
non-defined acts which are accomplished by means of the seven active 
vijilanas. indiSCriminately leave their " traces" (i.e. th'e vasanas. the 
"seeds" ) b ehind in the alayavijiiana. 

48. See n. 28. 
49. anagatasya j anmano bijam. 
50. hetubhava. 
5 1 .  See n. 3 1  and Siddhi, p. 92: Les Vijilanas actuels "parfument-creent" les 

Bijas: ils placent ( adha ) des Bijas nouveaux ou accroissent les Bijas 
preexistan ts. 

52. vijilanasant8.na = Alayavij:frana "fleuve sans coupure". Cf. n. 46 and Siddhi. 
p .  93. This s-entence is not very clear. Y. reads anasravasyevapurvam; T .• 
anasravasya va 'purvam. 

53. adhiyate. deposited. 
51. utpattisthana. 
55. vasana. 
56. punarbhava. 
57. upapattisthana. Cf. AX. VI. pp. 1 37-1 39 & VI. p .  2 1 6; p. 1 38:  "Par 

upapatti. il faut entendre une naissance ou une existence caracterisee par 
une certaine sphere ( kamadhatu etc. ) .  une certaine destinee ( dieu. ho=e, 
etc. ) . un certain mode de naissance ( naissance de la matrice, de J' oeuf ) . 
un certain sexe, etc . . . . . . La cause de J'upapatti est l 'action ( karma ) . . . . . .  

5 8 .  cyutisthana. Cf. A.K.. III. p. 1 3 1 :  L e  terme cyuta est l'equivalent d e  cyuti, 
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mort; Ie  terme udbhava. J'equivalent d'upapatti. naissance; pp. 1 34 ff. 
59. santanavrttya. Cf. Th. d. D.C . •  p. 14 ff. 
60. karmaparibhavitena vijnanena, Cf. A.K. III. p.  1 24: karmaparibhavitavijiiana. 

Ie vijiiana considere co=e vijiianabija, "Ie semence qu' est Ie vijiiana". 
que J'acte developpe ou parfume; p. 1 26: La manal;!samcetana. qui est acte. 
projette (a�ipati) une nouvelle existence ( punarbhava) ;  cette nouvelle 
existence. ainsi projetee, est produite (paribhavita ) par l 'acte. La mana�
samcetana et Ie vijiiana sont donc les deux aliments qui font naitre. qui 
sont semblables a la mere. qui sont la chose capitale pour la production 
de I' existence de l ' etre qui n' est pas ne. 

61 .  Cf. Ce.. p. 107 and A.K. . I. p. 33: "la pensee-de-conception d'une nouvelle 
existence"; See n. 62. 

62. Cf, AK . .  III, p.  45: Qu'est ce que Ie pilrvakalabhava auquel nous avons 
dit que l 'antarabhava est pareil? Celui-ci est anterieur a 1a mort, posterieur 
a la conception. Bhava, existence, etre, les cinq skandhas. Dans l 'ordre 
antarabhava, les cinq skandhas entre deux destinees; upapattibhava, les 
skandhas au moment de l' entree dans une destinee, au moment de la 
pratisaf!1dhi; purvakalabhava, tous les skandhas des moments posterieurs 
jusqu'au maraJ?abhava. dernier moment de la destinee et qui sera suivi 
d'un nouvel antarabhava; III, p. 43; L'acte qui projette la gati ou "destinee" 
- une existence infernale, etc. - est Ie  meme acte qUi projette l '  existence 
intermediaire par laquelle on va a cette destinee. Par consequent 
l 'antarabhava a la forme du futur purvakalabhava de la destinee vers 
laquelle i1 va; III. p. 1 1 8 :  . . . Ie purvakalabhava . . . . . .  existance proprement 
dite, . . . . . .  

63. The s3f!1skaras condition not only the first moment of a new existence, 
i.e. the moment of recincarnation, but the whole .existence, starting from 
the moment of conception up to death. The vijiiana, the vital and spiritual 
principle descends to the womb at the moment of conception. The concep
tion-reincarnation is not the cause of the new existence, since it is a 
disapearing cause. See also n. 1 55 and p. 53. 

64. Arilpyasamapattilabhinal;!. Cf. A.K., VIII, pp. 1 33 & 1 34: Les arupyas - c' est
a-dire les recueillements et les existences du domaine de l'Arilpyadhatu -
pour Ie nombre et l� nature, sont co=e les dhyanas. Il y a quatre 
arilpyas et chaque arilpya est double, "de naissance" et "de concentration". 
Les "Naissances" ont He definies dans Ie troisieme chapitre ( III. 3 ) . Quant 
aux concentrations d'arilpya, de leur nature et en �eneral, elles sont 
concentration "application de pensees bonnes a un seul objet". En raison 
de cette double similitude, la Karika dit que l 'arilpya est co=e Ie dhyana. 
See also III, pp. 3-5; VIII, p. 1 43; Suz. Studies, Index pp. 388, 389; Har 
Dayal,  Bodh. Doctr. pp. 229-231 ;  Masuda, Or. B. Schools, p. 43, n.l.: 
Samapatti . . . . . .  is  a synonym for a state induced by the practice of ecstatic 
meditation. There are altogether eight samapattis, the first four samapattis 
being the four dhyanas in the rilpa-dhatu and the last four being the four 
brahma-lokas in the arilpa-dhatu. etc. ; CC. pp. 1 0, 52, 1 05. 

65. namarilpavat. But d. Th. d. D.C., pp.  15, 16: Quand I e  recommencement 
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d'une nouvelle existence a lieu dans la sphere non materielle ( arup a ) . Ie 
vijfiana ne cause pas namarupa. mais seulement naman. A.K.. III. p. 85: 
Avec Ie vijfiana pour antecedent ( purvaD?-gama ) Ie namarupa nait dans 
cette destinee. C'est les cinq skandhas. conformement a la definition du 
V-i,bhanga: "Qu' est�ce que Ie naman? Les quatre skandhas immateriels. 
Qu'est�ce que Ie rupa? Tout rupa . . . . . .  ; p. 91: Les quatre skandhas 
immateriels. vedana. saD?-jfia. s�skara. vijfiana, sont nommes naman. Car 
naman signifie "ce qui ploie".  ce., p. 107 :  nama�rupa. the five skandhas 
in the embryo before the formation of the ( six) sense-organs; Th. d. D.C.. 
pp. 1 6--1 8 .  30; Siddhi pp. 181 ff. A.K.. III. pp, 60 f. 

66. T . •  saD?-parigrahat. 
67. atmabhava. Cf. A.K . • IV. p .  1 0 1 :  "la p ersonne" = asraya; A.K . •  II. p . 255: 

A considerer une existence. Ie premier etat embryonnaire ( garbhavastha ) 
est cause semblable des dix etats: cinq etats embryonnaires. kalala. arbuda. 
p eSin. ghana. p raSakha; cinq etats postembryonnaires ( jatavastha) . bala. 
kumara. yuvan. madhya. vrddha. Le second etat embryonnaire est 
sabhagahetu de neuf etats ( arbuda . . . . . .  varddha) . et ainsi de suite. Un 
moment anterieur de chaque e tat est cause semblable des moments posterieurs 
de cet etat. See also IV. 53. p. 1 1 9 ff. ; III. p. 62. n.1.: In Buddhistic sanscrit 
literature. atmabhava ( Pali. attabhava ) commonly occurs in the meaning 
"body". ( See F. Edgertan in BSOS .. VIII. p. 50 1 ) This cannot b e  the 
case here since the atmabhava is comprised not only by rupa but also 
by nama. 

68. Kalala. arbuda. peSin. ghana and praSakha. The first stages in the formation 
of the foetus. See n. 67. 

69. A.K . •  II. p.  229: n-ikayasabhagacitta . la pensee d'une existence homogene. 
II. p.  1 95: Qu' est--ce que Ie "genre" ( -sabhagata )  La sabhagata est .ce qui 
cause la ressemblance des etres vivants; . . . . . . La communaute de nature 
des etres vivants. Chaque etre vivant possede sa propre sattvasabhagata. 
On dit cependant que la sattvasabhagata est generale. parce qu'elle n' est 
pas differenciee. La concevoir comme unique et eternelle. c ' est J ' erreur des 
VaiSe�ikas. See also ce. pp. 21 etc. 

70. Y.. tasmiJJ?-s cotpanne. 
7 1 .  hetubhavena vyavasthanat. 
72. sarv� saD?-slq-tam. Cf. Ce.. p . 98. 
73. Cf. A.K.. III. p.  1 27: aupapaduka & upapaduka: matrice des e tres 

apparitionels: les etres qui naissent d'un couP. avec les organes non 
manquants ni deficients. avec tous les membres et sous-membres. On les 
nomme. "d'apparition" .  parce qu'ils sont habiles a J'acte d'apparaitre 
( upapadana ) parce qu'ils naissent d'un coup ( sans stade embryonnaire. 
sans semence et  sang ) ; tels les dieux. les etres infernaux. les etres d'  existence 
intermediaire; p .  28 : Hommes apparitionels. les homm-es du commencenment 
de la peri ode cosmique ( prathamakalpika ) ; p. 29: Les Nagas et les Garuc;las 
sont aussi apparitionels; . . . . . .  QueUe est la meilleure matrice? La matrice 
apparitionelle. etc. etc. 

71. yathasambhavam. 
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75. puranat. 
76. Y., sarira; T., atmabhava. 
77. aparipurna. Cf. A.K, ill, p. 6 1 ;  p. 62, n.l.: Qu'est�ce que Ie namarilpa? 

Apres Ie pratisaf1:1dhicitta et avant que les quatre organes materiels ne 
soient produits. (Le kayendriya, organe du tact est acquis tout de suite) .  
Dans cet intervalle, avant que Ie �ac).ayatana n e  soit au complet, il y a 
cinq periodes ( avastha) kalala, arbuda, PeSin, ghana, p raSakha, qui ensemble 
font la periode de namarilpa. Qu'est-ce que Ie 1,>a<;iayatana? Quand sont 
produits les quatre organes materiels, les six ayatanas sont au complet. 

78. calamradyayatana. 
79. kayayatana; Cf. CC. , p. 96: Kaya-indriya-.iiyatana. 
80. manaayatanam. Y., p,  38, n. 3 :  N' est pas traduit dans Ie tibetain. Cf. ce., 

p. 96: mana�indriya-ayatana. 
8 1 .  asraya. See n. 76, Cf. A.K , III. 1 26: L'asraya, c' est Ie corps muni d'organes. 

qui est Ie point d 'appui, de ce qui est appuye (asrita) sur lui: a sa voir 
de la pensee et des mentaux ( cittacaitta ) .  L'aliment en bouchees fait 
croitre Ie corps, Ie sparsa fait croitre la pensee. 

82. asrita. 
83. Another translation of this sentence is: Because the organs of sense and 

consciousness together with the five varieties of sensation and intellectual 
consciousness are not yet full grown. 

84:. abhinirvrttitas. 
85. tacc�uradyasritanam. 
86. tatpratibaddhavrttitvat. 
87. samgrhita. 
88. angapratyanga Cf. AX, ill, p. 204:, n. 3: "sarvangapratyangopetalf", "ayant 

tous les membres aux organes complets et intacts" ;  A.K, III, p.  27, n. 4:: 
. . . . . .  Les membres anga, sont les mains, les pieds, les sou�membres sont 
les doigts, etc. 

89. trayaparicchedat. 
90. s3f1:1nipata, cpo T. n. 4 1 7. 
9 1 .  triprakara vikfua. 
92. sukhadivedanotpattyanukula. 
93. The text of this sentence is not very clear. Y., reads: ata eva yam (MS. 

evayam) indriyavikarasadrsY3f1:1 sprsati tadakaratayeti sparSa ucyate. 
T. adheres to the reading of the MS. In n. 4: 1 9  he gives the Tib. version: 
ata eva ya indriyavikaras tadakarasacirsY3f1:1 sPrsatiti sparsa iti. 

94. It is evident that sparSa. al though a caitta, a m ental state, must be here a 
moment of consciousness (vijfiana ) modified in coordination with the modi� 
fication of the sense�rgan which in its turn is modified in coordination with 
the modification ( i. e. the 3 qualities, the 3 specal characteristics, agreable, 
disagreable, neutre) of the object. That is why we may ultimately say that 
sparSa is the ( first) connexion between consciousness and its object. 
ef. Trif1:1S., text, p. 20; trans!. p .  74; Jac, pp. 1 4-15;  A. K, III, pp. 95 £f., 
CC., pp. 55 ff. ; BL., II, pp. 3 1 1  ff; p. 34:7; Siddhi p. 1 44: Le Sparsa est 
Ie discernement de la modification de J 'organe, modification produite· quand 
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a lieu Ie concours de la triade: organe, objet et Vijiiana. Le concours, c' est 
quand l'organe et l 'objet produisent Ie Vijiiana, A ce moment a lieu une 
modification de l' organe qui est favorable a une sensation agreable, des

agreable, neutre. (L'organe est affecte d'une certaine maniere lorsque avec 
1'objet i1 produit Ie Vijiiana) . En conformite avec cette modification, pareil 
a cette modification, a lieu' Ie discemement de la qualite qu'a 1 'objet de 
pouvoir etre senti d'une maniere agreable, etc. Ce discemement s 'appelle 
Sparsa. Ce discemement "touche" l 'organe par Ie fait qu'i! est en harmonie 
avec la modification de l'organe; ou bien on peut dire qu'il est touche par 
1 'organe (parce qu'il s 'harmonie avec la modification de l 'organe) , D'oll 

son nom de Sparsa. C' est pourqoi, bienqu'i1 consiste dans I e  discemement 
de la modification de l 'objet, il est defini: "discemement de la modification 
de l 'organe" . BL., II, p. 347, n,l . :  sadrsya (= sarUpya tad-akarata 
vi!iayta) is here not simple Similarity, but a Buddhistic technical term, 
"coordination" which is here meant to explain the connexion between 
consciousness and its object, etc. etc. Cpo also Jacobi, p. 1 5 ,  n. 6 1 ,  who 
thinks that vijiiana remains unchanged, in contradistinction to the Siddhi, 
etc. 

95. upabhogat. 
96. upabhujyate asvadyate. 
97. Cf, Th. d, D. C., p. 24 ff, 
98. Y., pUJ?yadikarm ( aphal) opabhogat. 
99. anubhava. 

1 00. anuraga. 
1 0 1 .  pratigha = dv�a. 

1 02.  moha. Cf. TriJ:!lS. ,  Karika 1 1  & Siddhi, I, p . 343 ff.: "Les Kle.sas sont Ie 

Raga, Ie Prati�ha , Ie Moha, la Vicikitsa, Ie Mana, la Mauvaise vue".  
Ces six recoivent Ie nom de kle.sa parce qu'i!s constituent les Miilaklesas, 
les Kle.sas fondamentaux. 

1 03.  paripof!3n8t. 

1 04 ,  Y., kar!ianat.; T., sangrahat. 
1 05. karmakfiiptapunarbhava. 
1 06. udakakalpaya tmIaya. 

1 07. atmabhavabhila!}a; Cf. Th. d. D. c., p. 25: bhavatpp;ta, soif des existences, 
de l '  existence ( dans la sphere superieure du Kamadhatu) .  

1 08 .  Y., ( punarbhava) bijaparipO!!aIJena; T., omits punarbhava. 
1 09 .  Y., yad ardrilqtya punarbhavam utpattau upayuiIkta utpatti!\l cavasthapayati 

tat kar!}3IJam. T's reading differs. Cf. Siddhi, pp. 456, 484, 488, 495; p. 484: 
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Reunis, la .tr!iIJa et l'upadana "mouillent", d'une part, les bijas provenant de 

l 'acte qui sont akfiepaka. d'autre p art, les bij as des cinq Ailgas, Vijnana, 
etc. , qui sont akfiip-ta. Des lors ces six categories prennent Ie nom 
de bhava, parce qu'ils sont tout proches du futur bhava, de la future 
existence . . . . . .  p ,  488 : Tous les Kle.sas sont capables d e  provoquer l 'acte 
et de mouiller l 'acte. Cependant, en ce qui conceme la premiere operation, 
la force de l'Avidya est dominante, . . . . . .  En ce qui conceme la seconde 

operation, la force de la tr!iIJ8 est dominante, Car il est dit que la 
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tr�¥ mouille co=e l '  eau. Pour que soit engendn!e cette pousse qu' est Ie 
bhava (bhavailkura) ,  l '  acte doit etre arrose a plusieurs reprises. Afin de 
marquer la succession des mouillages, on distingue la t!�J;la et ] 'upadana. 
Au contraire, la creation de l' acte ne com p orte pas repetition: c' est pourquoi 
on no=e la seule Avidya comme cause de l 'acte. L'upadana comprend taus 
les kleSas; mais, la tr�l,1a etant capitale pour Ie mouillage, on dit que 
l 'upadana est la tr�l,1a accrue ( trliJ;lavivrddhi ) .  

1 1 0. nibandhanat. 
1 1 1 . Cf. Siddhi, pp. 484 ff. Th. d. D. c.,  p. 27: "Ia cause de la force qui projette 

l'acte" ( karma�epakaraJ;la) ,  ( Madhyamakavrtti. XXVI. 6. ) 
1 1 2.  vijiianasyopapattyanukule�u kam.adi�u. Cf. Madhyamakavrtti, te�u kama-

disu yaS chandaragas upadanam. (Th. d. D. c., p. 26, n. 1 ) . 
1 1 3 .  Y., abhiniveSa, omitted by T. 
1 1 4.  chanda. 
1 1 5.  raga. Cf. Siddhi, p. 344, II a pour nature l '  attachement souille au bhava 

( J 'existence a venir ) aux bhavopakaral,1as. S on action est d 'arreter I 'Alobha 
( racine du bien) et d' engendrer la souffrance. car c 'est p ar la  force de la 
soif que naissent les Upadanaskandhas. 

1 1 6, Y., nibandhayaty avasthapayati ca; T., nibandhanam arohati. 
1 1 7. Y., vartate; T. avati��hate. 
1 1 8.  abhimukhyat. 
1 1 9 .  punarbhavavipakadanaya. 
1 20.  vipakaphalam. 
1 2 1 .  Y., prativrttilambhanat; See p. 275 of his edition. 
1 22.  sadbhuta ( bhava ) . 
123 .  a�iptabhava. Cf. Th. d. D. C., p. 30: Enfin, et les deux scolastiques sont 

ici dd'accord, upad:8.na etant considere co=e une tr�a effective, et non 
comme un acte, on sera porte a voir dans Ie terme bhava l'acte meme qui 
cree Ie bhava, J 'existence, la reexistence. D'Oll la definition bhava = 
karmabhava = I'acte reflichi ( abhisaI!lskara ) .  bon, mauvais, neutre. Et 
tout acte qui va a l' existence, c' est karmabhava. Bhava = l' acte qui produit 
la reexistence. Cet acte est les cinq skandhas parce qu' il les produit, et 
parce que, etant du corps, de la voix, de la  pensee, il est en effet rupa . . . . . .  
vijiiana." See n .  1 79.  

1 24 .  Y, du�khitat; T.,  duhkhatas. See his n. 437.  The Tib. reading points to 
the word duhkhanat. Cf. Mel., I, p. 403. 

1 25.  Y. reads kli�yante j aganti, the worlds are defiled ( ? ) . 
1 26. jati, j aramaral,la. 
1 27.  abhinirvrtti. Cf. Th. d. D. C., p. 31 [, Siddhi, p. 456, 4. 
1 28 .  sa=urcchana. 
1 29.  am:aSaya. 
1 30. pakvasaya. 
1 3 1 .  The meaning of this sentence is not very clear. Y. and T. differ consider

ably. 
1 32. yauvanajivita. 
1 33.  khaJjtyapaIity§.di. CL A. K., III, p. 88; Siddhi, p, 485. 
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1 34.  Cf. A. K., III, p. 64: La jiHi, c'est la nouvelle reincarnation. AprE!s la mort, 
les cinq skandh� au moment OU a lieu la reincarnation, c'est la jati. - Le 
"Membre" qui re<;oit Ie nom de vijiiana lorsqu' on examine l' existence 
presente, re<;oit Ie nom de jati lorsqu'on examine l 'existence future; p. 88: 
En raison du bhava. au moyen de la descente du vijilii.na, la naissance 
( j anman )  ;l venir (anagata ) . c '  est la j ati. qui comporte les cinq skandhas. 
etant namarupa de sa nature; p .  65: Le j aramar�a jusqu';l la vedana. Depuis 
la jati jusqu';l la vedana, qui est ici nommee vid. - Quatre membres de 
J 'existence presente, namarupa, �aQayatana, sparsa et vedana sont. en ce 
qui concerne J'  existence ;l venir. designes par J '  expression jaramar�a. 
douzieme membre de la serle duodenaire. p. 88 .  

135. g acchati. 
136. Y., sabhagavakasat Avidya. the Transcendental Illusion; T .. 

sajatiyavasthata!:. 
137 .  Y., k��avakasam. 
138 .  vyadhi. 
1 3 9. traidhatuka. 
1 40. Y . . ajavaI¥javibhavena; T., j avajavibhavena. See his n. 447 Cf. Nir�a 

p. 1 97: Phenomal life consists in its coming and gOing, dependent every time 
upon a changing substratum ( tad tad upadanam asritya ) of elements. 
It then evolves obeying to causal laws. S t. Schayer. Ausgew. Kap .. 
pp. 83--85. 

1 4 1 .  �aJ?aparamparaya. Of. Siddhi. p. 505: . . . . . . prabandha. saIJ?tana. parampara. 
C' est r existence qui comporte ajavaI¥jajvibhava, aller et venue, qui est 
i aramaraI;laparaIJ?paras�andha ( Madhyamakavrttr. p. 2 1 8 .  529 ) . 

1 42. na vyavadayate. 
1 43.  vyavadanapa�a. 
1 44.  Y . •  -prakararthena; T., -akareJ?a; Cf. Mel. ,  1 ,  p.  403 : "Onze operations des 

douze membres du pratityasamutpada" . Here eleven functions are mentioned 
and not twelve since the two members j ati and j aramar�a are classified 
in one group. Cf. in this respect Siddhi. p.  488.  where eleven particularities 
of A vidya are mentioned. 

1 45 .  See p .  46. n. 5. ' 
1 46. Cf. T .• n. 450. 
1 47.  Cf. Mel., I. p. 403 : ' 'Voir Sublime Science, 136,  ou Oberm. lit jati qui, 

pour moi, est douteux. C' est Ie saIJ?kleSa de vipaka ou de dul:lkha; jati 
s'entend souvent de la "naissance" proprement dite" . See also Oberm., 
Bu-ston. p .  9 & p. 1 46, nn. 54, 55, 56: GUJ?amati in his Vyakhyayuktipka 
enlarges upon this subject , . . . . .  Accordingly. the members 1 ,  8 and 9 of the 
formula of Evolution (i .e .  avidya, tr�a and upadana) form "the defilement 
of passion" (kleSasaIJ?kleSa) . - the members 2, 10 ( saIJ?skara and b�ava) 
- the defilement of former deeds, and the remaniing seven ( vijiiana, nama
rupa, �ac;!.-ayatana, spada, vedana. j ati. and j aramar�a) the "defilement 
of birth" (jatisaIJ?kleSa) . See. n. 1 .  

1 48, svaparabnano vyabadhakatval 
1 49.  Cf. Y. p. 40. n. 6; Ailguttaranikaya, III, 54. See also Rh. D. & St..  Pall-
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Eng!. Diet. , cinteti & vyaoo.dha. T., n. 455: M. Vyutp. p . 1 37. 
1 50. Y., utpadatvat; T. pravartanad api. 
15 1 .  d!"�tasatyasya. See n. 36. 
1 52. Karman = s<ll,lskara and bhava. 
1 53. bhavikara�at. 
1 54. kleSasamudacare�a, passion in activity, Cf. A. K.. V, p. 55. ragasamudacara, 

concupiscence en activite. 
1 55. Y., kara�atvam; T., kar�am. 
1 56. kliStacitta. 
1 57. pratisandhi. See n. 6 1 .  
158. tadatve. 
1 59.  vipakadana. See n. 1 1 9.  
1 60. sarvopadravaspadatvat. Cf. A. K., IV, pp. 86. 1 26.  
1 6 1 .  hetor dvidhabhedat; The twofold cause is kleSa  and karman. The fruit 

j anman. 
1 62. svarupavastham. Cf. Siddhi, p. 48 1 :  A.ogas qui proj ettent. 
1 63 .  bijavastham. Cf. Siddhi. p . 484: .AiJ.gas qui engendrent. 
1 64. hetus<ll,lkleSatvam. 
1 65. T. reads (sa)  j aramar�adinavam ca j anma. which agrees with "jara� 

mara�a sokaru. vieillesse. mort. chagrin". Cf. Th. d. D. c.. p. 3 1 :  Warren. 
p.  202. Le tenne "maladie" (vyadhi) est suggere Bodhicaryavatara. IX. 
ad finem. According to T. n. 466. "this sentence is clear neither in skt. 
nor in Tib. 

1 66. Cf. Th. d. D. c.. p. 42. 
1 67 .  caturailgatmaj anmabija. This. in contradistinction to Siddhi. p .  48 1 :  

, . . . .  . l ·Avidya et les S<ll,lskaras qui proj ettent les Bijas de cinq fruits. 
(vijiiana. namarupa. ?aQ.iiyatana. ?parsa et  veda�a ) . Here vijiiana is 
omitted. 

1 68. y. upapatti�aya. T.. janmavi?aya. 
1 69. nikayasabhagaparigrahat. 
1 70. jarayujadika� yonim abhipretya. See n. 73. Cf. A. K.. III, pp. 26 H: 

Il y a la quatre "matrices" ( yoni ) des etres. etres nes de l 'ceuf . . . . . . .  nes du 
chorion ( elephant etc. ) . . . . . . . nes de I' exsudation des elements terre. etc . •  
(vers. insectes etc. ) . . . . . .  matrice des etres apparitionels: les etres qui 
naissent d'un coup . avec les organes non�manquants ni deficients. avec tous 
les membres et sou�membres etc. etc. 

1 7 1 .  atmabhavamatra. See n. 67. 
1 72.  See n. 77. 
1 73 .  sakara�enanubhavena. 
1 74. Y . . upabhuktakarmavipaka; T .• bhuiijanah karmavipakam. 
1 75. See n. 1 09. 

. 

1 76. tats<ll,lyogaviyogatmJ,aya; Cf. Th. d. D. C . •  p. 25 . 
1 77. purvabhiltam. 
1 78.  paunarbhavikam. 
1 79. omitted by T. See n. 1 23. 
1 80. abhinirv,tti. 
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1 8 1 .  See nn. 1 1 4. 1 1 5. 
1 82. sattvanikaya. 
1 83.  Cf. A. K.. III. p. 83 . n. 5. 
1 84. sadhar�asadhar�ahetu. 
1 85. karaka. Cf. Mahavyutp . •  207. No. 10 ( ed. Wogihara ) .  
1 86. vedaka. Cf. Mahavyutp . •  207. No. 1 2 .  
1 87. tattva 
1 88.  Y .• viparita. 
1 89. Y . •  adhigamat;! nirakar�rtham; T. apakaralfat. 
1 90. See p. 37. 
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1 .  For the Siinyata see in particular : T. Obermiller. The term Siinyatii. and 
its different interpretations, JGIS .,  I. pp. 1 05-1 1 7 ;  Id. A Study of the 
Twenty Aspects of Sunyata, IHQ .• IX. pp. 1 70-187;  Id.; Nirvfu?a according 
to Tibetan Tradition , IHQ., pp. 2 1 1-257. 

2. saJ:?kl eSa. 

3 .  dhann.avabhodaSrayam. The Constructive Ideation represents the causally 
dependent aspect of existence. It is formed by the component parts of the 
stream of consciousness ( the noumena) ,  which are " the substratum on 
whose basis the attribution of the superimposed essences and qualities is 
made." ( the phenomena. ) ( Cf.JGIS. , 1. p. 1 1 3 . )  

4 .  vyavadanam. Cf. Siddhi. p p .  2 1 4  ff: Par la  salissure de la pensee . l'etre est 
sali; par la purete de la p ensee. l ' etre est purifie. 

5. dharmatavadharaJ;lam. 

6. la�aJ;la. 
7. p aryaya. 
8. bhavabhavaprati�edhatmata. Lit. : which is the essence of the negation of 

existence and non-existence. 

9. akii.Sa. 
1 0. nirvikalpatva. 
1 1 . agantukopakleSa. Cf. Siddhi. pp. 362 ff. See below. 
1 2 .  pudgaladharmasamaropa. 
1 3 .  sacihanam. the realization. 
1 4. yukti. 
1 5. vLSuddhyalambanatvat. 
1 6. visuddhyarthibhir. 
1 7 .  vikara. 
1 8 .  dvayabhava. 
1 9 . abhavasya bhava. Cf. JGIS., I, p. 1 1 3 . 
20. vasturupeJ;labhava. 
2 1 .  parikalpitatmakatvat. Duality represents the Imputed Aspect of Existence. 

superimposed on the causally dependent aspect. 
22. astitvam. 
23. laks3J;latvam. 
24. bhavarupala�J;lam. 
25. svatantryam evavagamyate. 

26. We find the explanation in the mutual relation of the three aspects of 
existence. See pp. 26 ff. and JGIS . •  I. p. 1 1 3 .  

27. dharmatarupata. 

28. abhavasya bhavala�3J;lapariw.hitatvat. The Constructive Ideation is ideal 
( noumenal ) reality. It  is the dynamic aspect of the Immutable Absolute 

Reality. the Parini�panna Svabhava. Its component p arts. the dharmas are 

capable of objectivizing and are therefore responsible for the superimposed, 
phenomenal aspect. Because the phenomenal world depends on the noumenal 
reality, we may say ·that the Absolute Reality is not only the Ultimate 
Essence of its noumenal. dynamic aspect but also of its phenomenal aspect. 
And it is Ultimate Essence because every dharma is real only in so far as 
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it represents a moment of that Ultimate Reality. 
29. samanyavacitvat. 
30. atyantabhava. 
3 1 .  pragabhava. 
32. pradhvarpsabhava. 
33. svopadanad anyatra. 
34. anyonyabhava. Cf. Randle, Indian Logic, p. 330 and NirvaI.1a, p. 1 95 ff.; 

Oberm. IHQ., X, pp. 2 1 7  & 236. 
35. ekaSrayatvam.. 
36. bhavasyabhavalak:}aI.1opadanat. 
37. visayatvat. 
38.  vastutva. 
39. abhavasvabhava. the rea! nature of non..existence, of a Non-Ens. 
40. It is not possible that one entity could be the essence of other entities. 
4 1 .  nityasukhabhavabhavasvarupatvat. 
42. sattvasya viparyasatvena. 
43. svarupam.. 
44. pratisedha. 
45. na pfthaktva. 
46. (na)  eka. The second na is omitted mem causa. 
47. anavastha. 
48.  dharmantaram anv�tavyam. 
49. viSuddhyalambanam. 
50. samanyalak:}ar;Iam. 

5 1 .  margalambanam. 
52. parasparato bheda. 
53. dharmasvariipavat. 
54. samanyata. 
55. viSodhyartham. 
56. Cpo p. 24. 
57. anyananyatvenavaktavya. 
58.  This is a refutation of the Jaina doctrine of the sapta-bhangi, i.e. "the 

Syadvada, the doctrine of It-can-be: There is something which exists 
eternally, objects are eternal as matter, 'but this matter can assume all 
possible forms and qualities. " (Wintern., Hist. of Ind. Lit., II, p. 575; 
Das Gupta, rust. of Ind. Phil., I, p.  179 ff; Schubring,  Die Lehre der 
Jainas, p .  1 07 £. ) 

59. The three characters mentioned here refer to the three aspects of existence. 
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They are also explained in ·the third chapter of  the MVT., p. 1 1 8 ,  respectively 
as abhavaSUnyata, atadbhavaSUnyata and prakrtiSUnyata. Just like the horns 
of a hare, the superimposed (phenomenal) aspect is unreal. It is the result 

of sense-perception and inference ( pratyak:}a-anum;;3.na) but has no indepen
dent reality. The causally dependent aspect is real, but does not exist such 
as it is imagined by the ignorant. It is the bare, ideal reality free from the 
differentiation into subject and object and is known by the "pure wordly 
knowledge", the knowledge which is acquired after the concentrated con-
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templation in Highest Trance. The absolute aspect is the primordial nature, 
the real background of the unreality of the superimposed phenomenal aspect. 

60. 'vinirmukta. 
6 1 .  Cf. Siddhi, pp. 649 & 743-761 ; SaI!!dhinirmocanasiitra, pp. 28, 29,  22 1 ,  229; 

Suz., Stud., p .  429 and passim; A.K., VII. p. 96; vm, p.  1 85; Oltramare, 
Theosophie Bouddhique, pp. 304-3 1 0; A.O., IX, p. 25 1 & XI. p. l B. 

62. T, reads nirociha, destruction, impermanence. The i=utability and perma
nence of the Unique Absolute implies the impermanence and destruction of 
the separate, unreal phenomena. 

63. Y., gaUI,J.a T., kalpita, constructed. 
M. ananyatha. 
65. aviparyasa. 
66. hetutvat. Cf. Siddhi, p. 748 where these synonyms are quoted from the MY. 
67. avikara. 
68. nityaI!! tathatvat; Cf. Siddhi, p. 746: les deux notes qui caracterisent la 

Tathata, la note "vrai" et la note "immuable". (Tatham, parceque toujours 
identique, dit Vasubandhu) . On voit les avantages de cette traduction: elle 
contraste Ie Parini�panna, qui est vrai et immuable, avec Ie Parikalpita qui 
n' est ni vrai ni i=uable. et avec Ie Paratantra qui est vrai, mais qui 
n'est pas immuable. 

69. Cf. Siddhi, p. 75 1 ;  Bodhisattvabhiimi: L'objet du savoir de pure intuition, 
c' est la supreme identique realite, au dela de laquelle il n' y a rien, qui est 
l 'extremite du connaissable. ( Comparer J.  Rahder, note sur la septieme Bhiimi, 
p. 246, dans DaSabhiimi) .  

70. Cf. Siddhi. p .  5 66 ff: Ayant a leur tete la Satkayadr�ti qui admet comme 
reels les Dharmas qui sont imaginaires. les Dr�ps, Vicikitsa, Avidya, Raga 
Vih�sa, Mana, avec les Upakle.sas. Ces "erreurs" couvrent ou voilent la 
-vraie nature du jiieya, "ce qui est it connaitre";  ils font obstacle it la Bodhi. 
Donc JiieyavaraJ;la et Ava�a. 

7 1 .  viparyasavastutvat. T., For avastutvat, Tib. lit. abhavat. 
72. Y., nimittanirodha; T. - virodha, Cf. Oberm., IHQ., IX, p. 1 030. Siddhi, 

p. 748. 
73. animittam evanimittal:;t. The meaning of the sanskrit text is not very clear. 

Cf. T., n. 572: MS. animitta eva. From Tib. it cannot be ascertained whether 
here is masculine or neuter gender. Siddhi, p.  749: Elle est A.nimitta, 
parceque to utes les notes (nimitta) de Riipa, de Vedana, . . . . . . de Bodhi, 
s' apaisent en elle. 

74. aryajiianagocaratvat; Cf. Siddhi, p, 749: Parall:lfutha, parcequ'elle est 
"rea.!isee" par Ie sa voir supreme, Ie Nirvikalpakajiiana. 

75. �ya9dr�p. 
76. samyagvimuktijiiana. 
77. hetu. 
78, dhatu. Cf. Oberm., NirvaJ;la, IHQ., X, p. 204 ft. and Siddhi, p. 694: dhatu 

signifie "receptacle", parce qu'y ont place d'infinies et sublimes grandes 
qualites. Ou bien dhatu signifie "cause", parce qu'il produit les biens 
mondains et supramondains des cinq vehicules. N. 1 refers to the Tri�: 
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"aryadharmahetuMid dhatul,1 I hetvartho hy dhatuSabdaJ:" which · almost 
verbally corresponds to the reading of the MVT. 

79. svala�aI)opadaya. Cf. AX, III, p. 6: dhatu, ce qui porte ( dadhati) un 
svala�aI)a (a savoir les Kamas etc. ) See also p. 7 and I. p. 37. 

80. saI!lkleSa. Cf. pp.  29 & 46 H. 
8 1 .  vLSuddhi. 
82. samala. 
83. nirmala. Cf. Oberm., A. 0., IX, p. 1 49:  The Absolute mingled with defile

ment is the fundamental element which is  not delivered from the bonds of 
the passions and is called the Essence of Buddhahood ( as it exists in all 
the living b eings) .  The Immaculate Absolute is the same thing as th'e 
exclusive property of the Buddha and consisting in a total metamorphose 
( of all the elements of existence) . 

84. asrayaparav:rt:ti. 
85.  asrayaparavrtti. For "the metamorphose of the elements constituting the 

personality of an ordinary individual into component parts of the 3 
Bodies of the Buddha at the time of final Enlightenment'· ( A. 0.,  IX, 
pp. 1 00 ff) see Siddhi, pp. 609-6 1 2  and pp. 661 ,  667; p. 6 1 0. Le mot 
asraya, au sens passif, signifie "ce sur quoi s'appuie·' .  II s'agit du Para
tantra, car s'appuient sur Ie Paratantra d'une part les Dharmas souilles, 
d'autre part les Dharmas purs. Tous les Dharmas conditionnes, san;:tskrta, sont 
Paratantra. Toutefois c'est Ie huitieme Vijfiana, jamais interrompue, qui est 
Ie support des Dharmas souilles et purs. "Souilles" c' est-8o-dire ce qui est 
faux, ce qui est Parikalpita. "Purs" , c' est-a.-dire ce qui est vrai, Ie PaI'in4-
p anna. La Paravrtti "revolution",  sera donc double: paravrtti-expulsion du 
souille, paravrtti-acquisition du pur. Par la repetition assidue du Nirvikal
pakajiiana est coupe la lourdeur grossiere (da�thulya ) des deux AvaraI)as 
qui est dans Ie Mulavijfiana. Par la revolution-expulsion des Klesas, on 
acquiert Ie MahaparinirvaI)a; par la revolution-expulsion du JiieyavaraI)a, 
on realise la Mahabodhi" . A detailed exposition of this subj ect we find 
in the MSA., IX. 

86.  dttasantana, 

87. raga. See the Char. of Defilem., n. 1 02 .  
88 .  virajaska, free from dust. 
89.  aviparitacetas. 
90. tattvajiianat 
9 1 .  ape�il<3. 

92. prakrtya prabhasvaratvat. Cf. J. Rahder, DaSabhiimika-Sutra, BhUmi IX, 
D, p. 74. 

93. avasthabheda. 
94. anitya. 
95. vikaradharmiI)i tvat 
96. avastha. 

97, agantukamalapagamat Cf, A.O., IX, p. 105: All the elements constituting 
a personality as well as the defiling agencies and the Biotic F�rce which 
produce them are regarded as totally unreal by themselves, and called 
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forth by the force of illusion. They are always spoken of as the occasional. 
the accidental defiling elements which cannot affect or alter the element of 
the Absolute. The latter. as we have it with every individual excepting the 
Buddha, is represented as concealed under the coverings of this accidental 
defilement. but by no means demaged by it. 

98 . Cf. Mahayanasutrala�kara. XI, 13 .  
99. atatsvabhavatvat. 

1 00. svabhavantara. 
1 0 1 .  bhava. 
102. vikaradharma. 
1 03. sPfsati. 
1 04. vastubheda. 
1 05. dvayabhavasvarupa. 
1 06. Cf. T .. n. 593. who enumerates the sixteen forms of siinyata. mentioned by 

Vasubandhu and who refers to the Mahavyutpatti. § XXXVlI. ( 18 forms ) 
and to the Lailkavata.ra. p. 74-75. ( 7  forms) . See also the eighteen forms 
in the Sa�dhinirmocana Sutra. Ed. Lamotte. VIII. p. 224 ff. 

1 07. bhoktrvastu = the subject. 
1 08 .  bhoj anavastu = the object. 
1 09. taddehavastu. 
1 1  O. pra�thavastu. 
1 1 1 .  samanyala�aJ?a. 
1 1 2 .  vastuoanatvena. 
1 i 3.  adh�thana = deha = sarlra = the physical existence or "personality". 
1 1 4.  bhajanaloka. the anorganic world. 
1 1 5. atmiyasoeha. 
1 1 6. 1. bhoktrsunyata = adhyatmaSiinyata. the Subjective Non-Substantiality. 
1 1 7. adhyatmikayatanah. See p. 19 ff. 
1 1 8.  abhimana. pride. self-c

'
onceit. 

1 19. 11. bhojanasiinyata = bahYaSunyata = The Objective Non-Substantiality. 
See p. 20. 

1 20. IlL adhyatmabahyaSiinyata. the Non-Substantiality of both the Subj ective 
and Obj ective. 

1 2 1 .  IV. mahasunyata.  
1 22. savitarka. Cf. Ce.. p. 1 04. 
1 23.  yoniSomanaskara. 
1 24. anyo nimittagraha. 
1 25. jiiana. The Transcendental Wisdom cogruzmg the Non-Substantiality. ( Cf. 

Oberm .• Stud. of the Twenty Aspects. IHQ .• IX. p. 1 73. ) 
1 26. vikalpa. 
1 27 .  paramarthakara. 
128.  yogibhiimibhrantinimitta. 
1 29. V. sunyatasiinyata. 

1 30. VI. paramarthaSiinyata. Cf. Oberm. op. cit . •  p. 1 75:  "The Relativity of the 
Ultimate Reality. The latter. that is NirvaJ?a, is devoid of the essence of 
Nirv.:iJ?a ( as of a separate entity ) . in as much as it represents the mere 
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separation ( from the phenomenal elements) ." T:s reading of this -sentence 
differs. See his nn. 608, 609. 

1 3 1 .  bhavasvaIiipatvam. 
1 32. pratipadyate = prapadyate. Cf. T. n. 6 1 7. 
1 33 .  subhadvaya. 
1 31. s�skrtam = abhiltaparikalpa = paratantrasvabhava = the stream of 

consciousness in its causally dependent aspect, Le. the bare reality free 
from the differentiation into subject and object or the pure wordly existence 
as foundation of the Path. 

1 35. VII. s�slqta.silnyata. 
1 36. VIII. asaf!1slqta.silnyata. 
1 37. This a quotation from the Prajilaparamita. It  is the Buddha who is speaking. 
1 38 .  IX. atyanta.sunyata. 
1 39. �sara. 
1 40. sravakabodhi. T. reads bhilmi instead of bodhi. 
11 1 .  X. anavaragra.silnyata. 
1 12. a�ayaya subhaya. Subha is kuSala. Cf. Siddhi, p .  699. 
1 13. kuSalamilla. Cf. A. 0., IX, p. 1 94. 
1 11. Cf. Siddhi, p .  671 :  NirupadhiSel?anirvaI;la: la Tathata sortie de la douleur 

du Saf!1sara. D'une part, les Kle.sas sont epuises: d' autre part, est egalement 
epuise tout upadhi ( qui pourrait semr de support a la douleur. ) See also 
p. 702 and Oberm., Nirv., I:HQ., X, p. 2 1 9  ff. 

1 15 .  dharmakaya. Cf. Siddhi, p. 703 ff and 762 ff; IHQ, X, p.  257: The 
Cosmical Body ( dharma-kaya ) = the Absolute Truth = the Unique Es
sence of the elements = the Pacification of the Plurality = the Principle 
of Extinction or Negation of Phenomenal Existence = NirvaI;la in the true 
and ultimate sense. 

1 46. anasravabhava. "The sasravadharmas are those elements which are in
fluenced by avidya and the passions and characterized by a tendency 
towards life, commotion and turmoil. The anasravadharmas, are influenced 
by prajila, Transcendental Wisdom and exhibit a tendency towards reduc
tion of life, appeasement of commotion and even annihilation. The first 
correspond to the ordinary man, the second make up the Saint." ( Cf. CC., 
pp. 49, 52, 96 ff. ) .  See also !'viSA., p. 75, n. 23; Siddhi, pp. 694 ff. 

1 47. sasravadharmavipakakaya. Cf. Siddhi, p .  768: Vipakakaya, corps de retri
bution au Rilpakaya, corps materiel, ou Janmakaya, corps de naissance, 
Ie corps qui est ne dans Ie  jardin de Lumbini, Ie corps muni de marques 
qu'a produites la pratique des Paramitas. 

1 48. XI. anavakara.sUnyata. 
1 49. gotra. For "The special theory of the fundamental element of the Absolute, 

otherwise called the Essence of the Buddha or the element of his lineage" 
see Oberm., Sublime Science, A.O., IX, and Siddhi, pp. 562, 721 ff. 

1 50. XII. pralqtiSilnyata. 
1 5 1 .  pralqti. 
1 52. svabhavikam = anadikalikam = anagantukam. Cf. Siddhi, p.  704: 

Svabhavikakaya, ainsi nomme parce qu'i1 est Ie svabhava, la "nature" meme 
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des Bouddhas. C'est Ie pur Dharmadhatu des Tathagatas, etc. 
1 53. anadisaD?-sara. 
1 5·4:. kiii dc cetanaD?- kin cid acetanam. 
1 55. buddhagotram. 
1 56. sravakadigotram. Cf. AO., IX, p. 1 03. 
1 57. paramparagatatvat. Cf. AO., IX, p. 206: With reference to the Germ 

as being in an inconceivable ma=er derived from the Absolute ( and as 
becoming finally developed into the latter) it is said: - This ( Germ ) 
derived from the Absolute, b eginningless and transferred from one existence 
to another, is as it were a spedal property of the 6 ( internal ) b ases of 
cognition. 

1 58.  tathagatagotrikatvat. This is the standpoint of the Madhyamikas. Cf. AO., 
IX, p .  1 04. 

1 59. l�a [) anuvyaiijana. Cf . .  AO., IX, pp. 248, the 32 corporeal marks of 
a superman. See also n. 1 62. 

1 60. XIII. laksa�aSUnyata. 
1 6 1 .  See n. 1 32. 
1 62. balavaiSaradyave�ikadi. Cf. Har Dayal. Bodhis. Doetr.,  pp. 1 9  ft. 
1 63 .  Y. ,  vibhavana; T., vibhavayati: For this reason he meditates upon it. 

1 64. XIV. sarvadharmaSUnyata. 
1 65. vyavasthanam. 
1 66. sadbhava = real existence. 
1 67. Xv. abhavasunyata. 
1 68.  XVI. abhavasvabhavaSUnyata. 
1 69. astitvam. 
1 70. parikalpitasvarupa. 
1 7 1 .  vipakavijfianasvabhava. Cf. Siddhi, p.  1 67. 
1 72. bhoktfJmdgala. 
1 73. kalpitalaks�a. 
1 74. rupadivijfiapti. 
1 75. bhojanasyatmiyasyabMva. 
1 76. sattvaloka. 
1 77. jfiaq-. 
1 78.  s�skrtadi. 
1 79. svamin. 
1 80. prayokq-. 
1 8 1 .  asadhar�a. 
1 82. pratipaksa. 
1 83. vi<!aya. 
1 84. svabhava. 
1 85. bhavanaprayojana. 
1 86. vyapakatva. 
1 87. adhyaropapavada. 
1 88.  sarvac;!r!!tinil).saranatmakatva. 
1 89. Y., praptaye; T. suddhaye. See his n. 655. 
1 90. rupakaya. The Rupakaya represents the S�hoga�kaya, the "Body of 
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Bliss" as well as the Nirmfu?,a-kaya, "the numerous Apparition'al bodies 
which are its 'emanations, and are working for the weal of all living beings 
as long as the world exists". ( A.a.,  IX, pp. 1 1 0. 1 1 1  and Siddhi, p .  705 ) . 
See also n. 1 47. 

1 9 1 .  dharmakaya. 
1 92. samalavastha. 
1 93. nirmalavastha. See no. 97. 
1 94. sadhanam. 
1 95 .  agantukopakleSaI!!kl�tata. The upakle.sas meant here are vikalpa, false 

discrimination; bhaya, fear; kausidya, indolence and sa�aya, doub t. See 
the Survey of the N-S. Cf.  Siddhi, p.  362 where 20 upakle.sas are men
tioned. 

1 96. svabhavaviSuddhata. 
1 97. vimo�a. 
1 98 .  margabhavanata�. 
1 99. prthagj anavastha. 
200. viSuddhiprabheda. 
201 .  upadana. Cf. Nirvfu:1a, p.  1 97. 
202. sa�t. 
203. dharmaparatantratvat. See n. 85.  
204. tadupadanam; Cf.  T., n. 675:  Tib. taddhetukam for tadupadanam; Nirva1!a, 

p. 1 95, n. 4: From the Buddhist point of view the terms pratitya "relative 
to a cause" and upadaya "relative to a substratum" are equivalents. 

205. saI!!bandha. 
206. aryavastha. 
207. k�ta. 
208. suddha. 
209. Cf. T. , n. 68 1 :  "Vasubandhu's reading in accordance with the Tib. is 

kathaI!! nakli.!?ta napi suddheti. " (In what manner is it not non-defiled nor 
even pure? ) . 

2 1 0. The Path and Nirvfu?,a. 
2 1 1 .  prak[tyaiva prabhasvaratvat. The cittadharmata = cittasvabhava = 

nirvikalpakajiiana. Cf. Siddhi, pp.  1 25, 4 1 6  ff. , 585 ff. See also Lank. S. ,  
ed., Nanjio, p.  77, 15 & p. 300, 12 ;  A.O. IX, p. 1 05 ;  R. Kimura. A Historical 
S tudy etc . .  p. 8 1 :  The original Mahasanghikas held that the original nature 
of the human mind (vimala-dtta-svabhava) is naturally pure. 

2 1 2. Y.. cittasyaiva malala�anatvat; T . •  dttasyaivala�a1fatvat. n. 685; Tib. 
adds mala. 

2 1 3 .  viSuddha. 
2 1 4. pra�edhadvayat. The unreality of the "Ego" and the unreality of the 

sep arate essences and qualities superimposed on the elements of existence. 
2 1 5. laukika marga. The Path of the Bodhisattva "while he is still an ordinary 

mundane being and has not yet a ttained the position of a Saint" ( A.a.,  
XI. p. 36) . It comprises the S�haramarga. the Path of Accumulating 
Merit and the p rayoga-marga. the Path of Training. Cf. Siddhi. p. 267. and 
Tl'iqIS., p. 24:; Trans!. ,  p. 83, n.!.: Le chemin mondain est, par definition, 
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incapable d'aneantir Ie Mental Passione; iI ne peut conduire qu' a la sup
pression des Passions de J 'etage des Subhalq-tsnas. See also MVT., llI, p. 1 56.  

2 1 6. lokottara marga. Cf. Siddhi. p .  606 H. 
2 1 7. svabhfunika. Cf. Oberm .. I H Q . .  IX. 1030; Siddhi. p. 726 ff; A. O. XI; 

J. Rahder. La Carriere du Saint &uddhique. BMFJ . II. l .  
218 .  rn.rdumadhya ( dhimatra ) . 
2 1 9. anasravatviH. 
220. cak�uradi . the organs of sense and consciousness. 
221 .  Y . •  aniv,Wivyakrtatvat; T . •  anavrta. The sense-organs as such are indif

ferent for the progress towards Final Deliverance. CE. Ce. . p. 1 02 and 
AX. II. p. 3 1 5 . 

222, Y .• ku.salasasravad vi.Se�anartham; T . •  ku.salasasravatvad visesartham. 
223. saf!1saraparyapannatvat. 

224. �tavipakatvat. Cf. A.K. IV. p. 1 06: L'acte bon ( ku.sala, subha) est salutaire, 
parce qu'il est de retribution agreable (�tavipaka) et par consequent protege 

de la souffrance pour un temps (: c' est J'acte bon impur. kuSalasasrava ) ;  ou 
bien parce qu'i! fait a tteindre Ie Nirvfu:1a et. par consequent. protege definiti

vement de la souffrance ( :  c 'est  J ' acte bon pur) . L'acte mauvais ( aku.sala. 
aSubha) est p emicieux: c' est I 'acte de retribution desagreable.  L 'acte dont 
Bhagavat ne dit pas qu'jJ est bon ou mauvais. J 'acte non-defini ( avyalq:ta ) 

n' est ill salutaire. ill pernicieux. 
225. dharmata. 
226. vyavasthana. 
227. T.. gotrala�ai1a. the essence of the germ. of the Unique Absolute. the 

Spiritual Lineage of the Buddha. 
228. vikalpa. 
229. bhaya. 

230. anadhimukta. 
23 1 .  abhranti. 
232. tathata. 
233, Y.. kausidya; T., ala sya. 
234. saf!lSaya. 
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